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The purpo ·e of this study w co mvestigate the infl:aence of particiµation in un 
e pres.1ve movement programmr. on the gro s motor co-ordination. vi ual-mot01 
integration and the self-concc:pt of 117 pre-school children from a di advantaged 
community ln order to maxi I c ti1e accuracy of the re ult:. a time . erie design wa 
followed Participant. were divided into two e,tperimental group·. All partidpant were 
pre-te ted, then one group received the 7 week expre ive movement programme while the 
second group received no treatment All participants were then r,ost-te ted, followed by 
another 7 week intervention programme given to the econd group, whit the first group 
received no further intervention All participants were then post-tested gam Data 
collection for all three dependent variable was completed using the harlop-Atwell cale 
of Gro s Motor a-ordination the Beery Devekipmental 'f e t of Vi ual-motor Integration, 
and the Primary and Pre-School Self-Concept cale 
Result of this tudy revealed that the pre- chool children realised the following 
outct'mes ot participation in an expres 1ve movement programme 
• Sigmfo an~ enha. cement of gros motor co-ordination 
• Improvement in vi\11 1-m 'tor integration a reflected in th drawing ability of tb.e 
children 
• ign1ficant enhancement of elf-co,•ctot 
Ba ed on the e re ults, it was concluded that panmpation in e pre sive movement 
programmes can makt a si nificant contribution tn the dev1.,ormtnt of pre- chool chilcirtn, 
and therefore hould be integrated a a form I content ar a w1thm the11 cu .riculum 
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Opsomming 
Die doel van hlerdie studie was om die mvloed van deelname aan ·n ekspre siewe 
bewegingsprogram op die grootmotoriese koordinas1e, v1sueel-motonese integrasie en 
selfkonsep van I 17 pre-pnmere kinders vanun ' n mindl.'rbevoorregte gemi::enskap te 
ondersoek teo einde die akkuraatheid van d1e resultate te optima.II eer. i · n opeenvolgende 
tydsgebonde ekspenmentele ontwerp (a timt: series design) gevolg D1e deelnemers is in 
twee ek perimentcle groepe verdeel Alie deelnemers het 'n pre-toets ontvang waarna die 
een groep aan ·n 7 weeklange ekspress1ewe bewegingsprogram dedgeneem het, terwyl die 
ander groep geen interven ie ontvang het me. Alie deelnemers het IOe 'n pust-toets 
ondergaan, waama die tweede groep onderwerp is aan · n 7 weeklange mterven 1eprograrn, 
terwyl die cerste groep n geen verdere behandeling blootge tel is nie . Hiema 1s alle 
deelnemer weer aan 'n po t-toets onderwerp Dataver amelrng vir al drie afha11klike 
veranderlik s is voltooi deur die gebru1k van die Charlop- twell Skaal v1r Grootmotoriese 
Ko~rdi11a ie die Beery Ontwikkelingstoets v,r Visueel-:'¥1otoriese lmegras1e en die Pnmere-
en Pre-orimere ~!Ikon epskaal 
Resultate van hierJie studie het aangetoon dat die voor koolse kinder die volgende 
uitkomste met betrekkrng tot deelruime aan die ekspressiewe bewegingsprogram. behaal 
het· 
• Betekcrusvolle verbetering van grootmotoriese koordim,sie 
• Verbetenng v n v1 ueel-motonese mtegra ie soos geret1ekteer deur die 
rekenvermoens van die kmders 
• B~tekem voile verbetering van selfkonser 
Gebaseer op hienlie resultate, 1s daar tot die gevnlgtrekking gekom dat dee!ri:ime aan 'n 
ekspressiewe bewegmgsprogram 'n betekeni volle oydrae kan !ewer tot die ontwikkellng 
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Many children are coming into our chool lacking in basic 
perceptual-motor sk,lls As a re ult of thi ba ic lack, the are le 
able to pa.rt1c1pate m the formal educational activitie which are 
arrangeJ for them and they are less able 10 learn from the e 
act1v1t1es They become slow learners rn the clas room 
(Kephart, I 960, p I 7) 
Gro motor co-ordination is an e ·enr1al component of the development of 
perceptuaJ-motor skills (Charlop & twell, 1980, GaJ/ahue & Ozmun, 1995, P1enaar, 
1992) It include the development of body awareness, the spatial and tempor I awarene s 
reference sy tern that is so crucial to the acquisition of motor skills by young children 
(Cratty, 1970, Gabbard, 1988; Grine ki, I 988, Van Niekerk, 1986) For example, 
underdeveloped body awareness and patial- and temporal orientation are manifested m 
difficulties with sensory-motor c..>-ordination and may be accompanied by the left-nght 
discrimination problems associated with dyslexia (Feldenkrais, 1984, Lerch, Becker, Ward 
& Ne/ on, 1980, Pretorius, 1995) Efficient perceptual-motor development is a prerequisite 
to chool readiness en uring the maximising of optimal learning potential ini1crent ia evei · 
child (Grove. 1986). 
Developmentally appropriate movement programmes can stimulate young children 
to acquire an intere t in learning, to be willing to try new things, to trust adult , to establish 
a ense of independence and to learn positive social behaviours (Schweinhart & Weikan, 
1986) Scientific findings from South African re ources have demonstrated that early 
childhood developmen, programmes not only can lead to immediate benefits for the child, 
but also can produce long- randing benefits in tenns of the child's ability to contribute to 
the community (National Educational Co•ordmating Committee - NEPI. I 992) One 
dimension of the e early childhood programme that has not been investigated, however, i 
the ootential contribution that an expressivL movement programme (one that emphasises 
creative movement responses and the 'ityles of teaching associated with movement 




A pressing need exists m general for c!evelopmental research in South Africa from a 
multj•cultured perspective, as past educational policies have lead to large gaps m ·cient1fic. 
social aud cultural knowledge (Liddell & Kvalsvig, 1990, choeman, 19Q3) Information 
compiled by the South AfriClln Institute for Ra~e Relation (SAIRR) m J 9Q2 revealed that 
47°'o of the total population was under the age of 19 year ( AJRR, 1992) De p1te tlu 
demographic pattern, publications on deve:opmental I sue over the five ears prior to J 991 
constituted only about 10% of all educational research publi hed in outh Afrka (Mayer , 
Marais & PrinsJoo, I Q9 I). Herbert and Katzenellenbogen (I 995) identified specifically the 
need for research pertaining to the movement performance of youag children from 
disadvantaged backgrounds in outh Africa, including research into early childhood 
programmes. 
Statement of the Problem 
This investigation focused on the impact of partJcipat,on in an expre ive movement 
programme on elected aspects of children's perceptual-motor development and self-
concept Because of the urgent need for information about children from di advnnt gcd 
communities, the subjects invited to participate in this tudy were ·o-called ''Coloured" 
chlldreo (see definitions section at the end of this chapter) living in the we ·tern uburban 
area of Port Efjzabeth. 
The primary aim of this study was to investigate the effect of participation in an 
expres ive movement programme on the development of gross motor co-ord1nat1on and 
visual-motor integration as aspects of perceptual-motor functioning of young children from 
a specific urban geo-.,hysically deprived milieu In this case of this stud , that milie11 \ a 
one of low ocio-eLonomic status and poverty 
The secondary aim of this study ,.,as to investigate the effect of participation m an 
expressive movement programme on the development of the self-concept of the children 




The following hypothe e guided this mve ligation 
Participation in an expressive movement programme will facilitat the 
development of the gro s motor co-ordination of young children 
2 Participation in an e pressive movement programme will facilitate the 
development of the visual-motor integration of young children. 
3. Part1c1pation m an expre sive movement programme will facilitate the 
development of the self-concept of young children 
SignificaW\ce of the Study 
Knowledge about children in outh African culture ha· been evaluated as . ketchy 
and mcomplete (Alla 1, 1992, Dawes & Donald, 1994) Taking cogni ance of the impact of 
ocio-cultuial heritage and the geo-physically depnved milieu on child development, it is 
d'-emed e ential to build s stematically the sc1ent1tic knowledge requited for making 
infom1ed d c1 ion~ about lhc education of children in outh Afnca In r lation to young 
children and mm,cmenr programmes, Herbert and Katzencllenbog n ( 1995) pecitically 
called for further inve tigations into the potential for programme emphasisin movement 
creativity and mov ment exploration on the development of 1oung children 
Many teachers may believe that they have anadequa1e knowledge of and preparauon 
for actively timulatmg perceptual-motor development of young children A dire ne d 
exists for movement content packaged into educational programmes When contrai.ted lo 
u mg game a content, the ut!lisation of e press.ive movement a a medium to enhance the 
development of perceptual motor abihtie and elf-concept has ofh:n met with ignorance, 
discomfort and trepidation on the part of teacher (Gabbard, 1988, Oallahue & Ozmun, 
l99S, Grine ki , 1988, Herkowirz, 1977). The deign of an expre ive movement 
programme that stimulates fundamental motor skills. body awaren s , ·patial awarene , 
temporal awareness and balance through expressive movement, must therefore be 
con idered an important contribution of this research 
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Perhaps the most 1gnificant a pect of this ·tudy is 1ts holi tic approacb to arly 
childhood education, combining a perceptual-motor development programme with the 
development of , elf-com;epl of young children Developmental a essment of young 
children is crucial in the early detection of developmemal lag in perceptual-motor ab1ltt1e , 
specifically if they were exposed ro a geo-physically deprived m1heu Early identification of 
children with potential developmentaJ problems should be coupled with early 
upplement ry, enriching or remedlal programmes that could help to reduce the risk of 
cholastic failure and as ociated affective and behavioural adju tment problem As a re ult 
of thi. investigation, the importance of including expressive movement e. periences as an 
integral part of the early l,hildhood education curricuJu.m will be more clearly understood. 
The relationship between participauon an uch a programme nd the development of elf-
concept will al o be better defined 
Methodology 
Because this research involved intervention with an expre ive movement 
programme in a field-based setting. a quasi-experimental appro ch wa followed. A non-
quiv I nt group de 1gn w employed that allowed for the es ·ment of a treatment group 
nd compari on group on pre• and po t-te t mea urement · of ,;elected perceptual-motor 
v11riable , visual-motor variable , and self concept 
• The Clmrlop-Alwell S<:alc: <4 Gro.\,\ Mu/or Co-mdh1t1/u111 was utili ed to 
mea ure gros motor co-ordination, a dependent vw rable, reflecting a ma1or 
component of perceptual-motor development and indicating competence in the 
exucudon of fundamental movement kill . 
• Tt, .. Bl!ery D,H•elopme111al 1'1!Mof Visual-nm/or l111egra1io11 was selected as an 
age appropriate a sessment tool to mea ure the econd dependent variable, 
visual-motor inlegration. 
• 1)perating under the II Sumption th t the child i the most appropriate per on to 
provide information ab ut hi 1r h r self-concept, the semantic differential 
Primary and Pre-.\chool Self~o,11:epl Scale , consi ting of pictorial timuli and 
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ets of bipolar adjectives such as happy- ad and fast-slow, were used in the 
assessment of elf-concept 
The object sample consisted of one hundred and eventeen (N- 1 17) 
children livmg in the western uburban area of Port Elizabeth in the Eastern ('ape pro, mce, 
"'hose age ranged from 4.8 to 6 9 years old The Eastern ape is the second largest of 
South frica ' s nine provinces, and covers 14% of the country's total area The province 
has the econd largest school enrolment, with 2 294 505 le.llllers at all levels in I 997, 
comprising about 18¾ of South Africa's total learner population (H RC, 1996) 
The rationale for selecting this age group was tnat early childhood ha been 
identified a.<1 a critical developmental period in the life of a child It is during this period that 
he/ he must learn to master specific developmental task which are regarded as the 
"building blocks" for optimal future development (Bee, l ()89 , Gallahue & Ozmun, 1995, 
Louw. 1990, Vrey, 1984, Wick -Nelson & Israel, 1984) These childrtn from a geo-
phy ically deprived milieu were elected because it was suspected that the povert; and 
previous patterns of discrimination tha.1 have affected their community could have had a 
negative impact on their rate of development in term of perceptual-motor abilitie nd 
po itive self-concept. 
Limitations 
The following limitations in the design and 1mplementat1on of thJs research may have 
had an impact on one or more aspects of the inve tigation, and therefore must b-: kept in 
mind when considering the results 
• Due to violent political unre t m Lhc we tern ubu, ban area of Pon Elizabeth a1 
the time of the study, a non-random ample and a convenience sampling 
method had to Le used Thi could nave influenced the external validjty of the 
research 
• The respondent in the sample were from on~ scogr phicaJ location only, 
whi~h could limit the generali ability of result to the wider population 
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• Due to a high drop-out rate and illne at the various times of as e sment, 
valuable raw data was not available on aJI ubJects who initially took pan m the 
project 
• There are many instruments available t.Ju1 measure perceptual-motor 
development, visual-motor abilities and self-concept. Although the ~election of 
the measurement instruments was made carefully, other results may have been 
produced if other instruments had been used to collect data This study must 
therefore accept all of the limitations attached to those measurement 
instruments selected 
• Although the term "geo-physically deprived milieu" is applicable to all rac,aJ 
and cultural groups who may be described as "deprived" or "disadvantaged," 
the subjects in this study were all from a "so-called Coloured" predominantly 
Afrikaan -speaking community AJthough now regarded as Black outh 
Africans, it is pos ible that that there are some racial and cultural factors 
as ociated with their heritage that would influence the generalisability of the 
result ofthis study to other children from di advantaged group 
Terminology 
The following terms were defined in the following ways for use in the contP.x1 of this 
research , 
E1pre sive Movement 
Expressive movement refers to movement experiences emphasising concept dealing 
with body awareness, spatial awareness, temporal awareness, •Jyn_amjc and relationship, 
performed in a creative and imaginative manner, usually employing the exploration and 
discovery styles of teaching. 
Disadvantaged 
Disadvantaged is used as at1 adjective to qualify reference to per on from or 
cllaracteristics of a geo-physically deprived milieu. This i not a racial or culturally bound 
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concept and its pecific charactens1 s will vary from country to country Children from 
'disadvantaged'' backgrounds are not sufficient' prepared for uccessful participation in 
school or in their society The child may have been isolated from experiences. brought about 
by poverty, meagreness of intellectual stimulation, illiteracy, etc. For purposes of being 
both succinct and clear in this investigation, a EZeo-phy ically deprived milieu will be referred 
to as a "disadvantaged community " 
Gro s Motor Co-ordination 
Gross motor co-ordination i the effective and efficient use of the total body in 
large/gross motor activities that require temporal and spatial co-ordination of sequences of 
movements or simultaneous execuuon of the movement of body pans. typrcaJly includmg 
skills such a walking, running, hopping, skipping, jumping, balancing. throwing Md 
catching, dynamic and static balancing. 
Self-concept 
Self-concept is a general concept including how children feel about them elve and 
how they perceive others to think about them It include their feelings of belonging, self-
worth, competence and acceptance of elf and is formulated with reference to social 
interaction with significant others, such as parents, teachers, and peers 
Visual Motor Integration 
Visual motor integration is the performance of fine perceptuaJ-motor tasks that 
involve the co-ordination specific visual input with a pecific motor response drawing, e g 
viewing a geometric figure and then drawing a copy of it The fine motor skills involved 
predominantly use tht: hand and fingers to produce precision movements, and specifically 
rely on eye-hand co-ordination for successful ta k accomplishment 
Young Children 
Young children refers to individuals with chronological ages between 3 and 7 years 





The repertoire of movement vocabulary with which the young child enters chool 
will have an important effect on his/her ability to participate fully in the formal educational 
experience The establishment of the new Policy of Education in 1994 in South Afi ica and 
the re ultant changes in the cultural and racial composition of children in schools, requires 
that an expanded knowledge base be e tablished to guide educational decision-making. 
That knowledge base must include information about children from d1 advantaged 
communities lt was the purpose of this investigation to 
• Design an expressive movement programme which could be implemented in 
early childhood education, stimulating fundamental motor skills, body 
awareness, spatial awareness, temporal awareness and balance rn an explorative 
way 
• Determine the effects of such a programme on the gros motor co-ordination, 





Theoretical Background and Review of Literature 
A good standard of performance in gross and tine motor skills is con 1dered a 
prerequisite to young chtldren's steady progress and full participation in their lessons at 
school (Wright, 1997). Delays or deficiencies in the development in motor skills at an early 
tage of a child's education can hinder the learning process (Geuze & Borger, 1993, 
Henderson, 1992, Lo se et aJ 1991) Children who experience movement development 
difficulties also may encounter additional negative effect related to social and affective 
variables, e.g. self-concept. locus of control and the ability to use goaJ setting (Henderson, 
1992, He 1den.on et al 1989) Movement problems have aJso been associated with 
behavioural diff culties that may stem from the frustration children can experience when 
they hr,ve not developed the necessary functional skills to successfully participate in 
classroom activities (Schoemaker & Kalverboer, 1994) 
Any efforts to provide quality early chiJdhood education should include ~he search 
for etfecti\'e movement education programmes designed to facilitate children's rrotor 
development (Wnght, 19n) The earlier in a child 's life that a programme of intervention 
can be organi d for a child with movement difficulties, for example, the greater the posil1ve 
effect of that treatment (Cantell et aJ . I 994, Losse et al 1991) The importance of 
movement education during the early childhood period is based on the premise that 
generalisation of treatment effects to a variety ofmcwemcnt conte':ts is more likely to occur 
with young children because the differentiation process in their learning h.as only just begun 
(Schoemaker et al , 1994). Differentiation is a developmental proces in which motor skills 
gradually become more task specific. Hoare (1994) recommended that programmes be 
designed and tested in which children with identifiable perceptual motor deficits be given 
intervemion actjvities that focus on experiences focused on that deficit 
lt has been estimated that there i a high risk of developmental problem among 
many young South African chilo,en, due to their low socio-economic and health status. 




climate of change in South Africa have all contributed to an increased ri k of developmental 
problems (Dawes & Donald. 1994) De Jong ( I 986) suggested that chool failure tn the first 
few years is an increasing problem in \, .. ,frica, especially among Black children He 
stated that one of the reasons for school 1ailure was that the children were not "school 
ready", and thus were ·•at risk'' for developing educational problems from the beginnmg of 
their school experience 
If early childhood or "pre-school" programmes are to be developed to assist in the 
preparation of South African children from disadvantaged communities for school, then the 
movement education aspects of uch programmes must ah,o be defined Research 
addre sing children and their perceptual-motor function can contribute to the knowledge 
base needed for programme development. In order to help establish tills knowledge base, 
the following review of literature is focused on the development of gross motor 
coordination and visual-motor integration as es ential components of perceptual-motor 
development. Perceptual-motor function is regarded as ba 1c to the kills cluldren need to 
deal effectively with the physical realities of their envirvnment. Research relating to 
children's self-concept development is also addressed, because movement skill acquisition is 
regarded as an important medium through which a positive self-concept may be formed if 
children expenence themselves as efficient and effective performer in their environment 
(Gallahue, 1989). 
Gross Motor Development 
The early years of motor development set the foundation of neuromuscular 
coordination that will be used by the individual throughout life to deal with a variety of 
social. affective, cognitive and recreational dimensions of living. The years from two to six 
are considered the «golden years" for motor development (Flinchum, 1988; Gesell . 1973 , 
Williams & De Oreo, 1980) During this period, most children acquire their basic repertoire 
of manipulative and locomotor skills, develop goal-directed motor behaviours and learn to 
put together two or three movement sequences to help them accomplish specific end goals 
(Bruininks, 1978, Cratty, l 970, Paget & Bracken, 1983; Piaget, 1963) All of these 
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behavioural achievement are forerunner of important aspects of adult functioning and are 
contingent upon the child's acquiring an adequate ba e of motor development 
In the literature, motor de,elopment refers to progre ive changes m motor 
behaviour throughout the life cycle As a proce s, motor development involves the 
underlying biological, environmental and task demands influencing both the motor 
performance and movement abilities of md1v1dual from mfancy to old age (Gallahue & 
Ozmun, 1995) The term "gross motor development" refer to the complexity of changes 
that take place in the child's life in tenns of panicipation in phy ical activitie and motor 
kill performance associated with the larger mu cle group of the body (Bee, 1989). Duriug 
the pre-school years, mot0r development u .. olves differentiation of the large muscle groups 
of the body which are essential for the performance of fundamental movement pattern 
(Drowatzky, l 98 l ). These fundamental patterns have been defined the basic locomotor, 
manipulative and stabilising movements that involve the combination of movement piutem · 
of two or more body segments (Gallahue & Ozmun, 1995) Fine mo·ior development refers 
to the development of movement pan ems involving limited movements of body pan · in the 
perfonnance of precise movement . The foe s of the current inve tigation is on gro motor 
development. 
Motor dr.velopment emerged as a formal area of inve tigation in the l 930s Up unttl 
the 1970s, research efforts were basically of two types (crosMectional or longitudinal) and 
were broadly focused on one of the following objectives (Thomas, 1984) 
The identification of milestones at which certain movement pattern. hould 
emerge or change, e g running, throwing, hopping, etc. 
2. The age levels associated with typical motor performances. e g how much faster 
do eight-year-olds run than ix-year-olds. 
These tudies produced detailed descriptions what the typical performance were for 
children at various ages a re ult of these lines of inquiry, motor development is often 
conceived in the literature as a smooth predictable progre sion from the unskilled to the 
skilled level, with specific kill emerging in an orderly equence (Bairstow & Laszlo, 
l981}. From Lhis per pective, motor developmen1 may be viewed a a sequence of phas 




Componeuts of Motor D--velopmeot 
ln addition to the fundamental movement patterns associated with locomotion, 
postural control and manipulation, there are a number of perceptual-motor abilit.ies or 
functions that are identified as criticaJ components of motor development The following 
sections describe the most relevant of these components in tenns of the motor development 
of young children 
Body Awareness 
Body awareness is also referred to as body concept or body knowledge. It is 
associated with the internal awareness of the location of one's body part and •heir 
relationship to each other. Furthermore an understanding of one 's movement capabilities i 
required Kachelhotfer ( 1988, p I I ) made a schematic representation of the sequenc'- of 
the development of body awareness in the pre- chool child 
Age 
2-3 years old 
4 years old 
5 years old 
6 years old 
Capability 
• Awareness of the concepts. front, behind, next to, head, 
.eet. 
• The cluld can find objects according to these body 
references 
• Awareness of other parts of the body increases e g thumb 
and hand and he/she becomes familiar with the face. 
• Awareness of the two-sidedness of the body 
• The child cannot yet localise the two sides of his/her body 
• Knowledge of body parts improves. 
• Knowledge of the right and left sides of the body, but 
uncertainty about the precision thereof 
• Ability to tfetennine the positioning of the self in relation to 
other objects and vice versa 
• Distinguishes between nght and left sides of body parts 
• Begins to determine the body position with reference to the 
right and left sides of objects and vice versa. 
Together with the development of the body awareness of the chrld, laterality and 
dominance develop which are key aspects of temporal-spatial orientation (Kok, 1975) 
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laterality i the internal awareness of right and lefl and forms the basis of movement of the 
bod} in the horizontal plane Laterality enable the child 10 be aware of the bod} knov .. 1ng 
which ide 1s involved in movement, when movement occur· and how far the movement 1s 
situated from the nudline (Grove, 1986) Kephar1 (in Cratty. 1970) defined laterality as ''the 
ability to co-ordinate the right and left side of the body and to cognill ely differentiate 
between both ide ·• (p 250) An awarene s oflaterality ire ential for paual coordinatron. 
movement and motor acth,ities (Kok, 1975) The development of laterality in the pre-
chooler has been ociated with scholastic ancl cognitive kills (Cratty, 1970) Kephart (in 
<.rove, 19 6) related i11efficient development of lateral1ty to the cause of trcpbo mbolla 
v. h1ch 1 a so ·iat.-d with reading problems (Wilham , 1983) 
patial .Awar~nn 
patiaJ awarene i a baste component of perceptual-motor de,elopment that may 
be di\'ided into two ub- ,ategone 
• Knowledge of how much ·pace the body occup1e 
• The abiht · to project the body effectively into e. temal pace 
Knm ledge ot how much ·p e th body oc upie and it relation hip to external obj els 
m y be rfe, lo. d through a -.ar1ety of movement ac1h1tie With practice and e. perience, 
h1ldren prog e . from their egocentric \ orld of I eating ever)1hing in external pace 
rel 11, . 10 1h m el · 1cgoccntm: I c Ii 1ion) to the development of an obJect1ve frame of 
r •fcren c (ub1ecti\e I cali ,IIH nl Fore amp! , pre- choolc1, lend to d termine the location 
of n obJect relati,c to wh re the · are standing Older children , hO\\ever, are able lo Joe tc 
an obj ·t relati\' lo 11s pro 1mity to other n arb_ obJect with ut regard to th loc-ation of 
th ii lwd\' C ,allahuc, 191N) 
( h1ldren le rn that there are thr e l}pc. ot pace 1n which th• · n movt Their ~dl 
~ a e, or per onaJ p . it I ofll'n c-all d, 1 the rc:a immediate!, urroundmg their body 
(i · nual . p Cl' refer.; to the.: total avail hie p ce in the mom. gymnasium r un the 
pla round Resin 1ed pac 1, spe 1ft lh pre. cnbed or limited area m \\ hi h the · ma, 




Directional awareness refers to the internal awarene of the two 1de of the body 
(1aterallty) and the ability to identtfy dimensions of external pace (d1rect1onality) It i · 
through these elements that the child •s able to under tand the d1mens1on of space ( e g the 
child is able to under rand the dimensions of pace (e g left/rigl 1 • up/down, ul/out, 
front/back/sideways) and move the body through self-effort and guidance (William I 983 . 
Overby, I 992) According to Gallahue ( 1989) dtrecuonahty depend on adequately 
established laterahty whtch are important readiness skill nece ary for ucce s 10 r a.ding. 
Temporal wartnHS 
Temporal awarenes i ::oncemed with the development of an adequate timing 
structure in children lt devdop imultaneou I and concurrent! · with ,patial development 
in the child. Temporal awarene i intricately relat d to tile c ordinated interaction of 
v riou mu cular system and ensory modalitie The term ·•eye-hand-roordinatmn'' and 
"e e-foot coordinau n" reflect the interrelation hip of these proces. es Th htld wnh a 
weU-develope<J time dimension i .. referred to as coordmat d, being able to .- •n hro111s 
movements in a rhythmical manner putting them into a proper equ nee ( allahue, 1987) 
Rhythm is the b 1c and most important a. pect of developing a . table tempor I world in 
children. Gallahue ( I 98q) advo ates rhythmic warenes acti,itie. that require performin 
movement ta ·ks 10 auditory rhythmic pattern for young children 
Vatibular Ptrc .. ption 
Ve. ubular p rcepuon provide inform 1ion bout the bud)'· relationship to gra, ii\ 
via the ve tibular apparatu. I a1ed m the inne1 ea, It , thus serves as the has1 for th.: 
bod . ·en of body po Ilion a - 11 relates to . tability or balance Balarn:e r fer to the 
ability of the pre- hooler to control the bod in a ·talll)IW", and a dynamic p . Ilion 
c ordmg to Crall ( 1970) b,dan e 1. the b1htv 10 maint 111 equ1hbriu111 mid. 1 unst hie 
circum tance The balan e ab1h1 nd budv orientari n frnm an un ·table bas purport. 
ccurate perceptual and , patial Judgement r-tlic1ent b lance abil'ty · cm to be e~. cntial for 
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the development of laterahty of the young child v. hich could be as ·oc1ated with the 
scholasuc skills of reading and writing (Grove, I 986) 
Visual Perception 
The child's abihtie. to judge depth, distance :ind to distinguish an object from its 
urrounding background (figur -ground .J1scnmirntion) are primary contributors to the 
perceptual infonnation needed for uccessful motm performance According to literature 
appro imately 75% of the informauon derived from the env1ronment I io the form of visual 
stnnuli i ual perception 1s de cribed h Grove ( I 986) a· the ab1Jity of the brain to make 
contact w1th the outside world through the e ·es Accurate v1 ual perception is crucial for 
the acquisition of reading, writing and drawing sk..ill s an important aspect of sen ory-
pen.eptual development, 11 include visual discrimination, memory and integration ( rove, 
l 'J~~ . :iupe1 . I Q79) Be..:Ju. e nne of Lh r carch que. tion of th cummt in .. estig uon ill 
turn 1:11 ,.i:i •J1)i,1i\l 111 tor integrauon, more detail about v1 ual perception will be dealt with 
in a separaLe · ~1.: ·d1 ofthi review of!iterdture 
Auditory Percrptioo 
ud1tory perccptio11 i. b ed on the abiliue~ of auditory d1 i..1 •m111c1t1on, :ound 
locali ation and auditory figure-ground perceptio1o Auditorv perccptior rs m I e th n 
hearing It involv s the ability to tn,n ·late what one hear· 1nto meanini'.ful inlormalllln 
(Mora'l & Kalakian, 1979) 11di10,-,, p .. ,cepllon i: the contact the brnm make with the 
nut. 1de world ia th l.l3f!, (. uper , l '179) ccouling 10 Kok (IQ 15) uuditurv pcrccp1ion 
fulfil an imponant functmn in the le rrung, pro.:c · and 1s central to II lanr:1ul\ge i !>Ue · A 
child having difficulty with auditor perception • ·ill have d1fficul1) w11h auditory memory 
and udnorv d1scrimi11atiu11 I Faa~. I lil! l. Grovl! , I tlS ) 
umm1ry of lht- Component of Motol' Dt\'tlopmrnl 
Research h tabh. h d that the dchll)J'filenl of gr . 111u1or uordin uon 
determine. the acqua J110n of gros • motor ,kills and ,.- m :h Jlt1i:-,1blc 10 I\\ ub ·eq111:n1 
effort~ to part1 1pa1e rn ~port (Charlop • •\tv. •II 19 0) ~h11rt ,1mtn1.1.1> in p 11.:cptu l-m{1,u1 
component uc-h a!i I 1eraht and nMht-lell d1 cmnin uun fo, er ample, rn } k•.id to poo1 
gro . motor coordination (Pienaar, \Q92) In this conte t, mowr coordination rdi:r- ,, the: 
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integration of force and peed in the tluent, rhythmical and accuratt! execution of time and 
distance ofan object in relation to one's body (Sd.lkind & mbron, 1987) 
One e ample of a perceptual-motor component rcgarcl u.r1 a t rit1cal for normal 
sequence and rate of motor development I that of ye-h'.lnd c1ordinat1on It 1s the ability of 
the child to follow movement vi ually and execute rl•'punses or a 1i n manual! · It 
enables the chiJd to execute everyday acti itie uch as getting dres ed, writing and 
participating m sport ac:ivities (Grove, 1986) Poor eye-hand coordination limit• th.: ability 
to write, dra\ • cut and play with a ball u11h mg fine muscle group of the body (Grove, 
1978) Another developmental component of perceptual-motor functioning, C}'e-foot 
coordination, refer to the ability to execute movement of the foot being visually u ed A 
cluld wnh deficient eye-foot coordination would have difficulty in activities wherein the eye 
and foot work together such a. k1ck111g ball Thi latter kill is important in pe d 
onentated game and on the affective and ocial dimen ions for acceptance b peer (Duda 
IQ87. alkind & Ambron. 1987. Weingarten, 1980, W1eg rsma. 1980) Eve-h nd 
coordination and foot-eye coordination are ofien reforred to under the broader tem1 of 
"visual-motor integration" 
1otor Development Di orders 
D1fticulue with motor development are anticipated for children with clinic-all 
defined d1 b1hl1e ·uch cerebral pal v. \i ·uaJ impairment , and even mea wablt: 
intellectual impairm m However . the1 ri: ch1ldr1:n \\ho:e m tor development i 
con iderably below that t pically ob erved in children of irn1lar chronologic I age for no 
apparent reason The e children u uall exhibit .. otl" and 'or ·• tiard" neurological sign. - an 
ob ervable or mea urabl beha\.1our that indic re that one or more of the w tems that 
upp rt movement oordmat1on are nor fun tmnmg opumall)' ( le Gra\~ I lJb, , P,une & 
Opper, 1966, Prechtl, 1977, Pre htl & Beintema 1964, Williams, 19 .l) 
In the normal pattern of deveJopment of th centr I nenou stem for example. 
maturation progre .e throughout mfanc llov.mg rhe typ1c I •ro!.s and line motor 
mile tone . e g creepmg, w lkmg, prehcn. i n, t'I ln c,ol\. quenti11lly and pro, id tht: 
ba 1s for future kills Reflexc plav an es ential pan m motor de,elopmcnt. with voluntary 
movement . upenmpo ed on the underlying rcfk I \ b e A. lowei central nervou~ 
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·ystem level rellexes are tnhrbrted and higher refle e appear. the child becomes able to do 
more comple. motor ta ks. including tho e mvolving balance (Connolly, 1984, Weeks & 
Ewer-Jon • 1983) Central nervous system dy functmn, however, including deficits 111 
ensory proce smg, can lead to inadequate fine and gros motor functtoorng and to 
perceptual and cognitive dJ orders tna1 may be man,fe ted in leam111g di ab1lit1es (Weeks & 
Ewer-Jone , 1983) Without obv,ou pathological cond1ttons, some of the children with 
learning difficultie , e ·hibit 1gmficant m<"vcment ditlkuh1e!> and la k of coordtnatton 
cau 1ng crude performance of locomotor and mantpula11-.e l.111 · (f\.liyahara, 1994) Delays 
m the functional skills that enable children 10 control rhe,r en\ ironmenl are C\-1dcn1 and 
the e children lag behmd their peer m all or ome of thes functional skill , which greatl_ 
reduce their level of part1cipa11on m everyday school activitie (Wright & ·ugden. I 996a & 
b). 
Keogh ( 1982) propo ed that children wh c. pc:rtcnce problem in acquiring skilled 
mo ements have a movement learning di b1Jity in the amc sen that ·ome children re 
identified a having learning disabilrtie. in other area ·uch a. re dmg, spelling or arithmetic. 
For the e children the inclu. ton of remedial mo\ ment ma_ be ju. t as valid as remedial 
reading, writin or anthm ·1,c (Ainheim · Pestule. 1, I <>71 , Macland, I 992) h1ldnm \v ith 
marked 1mpa1rmenl 111 the development ot mowr cuurdinarion th I I not expl inabl by 
mental retard lion or known ph ical di order are de ·cnbed as having D vclopm •ntal 
Coordination D1 order (DC'D) (Wright & Sugden I 9%a & b) The diagno. i. 1 made onl} 
if tbi in1pa1rment .s1gnificantl interfere with mutinc cti\ itic of dail life m \\ ith acadcmil' 
achievement. The m nife tation of this di order ha-..e been gi\en man_ title. such a. 
developmental clum :n (Gubbay 1975> ), dvspraxu, ( Den kl , 1984 ), p rcepruomotor 
dysfunction (l. .:do, Bairstow, Bartnp & Rolfe, t')S ) and movem nt difficultie~ ( ugden 
& Keogh, I 90), with the term clum ·y being the mo"l prevalent 
The heterogeneity of chilc!ren \1.ith motor coordu1 tion problem. ha\ e been \\ell 
do1.Jm nied Within the de cripuve htenuure, problems \v1th gro motor ta. b ·uch d.S 
tandmg on one leg and hoppm~ are mentioned m, frel1ucntly !I prohlcms w,th c tchmg a 
ball and line motor skill ·uch as ft tenmg buttons. drawing a triangle and usmg a kntfe and 
fork ( rnhe1m & Pe tole ,, I 971 , Gord n & 1cKinl y, 1980. ubba . t 974i H nd r on & 
Hall , 1982, Hoare. 1<>94) Re earch effort have al o attempted to ,dent,ty proces in1t 
deficits that 1rngh1 underlie poor gru · and tin• mntor p •rforn1a111:c Inv •st,!Latmn of hnb 
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between problems of perception and 11npa11rnent of movement, has included kinae rhesi 
(Bairstow & Laszlo, 1981 , La zlo & Bairstow. I 985 La zlo, et al Jg 8) and v1 ion 
(Hulme, BiggerstatT, foran & McKinlay. 1982, Hulme. man & Moran, 1982. Lord & 
Hulme. 1987. 1988a& b). 
Gubbay ( 1975) and Lord and Hulme ( 1987) noted en.ory problems and La zlo et 
al ( 1988) highligh!i:d k.Lue thetic problems while myth and Glenncro ( 1986) uggest, 
that children with DCD are deficient in peed ofprocessmg kinacsthcti infom1ation but nl r 
in ·peed of proce ing Vl ual mformauon .111 Dellen and euze ( 1988) found that childre, 
with OCD are slow but not inaccurate in the proce of re ponse election, this I al o 
supported bv Ro blad and Von Hofi ten ( I 994), who reported both lownes. and vanab1lny 
of response m the u. e ofv1 ual information in goal-directed arm movements 
Dwyer and McKenzie ( 19Q4) concluded that children with DCD differ from non-
developmenttJ coordination d1 order children in their bility to remember visual pattern 
over a 1'rief time lap e, but immediate r .call doe not dilTerentJate the children Mon-
W1lhams. Wann and Pa cal ( I 9Q4) found that ophthalmic diflicuhres alone cannot plam 
the difficulty children with D D have "'ith motor control Geuze and Kal\"erboer ( I 9 7) 
reported that the lauer children are incon 1stenr in controlling temporal peel · of their 
movement and re tmpreci in finger aiming t )t.,. \.\ nn ( 1986, I Q87) prop ed that 
the children demonstrate poor ho.ndwruing hec use th underlying In chani m for the 
or ani~ tion of thi ·kill re inad quatc for the sophi'ltrcatcd mo"cment. rcquiri;d L silo 
nd B ir ·tow · ( 19 '\) work e amined underlying proce,. c fell to 'Upport more td!ik • 
r,cc,lic ,t...111 p rformed by the e children Laszlo and Bairsto\\ claimed that unprovement 
ll) the dcfic1en1 underl in1t procc · c · transfer po 1uveh LO increa ed performan es of 
funct ional tasks 
Pie movement d1fficulue that children "'1th DC'D exp ri nee during their earl. 
ye r cunrmue to hav an cffi cl into t~i:nage vears ( eu,:e Borger 1993, lo. se et oJ 
I 91J I I Cuntcll cl al ( I Q94 ). through a longitudinal tud , found th I 1;h1ldrc11 1demjfied at 
Jh:C lh war, rn ha e movement d111i ultics ep rated into t\.\<O group~ IO ye r~ later, a 
tuhk dum,, group and n mtermed1a1e group wh11 c n no longc1 be cl ·arly 1.h t1ngu1i;ht•d 
lrum the ,mtrol group or lhe l blc clum. · group The children from thl' ,t blc clurn~y nd 
mtl'I n1eJ1.11L' llrnup differ at a e I~ vear, for urnden11 , mb1t1uns , ·ol·ml hohb1e, and 
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opinion!> of elf-worth The characteristics associated with DCD are plentiful and are not 
confined imply to the more noticeable motor kills There are social and affective 
concomitants that can detr&ct from the child ' academic progre (Henderson, et al. 1989; 
Lose et al 1991). 
A e ment of Gro Motor Development 
The asse men! of gro . motor development as an e entiaJ component in planning 
and providing movement education programmes There have been man) mea uremcnt 
instruments designed to asses motor development. A majority of the e m trument. have 
been focused on the identification and cla . itication of children who may be slow learner . 
neurological! tmpaired or have attention ddic11 disorder (Gallahue & Ozmun, I 99'i) 
As , ment trategies 
A variet of asse ment trateg1e have been developed to mea ure motor skill 
rcrfomumce an md1c I r of developmental . tntus h re have been a number ol reviews 
of the c in trument (Davies, 1984, Henderson, 1986, Laszlo & Bwr ·to\\ , 198Sl om of 
these lest are normative creeniog tests directed m identifi fog children \~h e pcmem:e 
difficulrie m the motor dcinain The norm-referenced te t rel primarily on pr duc1 
core and focu on what the child can and cannot do . Performanc expectallons r.! 
determined a cording 10 chronologic l age nothcr group of te b are the cntenon-
reterenced te rs which studv ho" children perform a r k Perfo, nia:ncc I Jud d agamsr an 
e tabli hed criterion pattern for movement mech rue These lypes of a.slt sment arc 
intended to lead to recommendation for rem dtation (Maeland. 1992) 
There have b en methodologi al prohl ms cncounrcrcd in the a· es. m 111 of grm,. 
motur development. Several mve llgations ha\'e focused on \\he1her rhere I a11y agreement 
amon!! cla. room teache m th 1denufkat1on of "clwns •" children Gubba~ ( I 97S) asked 
teacher 10 evaluate a group of ch1ldn:n b rnmpletin!! a • ven-item questionnau that 
included que t1on on porting ab1ht and general lum mes Keogh, Sugden, R •ynard and 
Callin ( 1979) compared three a sment pro dure a 1eacht•r tiuc tiunna1rl', 
ob erv ttonal rating. by ph~ k I education ·pec1 II t and a motor 1e.1 They rep ned no 
~ub tan11al greemenr on th tntena ti r 1den11f 1ng lum. incss" m11ng the e three 
pro edurc. On the othe, hand, He11d rson and Hall ( 1982) found .t ~1gmtica111 rdallonsh1p 
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among the results of teachers' raung, performance on a motor test, and a 
neurodevelopmental e amination on the identification of children with motor coordination 
problems 
Other methodological problems have temmed from disagreement about the cau es 
of motor development problems Some researchers consider that specific motor 
dysfunctions are the primary cause of movement development problems, such as dyspraxia 
(Denckla, 1984) or kinaesthetjc "disability" {Laszlo & Bairstow, 198S) Other researchers 
disagree with the idea that any single factor cause motor impairment Henderson and Hall 
( I 982), for example, found that the movement charactenstics of children with motor 
coordination problems vary widely. Hulme et al ( 1982 a & b) emphasised that the 
heterogeneity among children with motor coordinauon problems pointed out the need to 
differentiate subgroups among o-called · clum y" children 
There has even been a debate l.iout u ing general concepts of motor bility to help 
define what kind of item belong in any as c ·menl in ·trument. Hoare ( 1994) and Lyytinen 
& Ahonen ( 1988) uggested that movement tasks ought to be a ses cd independently, 
surrung kill specificity Rather than determining a compo ite core for a child. an 
individu I profile of his/her performance was recommended 10 pecificall}' identify motor 
performance trength and weakne es More recently, children w11h motor coordination 
problems have been clas ified based on their performance of both fin and gro s molor 
function (Hoare. I Q94, Lyytinen & honen, 198 ) A 'ton. Henderson and fove 
{ 1986) have pointed out 
We no I nger assume motor ab1h1y as a fi. cd urutary capac11y, 
or even that at can be broken up 1nro a number of component 
abthhes with which children are endo~<:d tn varying degrees 
(p 206) 
It can b concluded that the a ·e sment of children' motor development I a compl x 
endeavour that ma require different mea urement approache (Maeland, 1992) 
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A sessment Instruments 
Sloan ( 1955) pro po ed that a motor coordinat,on assessment instrument should 
sample a wide range of motor ab iii tie MacIntosh ( 1974) identified five general motor 
abilities that underlie gros motor skill, namely agility, balance, coordination. flexibility and 
speed of movement. Bruininks ( 1978) supported the identification of these live abilities as 
primary component of gro s motor development Two of the most commonly used 
a e sment instruments reflect both the common pattern in instrument design, and the 
problems associated with application of the instrument 
The /)e,m!r De1°1!lopme111a/ Sc.rcl.'11111x /'l.'1/ 
This te t provide scores for gross motor. language, fin~ motor and personal- ocial 
skills and yields an overall developmental profile It ha been criticised for being 
standardised on a mostly middle-cla , white p pulauon and it can be administered 
10 individual children onl ( 1ei el • 1986) Meisel ( 1986) emphasi ed that 
standardised te ts should not be u ed in mulocu1LuraUmultilingual communitie · if 
they are not sen itive 10 the effect ofculturaJ d1\ersity or bilmguah m 
The /Jr11111111/c.1-0.wret.1lcy J'1.•.1r of Morm l'rclirn!my ( Bruinmk .. 197 ) 
Thi. 1ests contain 46 items and i burdened by the u e nf spe ial cqwpment v.luch 
limits cost-etfectivene harlop and 1well ( 1980), in dmini t ring the Bruinink 
. cale found that the test lacked differentiation of lc,el. uf motor coordination 
among t younger children aged 4 10 6 The revi ed ver. 1 n of the O eret:kr motor 
development scale consist of 36 items which makes 11 tediou 10 admrn, ter, lime 
consuming and lacking in tandardi. ation The revised cale also requires pecral 
equipment for adouni tration (Ker chuer & Du~ewicz, 1970) 
Hender§on ( 1986) determined that most e p;tmg le. ts of motor coordination . cem 
fall s.h1 n in that the la kl'c! either a c pt <' le vahd1 . rehab1lr1y, o standardisauon, and 
•he were tlen too 11111.:-co ri ur1 ting 10 administer or required e pens1\'e l>pec1al equ1pm nt 
Th • ·, ,011.wt; , ll \.11!.111nm t Hmteri for U11 /Jr1.•11 ( <\B ) rn Jud d both a d1cdd1s1 and d 
forma! , •t of ,,,,'< ·· for e\,1h1atJvn ( Hender ·on & . ugdcn, I <iQ2) I"'-' \lmw,i..,,,, Am · 
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C'ht1.ckl,st assists teaching in examining the incidence and nature of motor problem in 
children (Wright. ugden. g and Tan, 1994) developing picture of the movement 
difficulues and related clumsin of a child , obtained and can be usefully emplo ed in 
consideration of an intervention programme The M<m!ml'III AB<· fi_,i;t i norm-referenced 
and contains ttems de igned to as e manual dexh:nty, ball kill and 1auc and dynamic 
balance pecificall oriented to the idenuficatton of children with D velopmental 
oordination Disorder ( Henderson & ugd n. I 9Q2 right et al 1994) It ji, rev 1. ion of 
the Te ·t of Mot r lmpainn nt (TO fl) dev1 ed y toll, Hend r n and lo { I Q86 
Although man· of the motor development asse ment instruments can identify a 
child who n p rform ta k at or l\bove age le el. very le\\ differentiate . uperiurity in 
coordination on appropriate age-le,el uem finer di tinctlon I needed to compare 
children in term of the qualii of th ir performan e on appropriat age-level 1ten1s, 
e pectally when working with so-ca.lied "nom . ; ' children, mo t of 1,1, ho cou11 be p tcd 
to meel norm tive tandard Th Ch lop- twell Scale ot gro motor coordin 1ion w 
developed 10 m sure the the pnma • bilit1e, as , ell a addres the problem of 
d1 1ingu1 bm difference in coordination in p rformanc h rlop • At"'ell, llJ!IO) 
Charlop and twe!I ( I 80) believed that th s ment of gro motor coordination ~huuld 
include an evalu tion of the quaht o the performan • not ju,1 th abilit of th hild to 
perfonn certain ta k_ ince n objective r alun doc not refle I the lin n ~ or 
smoothn of perfom1ance of I k, it doe not d1flerenti le bet\\ en t\\o hildr n 
c uld both perform the I _ k but n t with equal c . and pr.:cision of movement Thi 
quality ofperforman e i an imponant dimension \1rhich h , been e eluded from th e i ting 
rdin tion c le 
For the purpo. of the pre. nt inve tig tion, te t to ro s motu1 
de el pment wa needed that could be admmi tcr din the ficld in a re n bl} ·h r1 flP;1 d 
of lime, and that would not tner-urc or bar the }oun children The Chari ,p-Atwcll 1.ale 
of gro m tor c ordmauon \,.as . lected bee u c m add111on 10 ni eti11g the pra uc I 
con iderati n .. it onl in an obJ live ub-te t to m sur th a ur ' of pertormarKe nd 
a subj tive sub-te t to m sure th qu 111 of pertorman ut m tor ta!> rh cale i. 
qu, l and sy ro dministcr nd , cf) co. t-effe fr,; no sp ~ial cquipmi:m 1. r qutr d 
Provision I nrim1-. ha, e been c. i hh h d to elhcl' , ith heck~ for rch bihl\' and , hdi1, 
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Because the Charlop-Atwell cale wa designed to measure gro motor 
coordination. the 1x items ckcted are geared tO\vard thr. utih ataon or the entire boJ 
The e items arc elected primanly for indicaung a developmental trend in performance and 
manife ting individual diffi rence within each age level All six 11em appear to be 
intrin icall · mot,vatmg and enJo able for the children, accommodating the characteri tic 
hon attention pan of young children Emphasi i placed on the quaht. of performance of 
each Item The rationale for the electio11 of each item included in the te t batterv will be 
presented m the following chapter in tbi tudy 
ummary of A nsment of Gro Motor Dtnlopmtnt 
The a sessment of the gro • motor development of young children might help 
identit) rele\'ant instructional object1\'es and content in tenru of their movement education 
riotor coordination a se ment procedure could al o a i t in the evaluation of th 
effectivene of remedial motor prognmme (Brown · Kenyon. I Q68) The re ·ults of 
research conducted with children with m'lvtment d1fficultie has been ml: ed m pan due to 
the lack of clear- ut crit ria or greed-upon m 1:1ods for the idcntHicati n of children with 
pr blem ( ugden & Keogh. 1990, 1i iuna, t <>94) 
It i imponant to note \',llhin the context of 1hi stud ·, it wa nul pre ·urned that 
hildren from dtsad\ anta ed commumtie n1:1:e,· ril · h ve co rd1nat1on d1fikuhit> 
However, the cau e of mo t coordin ti n difficulti have b en ti und within th d main of 
gro motor de'velopment mythe & Glencross, 19 6. Geuze · Kah,erbo r, 19 7, Hoare, 
4 It i important to recogni e that man · children "ho have ro · coordination problem. 
ha've al!W demon trated cadcmi and b havioural problem fh1. relationship underscore 
the importance of determining children' :. gross motor development tatu iden11fying n\ 
pro~ iem • and then d igning effective mo ·cm nt programme to ·umulate d \ I pment 
and1or provide remedial activitic that will ddre · problem where they e: 1st ( hildr n 
from disadvantaged ommun1t1e are con ider d to be "at-risk in term. of normal pattern 
of d \ lopment, nd chu~ 11 "•" cun. 1dcred ppropn te tn a,. ,._ thc:ir rn motor 
coordination 
l\eo h ( 198:?) tatcd th t motor perform m:e n Ile mt'a~ur <l in man) " , nd 
trom manv differ nt per pe \I\ The que·ti n then ri ,, "hcthcr it 1, pu 1hle lo clc'-I 1 
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tngle assessment instrument to cover me wide range of motor skills development For the 
purpose of this investigation with its emphasis on expre sive movement as content and 
young children from d1sadvantdged communities a ·ubJects, the Charlop-Atwell ·calt! 
{ 1980) was elected a one of the as sment instruments because 1t allowed the 
investigator to quickly and effectively assess motor coordination difference among children 
m thetr performance of repre ·entative movement task~. 
Vi ual-Motor Integration 
During the pre- chool years children develop their earl p rceptual•motor kill, and 
refine both their gross and fine motor abih11e. The role of perception in grm,s and fine 
motor kills development i readil · apparent Without curate n ·ory input nd the bilit 
to interpret sensations, it is difficult to develop motor .kills mo\ ement occur~ at lar e 
and mall joinrs of the body. proprioceptive and tawle ~en tion aid in the perccpti n oi' 
p ition and movemr.nt ·uch incoming . n Lion. I o h Ip in th de\eloprn nr of bl ch 
·cheme Th ve tibular y tern ,e pond lo ,. • mo\em nt • and inform 110n proJui;eJ h-.· 
thi ·y tern help control ocul r movem nt~ nd p tural retl e \'i.1on orl. long "-1th 
proprioceptive en tion to llow for the perception \lf mO\cment. nd them correc1i m 
udnory input contribut • to f db ck b u1 the speed, rh, tJ1m nd u c-. or the 11n ndc<l 
nio,ement (Talbut & Junk al , I IJ I, W eks &. fa~e, . fonc, I 9Hl) 
Rosbl d and on llot:ten ( I 94 > nd 1un-W1lhan1. , ct I r l 1l94) -.uppon ·d th 
m dc:l thc11 id ntific k11lt'd mulor b hc1\'11 ur th pn dud of 111 in1 r cllon ht I\\ en 
perceptu:tl and motor proce e Within 1h1 model Mlnl lonn of inter• n,ol) or ~rn~ -
modal hnkage L propos d btl\\.ecn p •rccptu l modalni th t en hies Ir n kr 111 
information (Dwyer McKerwe, I 4) F r e mplc, 1n urd r ltl 1111t1atc mmcmcnt~ on 
th«": ba i of visual 1nforma11 n. th c--<i Jenee ot ir wl t11,n pr11c hcl\\l"ll \ •~ual nd 




\ , ual AIJilitie 
Various deficits in the functiorung of the perceptual y t ms of children with 
mo,ement d11lit:uhie have been inve t1ga1ed Re earch refers to duldn.,1 with mo\emen: 
difficult1e., as having , 1suo-motor di ab1llt ("renner & Gilln''.Ul, 1 %61, v1suomotor 
incoo1d1nation. perceptual-motor d1 ·order (Gordon & 1cKmlav I J 0) and/or 
developmental aprax,a and agno ia (Gubbay. 1975) Huln,.• 3nd c<.illeagues I Hulme et I 
I Q82a & b. Lord & Hulme. 1987, 1988a & b) propo ed that \I ·uaJ perceptual deficits play a 
kev role . Laszlo and colleag1Jes (Bairstow & Laszlo. 198 J, Laszlo & Bairstow, l 985. 
Laszlo et al. 198 8rursto\.,,, B rtnp , Rolfe. 1988a & b) emphasized deficit· m 
kinae thettc percepuon; and Hoare ( 1994) argued that both kinds of perceptual deficits 
often oc ur imultaneously in the ame children 
Adequate visual perception is nece ary for mo,·ements to be guided in relation 10 
the environment w11h specific reference to the perception of distance and spatial 
relation hip (l lulme et al. 19 2) Hulrr.e et al ( 1982) as. essed the importance of perceptual 
1mpamnent as determinant of tno\'ement ditli ultie:. and found that children with 
movement difficulties were onsi ttmtly lt:ss accur .. te in their visual. kinat:sthetic and 1.:r ~ -
modal Judgements of length than child1 :n without movement difficult1e of the ame age and 
verbal in1el11genc . The correl tion between performance in the vi ual condition of the ta ~ 
11nd motor ao,ltty wa substantial. while performance in the Janae thet1c and cross-modal 
cond111ons did no1 orrelate with motor ability The author concluded that difficulties m the 
isual perception of distance and spattaJ relattonsh1p may be an important determinant of 
the poor motor co-ordin tion of the child with mo\ement difficultie Bccau e it is often 
impo 1ble to asse whether d1fficulttes in performing uch tasks a drawing, threading 
beads nd cutting arc caus d o, tine 1110101 or percept,.dl dysh incuon or bmh th tl!rm · 
, isuomo1or 1ntegrat1on or motor/perceptual m1cgra11on are used when referring to v1 uall · 
guided movement (Rasmu en. Gtlberg. Waldenstrom & venson, 1983) 
Visual-motor integration i one of the foundation of perceptual-motor 
development \ ilhams ( 198.l) defined vi ual-motor mtegrauon as the ab1l11y to co-ordinate 
. pec1fi._ \tsual input with a • 1tic motor output or responst. Visual-moto1 mtegratton 1s 
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also referred to as eye-hand coordmat1011 that encompa ses fine mornr control, involving a 
cloi.e functional relationship bet.veen the use of the eyes and the small muscle massei. .,f t'1e 
hand, that depends upon t\\O primary v1sual ab1litie (visual discrimination and vi ual 
memory) as well a the developmel'lt of visual-motor mtegrauon itself ( Williams, 1983) 
i ual Discrimination 
Vi ual di ·cummation refers to the ability to identify similarities and differences when 
observing objects ID order to identify and cla sify them (Grove, 1986, alkind & Ambron. 
1987) Vi uaJ di cnmination cons1 t of prominent characteri tic di cnm111at1on and figure-
ground d1 criminat1on "Promment chara;:teri tic d1scnminat1on" a s1. t the child in 
d1fferent1ating betv.-een colours, ·hapes. pattern . izes, directions and texture n 
awarene s of these characteristic of objects ascertains identificauon, clas ification and 
selection of objects "Figure-ground discrimination" is the perceptual ability to dJ tinguish 
between rele ant and irrelevant stimuli P:oblems v,ith figure-ground d1 cnmmahon cvuld 
cau e difficulty 111 posnioning words while reading, recogni mg objects, finding a pecific 
word in the dictionary and interpreting tories and social dtuauon (Faa , 1981 ). 
i ual acuity IS an important vai iablc in visual di. crimination It refer to the 
capacity of the visual sy tem to detect or perceive detail clearly Acuity is related Lo basic 
d1scnmmation proces es involved m vtsual pe· ption Improvement: in visual acuit · with 
age and/or e perience often accompan an increa e in the child '~ capacit to make more 
refined visual discriminations Accurate visual di crimination IS e sential for cholast1c 
progress It is of utmost 1mponance that the ab1hty for visual discrimination be effect1,ely 
developed. OpporturutJes for the pre- chooler to build puzzle and sortmg ubJect · according 
to colour, type, shape and te ture are standard approaches for de,elopmg this critical ability 
(Faas, 1981, Grove, 1986) 
isuaJ Memory 
Accordmg to Grove ( 1986) visual memory i the abhty to remember \\hat the eyes 
have uetected Two type of visual memorv have been identified re-v1suah auon and 
equ~ntlal \1 ual memory Re-v1 uah.at1on 1~ the v1 ual process which lead to etTecuve 
,1 ual memory allo,\mg the i.:h1ld to rt:call and reproduce letter and word~ Children having 




memory (Faa. 19811 eqJent1al ,isual memory refers to the abilll} to recall succe 1,c 
items from memory Children ha\ mg difficulty executing .i equence of demonstrated 
activ1ues m a specific order could suffi:1 from mcflic1en1 sequcnual , 1 u:d memory The} 
experience difficulty in 
• ordenng shullled pictures. beads and word~ 
• ordering pictures, enrences and words to represent the accurate order in which 
the story was told 
• recalling the order of letters in spelling of words 
• recalling already acquired knowledge (Faas. 1981) 
child suffering from inefficient vi ual recall would have difficulty in recalling and 
reproducing visual experience The abiht to recaJI content visualised I a prerequhtte for 
successful reading and learning 
Visual association is a variable that influences visual memory. It refers lo tbe ability 
of the child to recognise shape and size lt tncludes the ability of the cluld to determine that 
an object situated funher away only ppenrs to be smaller in ize (Grove, 1978) Children 
with visual associatiou problems have difficulty matching pictures according to s1m1larities 
They also have difficulty 1dentifymg similarities and differences in visual timuli and 
ascnbing meaning to letters, numbers, words and ymbols (Fllas, 1981 \ .. • ,111 association 
1s an essential factor for the acqu1 ition of reading ability as the _; ii~ 1eed~ • ble to 
recognise letters, v .. ·ords and numbers as we .. a:. their shapes ru•d :.izes (Grc , t., i98b) 
Developmental Con iderations and Visual-Motor Integration 
In terms of normal equences of de\.elopment. visual discrimination ab1hties appear 
first and seem to provide the foundation upon which the other visual-perceptual abilities are 
buih For example, five- and six.year old have much less well developed tat1c visual acuil~ 
than older children From five to seven year of age a period of raµid improvement in static 
visual acuity occur which 1s folloY.-c..-d by a period of relatively little hange from seven to 
nme ears uf age (Cratty I 97CJ) he development uf \ 1sual-motor :ntegration ab1lit1e 




progres 1ve refinement throughout C'drly and middle childhood year Visual memo!) 
proce e . altht :~h the la t of the ab1li11e to reach high level of refinement. also appear · 
earlv in development and cont111ues to undergo refinement over severaJ decade (\\1lliam 
1983) 
l\n 1mponant variable 1ha1 influences visual-motor integration is the perception of 
spatial orientation patial onentat1on refers to the ability of the child to recogni ·e. 1dent1fy, 
or imply be aware of the position or orientation of obJect in two-or three-d1men 1onal 
pii e (Williams, 1983) Perception of spattaJ onentauon eem to begin \\Ith the chtld 
becoming aware of the basic dualism that bisect all of ·pace t three to four year , 
children become niucb more aware of ·patlal duah m and learn uch paual opposites as 
1n/ou1. vertical/honzontal, top/bottom. front/back. etc Unul the chJld begms to develop 
some ensitiv1ty to these spatial opposite , he/she 1s likely to get things inverted, reversed or 
rotated in gettmg them properly po 1tioned in ~pace {Wilham~. 1983) An es enttal aspect 
of the development of awarenes of spatial dualism I the mastery of spatial direction 
Children appear to master patiaJ direcuons in an orderly equen e. moving from ma tery of 
the vertical to the honzontal to the diagonal or oblique (Beery, 1981). 
hronologicaJ Age and Development 
Because the structures that suppon vi ual perception re different for cluldrt,1 of 
different ages, any analy is, as es ment or allempt to enrich v1 ual or vi ual-motor abilitie 
in young children mu t take into account the chronological age of the children involved 
(Williams. I 983) Fro tlg ( 196-la & b) iden11tied the de\ elopment of v1 uaJ-motor control in 
the form the abiEty to co-ordmate the use of the hand and ~ e kilfully. as one of the five 
basic processes that are essential in the child' early vi ual perception development 
Information from Fro tig' re earch on the standardt at1on of the Developmental Test of 
1sual Perception ( 196-1 b) clearly 1nd1ca1ed that ,he age span from three to I year!> 1s a 
time of both rapid and 1gmfican1 change ,n \I ual percepuon ab1l1t1ei. Improvement. 111 
perception of figure-ground relauon hip · and position 1n space occur pnmarily from four to 
ix year The penod from five to seven years 1s one of rapid growth in the percepuon of 
spatial relat1onsh1p All of these \'1sual perception pro.:,!~ es then eem to decelerate and 
reach an asymptote m growth at about nmc or ten y•.ars of age With r fer nee 10 the 
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de\elopmcm of visual-motor integration. a steady almost linear improvement in th1 
integrauve aspect of visual perception occurs from age five to ten years 
Crtnder Difference and Devtlopment 
apir ( 1966) found gender differences in perceptual-motor dt:velopment of pre-
schoolers In tests of four and a half year old children who were re-te ted nine month later, 
boys were found to mature faster than girls but still did not reach the de\ elopmentaJ le'vel of 
the girls on any perceptual task Boys gained most in visual discrimination dunng the time 
span and girls progressed most 1n auditory discrimination. memory and visual-motor spatial 
relationships However, in a more recent review of re earch, Williams ( 1983) found oo 
gender differences for the development of visual-motor integration 
Martin e1 al . ( 1969) developerl a perceptual development test and studied patterns of 
d~\' lo~memal trend m perceptual functions m 16(1 children ages three to IO years They 
a essed visu I, tactile, kinae thetic . 1~pttc and auditory percepllon, as well as motor 
performance They found that no percer11 · 1f erceptual growth has occurred by the time the 
child is three to four yeus old, 20 pr:rcent more o I ages four to seven, and 
another IO percent between ages ~even 1nrl kn Tr ., 1 ,uently a period of perceptual 
latency m ,ome areas between a1,e :ivc: - i ~,x, with no performance hange on t :eral 
auditory . ub-te ts or in a test 0; , i,11,11 1e,1 •!rnitio11 of shape and s,ze ~:Hing this period On 
sub-test requinng a comb1nat10n of v11, 1,;J skills (appreciation of hape, ize and form, 
rotational changes of more than one component, and analysing embedded and superimpe ·ed 
figure ), it was found that children below ix ).:ar: of age are unable to integrate the e . kill 
sufficiently to perceive the visual stimuli accurately, in th1 re earch, percep1uoJ perfonnance 
was related to socio-economic status until after age six years, suggesting that ·chool and 
other experience help the delayed child to advance to age-appropriated levels lnterc ·tingly 
no perfonnance differences bemeen males and female were found a1 any age 
Performances m the visual, auditory and somatoseasory modalitie. \\ ere divergent except at 





The Asses ment of Vi ual-Motor Integration 
number of developmental factors enter into the evaluation of motor ab1litie 
be au e many underlying ensory. motor and perceptual functions must be adequate to 
en ure that motor performance will be oordinated (Weeks & fwer-Jone . 1983) 
Anatomical structure must permn freedom of movement 
2 Muscle control must be sufficient to produce smooth, unhindered movement 
3 Proximal joint stability must be establi hed before distal fine motor control 
possible 
4 Postural contra' must be sufficiently developed to enable the successful 
performance of selected motor tasks and kills 
5 ensory abilittes must be ·ufficiently refined to allow the child to utilise various 
proprioceptive, visual and auditory stimuli as information for detennir.mc. motor 
performance 
6 ttitudes and emotions can also posit1vel or negatively affect motor 
performance. 
It 1s common tn the de\elopmemal asses ment of pre-school age children to rely on charts 
and lists for comparison with age-apµropnate behaviour in each area of development Fine 
motor development folio\.\ a predictable equence, a doe gro motor development 
(Weeks & Ewer-Jones, 1983) Obvious difficulties exist in attempting 10 measure vi uaJ-
motor integration capacny m pre-school chrldren as the range of visual-motor acti-.,1ties is 
expected to be limited Blair and Jones ( 1960) observed that any te t which appraise a 
child ' capacities, achievements and attitude provides some basis for e ·timating or 
predicting growth and development in the area measured 
Drawing geometric de ign is a ta.;k frequently used rn the a ses ment of fine rnotor 
;oordfaation or visual-motor integration (Ayre , 1972, Cantell et al , 1994, Ge ell. 1973, Ilg 
& Ame, 1972, Knobloch & Pasamanick, 1974, Lowder. 19~6, M1 s1una, 1994. Telzrow & 
Hartage, 1981) The Beery Developmental Te t of Visual-Motor lntegration ha · been 
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selected for the purpose of lhi ·· inve tigation A whole programme has been developed for 
the assessment and remediation of fine motor skills based upon this developmental te t 
(Beery & Buk:tenica, 1967) The child visually focuses on each design and then copies 1t 
Figure-ground perception, posiuon ia space, spatial relations and fine visual motor 
integration and coordination are skills needed to complete the test 
Projective drawings have been used 10 as e creativity and intellectual maturity in 
children, but aJso to assess "isuaJ-motor developmwt, personal11y characterisllcs, 
neurological impairment and to identifi children with emotional problems (C1cirelli, 
Granger, chemmel., Cooper, Helms, Holthouse & ehl . l 971, Goldman & Warren, 1976: 
Reynolds, 1994, Thomas & Silk, J 990) Goodenough ( 1926) was the first to develop and 
standardise an approach to evaluating children's intelligence through their drawings of a 
man. i e the Goodenough Draw-a-Man Te t. By crednmg children at different 
chronolog1cal ages with (I) points for the characteri tics or detail included in their 
drawings, and (2) points for their drawings ' qualitative maturity, Goodenough was able to 
quantitatively a sess their mtellectual functioning and derive individual intelligence 
estimates 
In the Goodenough-Harris ·cormg system, children s drawings of a man and/or 
woman are given points for the presence of ~pecific characteri tics, e g part of the bod) , 
clothes, accessones, for the quality of the drawing, e g appropriate and well-drawn lines 
and angles within the figure, good proportionality between different body parts such as head 
and trunk, and for the integration of figures mto whole, recognisable person These pomr 
are entered as raw cores into norm tables, which are separated by the ex of the figure 
drawn, the sex of the child completing the drawing, and the chronological age of the ch rid 
This technique was updated by t larris ( 1963), providing a more recent set of standard 
cores related to children' intellectual maturity. 
The Bender-Ge taJt 1es1 ut,11 es Werheimer' figures selected on th basi of Gestalt 
principle of organi ation, to assess children 's intellectual development and v1sual-rno1or 
integration Developed b} Bender (.1938), the rest consist of nine geometnc drawmgs that 
are presented tnd1viduall 10 children in a standard order, with directions to reproduce them 
on paper with pencil a accurately as possible The Koppitz coring sy tern ( 19M) was 




possible errors due to rotation of the figure incomplete anglt . per e, erat1on anLl 
distortion of shape are recorded An 11cm anal sis of Bender-Gestalt errors ot d,ildren ag d 
six to 11 to establish maturational change m v1suaJ-molor perception, re e:,1ed thm 
kindergarten children hould be excluded as their ability to reproduce Bcnde!" designs i o 
poor that the le I is of que tionable use (Tolor & Schulberr. 1963) 
Considering the mtensity and duration of indiv,duafi ed a .. e. ment and the 
possibility that some drawing te ts are culturally loaded approache~ to a e smem. the 
Developmental Test of Vi ual- lotor Integration (Beery, 1961, · g 2) wa.,; elected as 
suitable measure for the purpose of the current investigation Th~ Dcveiop111ental te~t of 
Visual-Motor integration (DTVMJ) is a senes of 24 geometric fonn.i, aITJnged in order of 
lncreas.ing difficulty, copied with pencil and paper. 1s used for psychomNor and 
developmental a essment of ctuldren in pre-school and early primary grades (Hartlage & 
Lucas. 1976) Schlodder (I 986) considered the DTVMl as a culture-fair. developmentally 
b8$ed test yielding age equivalent Visual- fotor Integration Scores (V 11 scores), which 
makes it an ideal instrument to use in the multi-ethnic South African ociety The 
correlation between \'Ml scores and chronological age 1s 89 for the two-to-fifteen age 
range VMJ correlations are higher with meatal age than with chronolo rtcal age 
Correlations with mental age and chronological age are higner in fir t-grade children than in 
older chtldren (Beery, 1982) Scores of kmdergarten children and cluldren \\,1th intellectual 
tmpairmeats have improved following ptr 1a!-motor training (Beef) , 1982) 
Summary of Vi ual-Motor Integration 
Research had hown that children with movemen1 difficulues e,cpenenced difficulty 
in e-xercis.ing the fine motor skills involved m drawing and reproducing geometnc pattern , 
(Dwyer & McKenzie, 1994, Las1lo & Broderick. 1985, Lord & Hulme, I 'l88b) The 
documentation of the relation hip beween !_Lro s motor skill performance ancl the 
development of visual-motor integration pro,1des rat ionale for the provision of 
comprehensive movement edu ation programme for children, as well as for u e of 
appropriate as e sment instrument to help identify the fa,:11>r · -.h,ch may contnbute to a 
lack of age-appropriate skilfulness m motor skill performance The Beery De, elopmental 
Test of Visual-Motor lntegra11on was selected for use m 1h1 · study be au e II can be 




children to detenmne the effecti\'ene of percep1ual-mot0r training programmes ( Be- ~ry. 
1982) 
Impairments in visual-motor integration can contribute 10 scholastic failures \\h1ch 
may m1. takenly be attnbuted to laziness or lack of co-operation (Brenner & Gillman, 1960, 
Fro ug & Maslow, 1970} The resultant frustration both at home and at chool can create 
emotional problems, which may further cornplicate the situation C'tuldren with visual-motor 
integration problems are not always easy to recogni e. especially if their verbal intelligence 
is high and if they have made some compensation for their perceptual d1fficult1e (Brenner & 
Gillman, 1966) The participation of children m movement education programmes is one 
way to provide meaningful challenge for both gros and fine-motor skill performance that 
offers opportunities for the active practise and refinement of visual-motor integrauon 
Self-concept 
In thi inve t1gauon self-concept will be u ed as the umbrella term under \\'hich 
several conceptions of self are categonsed Self-concept I generally viewed as one's 
awareness of personal charactensucs, attnbutes, and limitations and the way m which these 
qualities are both like and unlike others Self-concept 1s one s view of self and self-esteem 
is the value one attaches to his or her unique characteri tic!>, attributes and lim1lat1ons 
(Gallahue & Ozmun, 1995) Wei s ( I 987) indicated that "·elf-esteem repre ent the 
evaluauon and affecuve component of one's self-concept: that I it refer: to the qualitatnc 
judgements and feelings attached to the descnpllons one assigns to elf' (p 88) 
Models of Self-concept 
Pangrazi ( 1982) pre ented the self-concept as a ~tern of idea. attitude-, value!. 
and commitment which constitute a person's 111ner world The self-concern i a person 
total appraisal of her appearance, background and ot igm , abiliues and resour , attitudes 
and feelings wluch culminate as a directing force of beha\iuur In their re,1ev, of several 
major theoretical perspect1,·es of elf-concept, Winne and Marx ( 1981) found con n u 




Interaction with "significant others" ·trongly influence the development of one's 
elf-concept 
2 · elt:concept comprises at least three and son,ctime four differentiable facets 
corre ponding to how individual view themseh es rn pe Ifie s1tuat1on (typical I} 
the include academic, i.ocial. phy 1caJ and sometimes emotional dimensions) . 
3 The relationsb1p between elf-concept and other external variables I nonrecursive 
The major d1 agreement found m the literature by Winne and Marx ( 198 l) concerned the 
structure of the theoretical model proposed to explam sea:concept They identified four 
different types of theoretical models of self-concept 
The first and oldest perspectJve may be referred to a~ the l'Omothetic posiuon 
(Soares & Soare , 1982) This view proposes that elf-concept i perceived by the 
mdh1duaJ as a uni-dimensional ccordingly, characteristics descriptive of self-concept are 
used to explain one's behaviour m various settings. Although few in number, tudic · that 
estabh h self-concept as a urutary phenomenon that is generalised, are present in the 
literature (Rosenberg, 1965, Rosenberg. 1979). 
A econd theoretical perspective of self-concept has been termed the hierarchical 
model (Winne & 1arx:. 1981) This model was <1riginally propo. ed b,, havelson and 
colleagues (Sbavelson, Hubner & Stanton, 1976) and has received partial ·uppon in the 
literature (Byrne, 1984, havelson & Bolus, 1982) This theoretical pos1t1on proposed that 
the multiple facets of self-concept may be ranked ia a hierarchy At the ba e of the h1erarch 
are the situation-specific self concepts and at the ape is general elf-concept It is argued 
that general elf-concept I the most stable facet with exhibited decrea ing tab1lity upon 
descending the hierarchy toward specific situation The hierarchical model parallels m many 
ways Vernon's (1950) model of1melhgence 
A third theoretical view of elf-concept upport the notion that If-concept is 
tructured in a series of several highly specific factor This per. pecuve has bee:i termed the 
ta onom1c model ( Soares & oarcs, 1983) and I analogou to the trad1t1onal theone of 
intelhl,'ence Within this model, facet of elf-concept may be rdatlvel independent of ea~h 
other oares and Soare ( 1982). however. noted evidence that :i ba 1c general factor may 
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exist in addition to the semi-autonomous specific factors Several tudies have established 
elf-concep1 within the taxonomic framework (Mar< & Winne 1975, oares &. oare , 
I Q82, Winne, 1arx & Taylor, 1977, Winne Marx. 1981 ) 
The fourth theoretical position regarding the trucrure o self-concept has been 
propos d by Winne and arx ( 198 I) and may be termed the compen at0ry model This 
µerspective, m agreement with the hierarchical and taxonomic models, supports the notion 
of a general dimension to self-concept However, the compensatory model suggests that the 
specific facets are inversely related, rather than proportionally or independently so, as 
proposed by the hierarchical and taxonomic models respectively Accordingly, loweJ status 
on one specific facet of self-concept might be compensated by higher status on another 
pecific facet of self-concept For example, Winne and Marx ( 1981) found that students 
who were relauvely less uc cessful academicall) tended 10 perceive them ·elve as relative!_ 
more successful on the physical and socjal facets of elf-concept Conversely, they found 
that students who viewed themselves as relattvel succes fut physically and socially were 
le s successful on the academic facet of seJt:.concept The Winne and Marx data supported 
lhe hypothc! 1s that a lack of self-pe1ce1ved succes and satisfaction in one area tend 10 be 
i.lSSoc1a1ed with one's perceptions of success and sat1sfa.:,ion in another area 
Purkey ( 1970) reviewed the theories on the development of the elf-concept a. d 
identified the following common points of agreement , 
I . The self-conrept is organised and dynamic 
2 To the e.'\'.periencing indiV1dual. the t.elf-concepl is the centre of his/her per ·onal 
universe 
3 Everything 1s ob erved, interprf'' wd and comprehended from a personal vantage 
point. 
4 Human motivation is a product of the universal striving to maintain. protect and 
enhance the self-concept 
Self-concept is generally considered to be a muliid1men ional con truct (Byrne, 1 Q84, 
Harter, I 986, Marsh & Shavelson, 1985, havelson & Bo!Js, 1982) considerable number 




( 1976) multifaceted, hierarchical model .! g Byrne, 1984, Marsh. 1986, 1arsh, Bame , 
Cairns & Tidman, l 984, 1ar h, Barnes & Hovecar, I 9M5, l\,farsh, Craven & Oehu 1991) 
These re earchers considered different domam of self-concept (e g academic, ocial, 
phy ical) Other re earchers have considered specific area within domams. such as read1'lg 
and math self-concept with.in the academic self-concept domain (Eccles. Wigfield. Harold 
and Blumenfeld, 1993, Marsh, I Q90) 
Research on Children' Self-concept 
Research ha documented ome rather clear patterns in the development of self-
concept in children Fir~1 children demonsnate the capacity to ide"ltify different facets of 
self by five vear of age ( ~ 1ar ·h, Craven & Debus. 1991) Second, increasing differentiation 
1s as oc1ated \.\rlh age (, larsh et al 1984) ThJrd, young people's self-•epresentations 
become mc:rea ingJy abstract and less concrete with increa ing age (Harter, o'.'83) Fourth, 
self-concept which is high in early and mrd-chiJdhood decrea es in late childhood and 
adole. cence b fore increasing again in late adolescence (Eccles, \.\1igfield, FlanagM, 1iller, 
Reuman & Yee, 1989, Marsh, 1989) 
The proposition that the elf-concepts of children become increa ingly differentiated 
with age and cognitive development has been carefully investigated in recent year . The 
multrfaceted model of self-concept has been clearly described with chrldren and adole cent 
(Harter, 1983) In an extensive re earch programmeme, 1cirsh has shown that children 
between five and IO years of age can identify self-roncept of physical abilities, physical 
appearance, relations with peers, relations with parents, reading, mathem~llcs, school 
subject and a general elf-concept (Marsh et al I 984, 1991) He also found evidence for 
increasingly clear differentiation of each of those facet:. with age Thus 1t appears that 
children. even at an early age, have rather sop~ isticated views of self If facets become more 
differentiated with age, then it can be suggested that tearher , parents, peers and others play 
important roles m providing the info, mation by which children come to see themselve more 
clearly 
ln an extensive review of the literature, Haner ( 1983) concluded that cluldren 
progress from self-description based on observable charactenstJc to trait descriptor and 
finally to self-representation ba ed on psychological proce es such a. attitudes, emotion 
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and motives Broadly, this seems to be congruent ,,1th the cognitive developmental model 
of Piaget The use of concrete characteri:aics a descri1 tors, e g "! have blue eyes", i 
evidence of a le s abstract form of thinking than i po sible in the formal operations period 
when children can more easily under tand the meamng of qualitie such as friendly, shy and 
kmd Harter (1983 , 1985, 1986) found that children 's view about themselves change over 
childhood from a focus on concrete, observable a pect of the self. to p ychological traits 
and finally to ab tractions and psychological processes, m part because of their cognitive 
processing kills Young children do not po~!;cs .. a concept of general self-worth and do not 
make a dis1mction between cognitive and physical )(Ill child is eJther competent or 
incompetent across these activittes Harter ( I 985 , 1986) reported that children ' 
perceptions of competence correlated positively with one anothe- and with their general 
self-worth, with the correlations between thee constructs 1<LI1gmg between 40 to 67 
During the elementary chool years and adolescence, perception of physical appearance 
and social acceptance were found to relate most trongly to children' feeling of elf-worth 
(Harter, I 987, 1988) 
Marsh ( 1987) pointed out that young children frequently show evidence of 
unrealIStically high self-concepts They may claim levels of achie ement and expectation 
which are unwarranted and it would be unfortunate if their self-concept did not become 
more realistic on the basis of further experience On the basis of his research, Mar h 
. uggested that the egocentric nature of young ctuldren and their lugh, less clearly 
differentiated self-concepts, are relatively independent of external criteria As they age, they 
incorporate more external informauon o that the self-concept becomes more closely 
aligned with external criteria 
Nthough the self-concept literature indicate general acceptance of the 
dimensionality of the self(Byme, 1984), it is al o held by some that during the kindergarten 
and early elementary school years children have relatively undifferentiated and positive self-
concepts ( Harter, 1966, Harter & Pike, 1984, Stipek, 1984) Thi view is based on the 
belief that young children are unable 10 make d1stmction in academic performance which 
lead to differentiations m self-perceptions, because of the emphasis on individual mastery of 
developmentally appropriate kills, work habit , and social behaviour ( tipek & Mac Iver. 
1989) 
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o other time i as cnt1cal a childhood for cstabli hing po-;itive elf-concept 
Later academic ucce and life adJU!>tment~ will be achieved only when children have 
feeling and perceptions of them el es a '"'onh individual Th early years set the . tage 
for a litet1me f po 1t1ve or negative self-con epts that \ 111 inf uen e every pha of dail 
life Fe..., aspects of development are a fundamental ti) l h11dr n · effective daily 
functioning and general well-being s i their a qui 1110n of a po 111 ,•,: • If-concept and the 
accompanying feeling of per onal ade4uac. and self-wonh He.i!h111 t n. : <; RO) 
Fox ( 1988} uggested 11 i the hild'. perceived ph ,cal competence whicii , mt,re 
important predictor of overall elf-concept than their actual ab1hty With respe.;1 to ,;hild. il 
the relative importance of phy 1cal elf-perceptions at different tage of childhood nd 
ado le cence has yet to be e tabh hed and further e ploration I ne es ·ary. Hebron ( 1966) 
found that elementary chool children have higher . elf-image than ondary chool 
children If being good at game . plav ,ictivities and i.port I imponant to children. th n 
ucce s in these area wHI h ve an impa t on tht1r ·elf-con ept Gallahue ( 1989 > ·uppo1 t d 
the literature tatmg that perceived competence in a given ituation nd its perceived 
import n e may have igmficant impact on the actual competence and elf-concept of the 
child Thu. , movement competence is an e senual component pan of elf-concept 
development and play a crucial role in positive elf-e teem development. 
Harter ( 19 2) and Harter and Pike ( 1984} found that youn children from fou1 to 
even years uf age tend not to b ble to differentiate b tw en d1tTerent cat goric ot 
perceived competence in the gro. s motor and co nitive dom in Th children tended t 
lump competence in the latter two domain together into a cate ory of general competenc . 
viewing octal acceptance (by the peer group and mothe,) as irnponant Thus, prior to 
children entering the third hool grade, they tend to v,e, themselve as either competent 
or incompetent with little di tinction between th phy I al th motor nd ogniuve 
domains Due to the very nature of self-concept development and the difficult in 
quantification and me~urement thereof, httl research has b en done that clearly reveal th 
unique contribution of human movement to the devt>loprnent of a po 111ve elf-conc-ept in 
children (Gallahue, 1987) ccurate mea ur~ment of the ext nt of the ,nnuen e 1 
1mpo ible due to the formidable number of' r:uule influencing such re ar~h Empiric I 
finding are inconclu ive. Martinek et 11 ( 1977) and chemp et al. ( 19 3} reported an n-
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sigr.ificant relauon hip between motor .kill performance and elf-concept for 'lementary 
chool children 
elf-tonctpl and Behaviour 
Butt and Pahno ( 1995) tated that the emotional well-bemg of children i the direct 
result of a po itive clf-c n ept v .. hich is formed through po. 1l1ve social interaction w11h 
significant othe1 such asp rent ., teacher~ and peer Through in1erac11on with su h people, 
the role of S?" ificant other indicate that moth r who e h1bitcd aflcctionate warmth 
toward their children haa chik:ren with high elf-concepts Fathers who took an active and 
upportive role m child-rearing had ch1ldr'-n of high elf-e ·teem Thu , the prevalence of 
love given by important people in the hfe of a child build. a strong, positive self-image. 
The compo iuon of the elf-concept det rrmnes the level of performance nd 
cbie ement to which the per on a p1re (Hom & Ha. brook, 1987) The relatJOn hip 
between a child' school a hievement and her self-concept ha been the ubject of much 
re earch Most studie, gree that academic ucce s or fa:lure appear , to be deeply root d 
in the concept of elf . Stud1e · by eminent p ycholog1sts and educal:ional re earch rs 
indicat 1h t by eight ·car of gc • the er.d of the mo t mien ·e p riod of pla)i - a child' 
personality, character, 1eat1v1ty an l a adermc motivation i 80° o ccompll hed and that 1h 
;ub equerit year enJ(lfge the content but do little to increa e per onal commitment or 
mtere t in learmng The most r pid growth in le rnmg achievement ind 1r. certain 
personality tr t occur during th pan encomp .. cd by infanc ll ddlerdom, 1he 
nur ery chool nd the kinder n11 n - wh n childr n re apt to be playing, not tudvmg By 
the time a child goe to graJe hnol, ome ofth mo t important thing, th:11 ev r happen to 
her are already bf'hind her (Capl.i:1 C plan, I Cl7J) 
According to Ras ( 19 I}. poor chola t1 achievement and negative elf-con ept re 
interrelated. A duld with n ative elf-co.i ept 1s u ll I n und rachiever and not able to 
utilise her learning pt 1e1111al Result uf cdm:alaonal re earch ITbrts on e tabH tung the 
relationship between the ph ical and U,t' cogniuve domwn 111 tern,~ nf . elf-concept a , n 
1nter.emng van ble rue inconsistent and inconclusive (Barlow, 1971 , ratty, • Qi .:' • 
Cooper mith, 1967, Flemin~ & Courtn,:y, 19,-!4) eemmgly inve tigators ha •e am '1lpte<l 
to demonstrate a cause-effect relation hip betwe n perceptual-motor Ir inn ,: • ni acadtm1c 
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ab1lit n alternative exploration could be that a change in sc.lf-concept as a result of 
perceptual-motor training produces increased academi achievement, nnplying that the 
previously assumed direct relation hip between pcrceptual-moror training and academic 
achievement does not explain fully the existing phenomena (Cobb, Ch1ssom & Dav, . 1975) 
A relevant i ue of thi inve tigation i to as e the influence of pan1cipa11on 1n an 
e,cpressive movement programme on the self concept development of pre-. chooler. 
elf-concept tnd Socio-tcomonic ·catus 
ignificant other in children' hve erve a model and mediator and play a crucial 
role 1n determining the results of learnmg (Gallahu , I 987) Coopersmith ( 1967) found that 
the work hi IOI)' of the father bl'ars some relation hip to the elf-concept of rhe child A 
child with a poor elf-concept often hru an unemployed father or a father who e job is 
unstable or require frequent ab ence No relationship was found between the mother' 
employment or non-employment and the elf-concept of the child It furthermore appears 
that social prestige docs not have . uch a s1gmficant effect upon self•concepl that i 
comrnonl ociated with it (Rosenberg, 196 ) 
Survant ( 1972) characlen ed the typical kinderganen child with a po 1tive elf-
concept as nol being afraid of new situation , making fnend easily, experimentin with new 
material , trusting the teacher being co-operauv and able to follow rea onable rules, 
suming r pon ibtlity for h1 her u ha\'lour, being creative nd 1n1agmat1ve and talking 
freely The a ertivenc of If. ccepting children can al o be ~een in them active 
involvement in the learning proce s Bee use the e children believe in their capac1t to deal 
effectively with the challenges pre ent d to them. they approach them with an enthusiasm 
nd a elf-assurance th I i apparent in the level of energy thi:y exhibit a m their ta ·k-
or1enta1ed beh viour (Phillip & Zigler, I 980) 
Page and Page (1992) elaborated further on children' behaviour commonly 
s dated with a po itive elf-concept, mcluding high le el of activit , curio aty about 
urrounding , a n e of humour, making friend easily, working nd playing well with 
others, taking pride in work and carrying out plans and a willingne s to l, i e ri k in learning 
a1.tJvitie Funhcnnore, emotional well-being Jf children ha been directly a ociated with a 
p itivc elf-concept fom1ed through po itivc social interactton with significant others and h 
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characteri ed by spontaneity, enthu ia m, jo . intere t (lnd happines 
t 994, But• & Pahno . 1995) 
lia on & Jenk•n , 
Th self-concept of the child detenmne. his/her behaviour by prO\ 1dmg a tillering 
stem through wb1 h everything 1s perceived, valuated and under ·tood The elf-concept 
h a circular effe t in that "et corroborate. and upport the air ad ex1 ting belief's about 
elf and o t nd to maintain and re111fi rce tt. own exi ·tence" ( ombo, Avala & Purkey, 
1971, p 44) Thi elf-corroborating characten. tic pertain· to both positive and negati, e 
elf-concept. making at difficult for elf-concept to change once it ha been e tabli ·hed 
Therefore, the development of a positive elf-concept on the part of each child hould bt> 
considered pnorit:, any programme for early childh od ducallon (The auonal So 1et 
for the tudy of Education, 1967) 
C tildren with low self-concept reflect characten lie such a relying on other for 
d1rectio11, a kmg perm,:. 10n to do anythmg. eldom howang pontaneit or m1t1ative, rarely 
ente:m·• new acuvit1e • i olatmg herself from others, rarely talking, beang po e ive of 
<'bjccts, making exec ave demand • w1thdra\\<mg or being aggr i e ( urvant, 1972). 
Children who do not feel good abo111 them elve view the world "'ith di appointment. 
anger, re ntment, prejudice and fear ( lia on & Jenkin . 1994). Pa :;ivit , hyn over-
seriou ne . grumbling, uncertainty, aggre ivene • gl ominP. sand avoidance are emotive 
behaviour that are commonly e hibited m children with p or ell-concept (Page ' P ge, 
1992) 
Bridgeman, Brent and hipman ( 1978) found the If-cone pt of both middle- and 
low- ocio-eco,1omic mple to be quite high in the pre- chool ye rs .and through the first 
grad . By lhe third grade more vanauon in elf-con ept w noted and the e third- r de 
core were more strongly related to concurrent achie, eme-111 measure. These re ult are 
con I tent with suggestion from Kafer ( 197S) that difference in cadem1c lf-c ncept 
develop as a reaction to chool ucce . and f11.1lure rather than act a cau, of uch . chool 
performance 
In compari on to elementary hool children, both disadvantaged and ad antaged 
high ho I students howed a d,nuni hing of self-image. p ibly due m part to the greater 
pre ure of the higher level of education It eem th t the change from neighbourhood 
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. chools to integrated high schools, v.ith their greater competitiveness and le s ecurity, 
contributes to the lowering of elf-image for both disadvantaged and advantaged youngster 
(Soares & Soares. 1982) Beside identifying faclor 1n the home situation uch a parent-
child relauonsh1ps. birth order and sibling relauon hips, in the chool such a peer 
relation hips and teacher-pupil interaction, other alient determinants of a child' self-
concept are factors of race, religion and socio-economic statu (Elkind, 1971 , 1989 J 
Although there i literature that iu oc1ates negative elf-image with disadvantaged 
children, it is not generally supported with data There has been research to indicate that 
disadvantaged children may have not only positive self-perception . but also self-
perceptions higher than tho e reported by o-c tied "advantaged" children ( chwemhart, 
Wei art & Lerner, 1986, Soares & Soares 1971) Despite the equivocal evidence in the 
research, there is consen us that children from disadvantaged communities are at-ri k for 
low elf-concept development as a product of two pen,i tent problems· the lack of 
successful role models with whom to identify, nd the tendency to give up trying to achie, e 
due to frustration aggra ted b} his/her socio-economic situation ( chweinhart & W ikart, 
1986) 
ome of the research mdicating "po ·itive ·elf-perception " for dL advantaged 
children may be interpreted in terms of ocial learning Many d1sad antaged children 
associate with other disadvantaged children or modelling agent m their home , school. and 
communities The self-images Y.luch they have developed are reinfr rced by family member ', 
friends and teachers (Werner, 1979) Relevant studie indicated that Mexican-American 
children have their own peer groups to which they can relate as well as other oc,al uppon, 
so that they do not rate themselves according lo " nglo" society'· perception of them nd 
so do not have negative elf-concepts 
Rosenberg ( 1965) found only a weak relation hip of oc1al class to elf.esteem and 
no relationship of ethnic ffiha11on to elf-e teem Cooper m1th (l9b7) concluded li lt 
appears that the broader social context does not play as important a role in interpreting 
one' own successe as has often been as urned" (p .35) He al o d1 covered a weak 
relationship between ocial class and self-esteem Wylie ( 1974) warned that much of the 
research on culturally di a ivantagcd children cem to mirror the negative attitudes of others 
and reflect the di elimination m their own negative elf-image . Affected by poverty and 
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grossly under-stimulatm,1 conditions, they are too easily chara1.:1emed as having low 
aspirations in academic areas. seeking immediate self-gratification , al her than pursuing 
future goals and generally exhibillng a spirit of resignation (Dilor.:-ru.r, l 968, Havighurst 
1964) hi clear from resean:h on disadvantaged children that po se.,s1or fa regative self-
concept i not to be presumed 
Movement and Self-concept 
The self-concept is central to the life of the child to such an extent hat rnotor 
experiences and impressions pertinent to the self are given content and 111eaning ccording 
to the elf-evaluation Problem- olvmg and role behaviour are ba!ied upon and h1uitr:c.1 by 
the e concepts of the self In ight is gamed and reality tesllng JS performed in tenm, of the 
image the child has of him or berself(Jacohs & Vrey, 1982) 
Movement competence plays an important role in self-concept developmem, 
because children ijeneratly value being good in game.<i, sports and play activities Movement 
skill acquisition is an important avenue by which the self-concept may be enhanced as many 
of the daily life experience of children are centred around the need for effic1e111 and 
effective movement Movement ac1ivi1ie that are both developmentally appropriate and 
prop rly cquenced can contribule 10 If-concept enhancement of youngsters (Gallahue & 
Ozrnun. 1995) Because of the potential for movement experiences to contribute to the 
development of the elf-concept. this mvestigatron includes an assessment of the influence 
of participation in an expres ive movement prograi,1me on the self-concept of young 
children from a geo-phys1cally deprived milieu 
Movement experience are regarded as critical to t • • elf-concept development 
(lgnico, 1994) Both boys and girl~ perceive competence , :ti~. 1r;tJ activities as extremely 
valuable which indicate. a strong link between skill le\ .. , and social status in children 
(Harter, 1982b, We, , I 98 7) The association of motvr perfom1ance with self-identity 
during childhood i widely postulated {Che ~"" , McKay & Stephe:1son, I 90 I , Drowatzky 
1981 ; Gallahue 1982, Zaichkowsky & Martinek, 1980) According to Zarcbkow ky et al 
(1980) 
The ability of a child to function well physically has important implications for 
manifestations of self-image This is especially true with phys1cal characteristics 
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such as size and stren:.;th than with other aspect of the bodv 
(p 167) , 
GaJlahue { I. 982) stated that children who move successfully expenence pos11ive 
reinforcement of their elf-image whereas those with movement difficultit>s " encounte1 
repeated failure in their everyday play experiences. As a result. tht y often encounter 
difficultie ir. establishing a stable view of themselves a worthy being;" f!' 329) If the 
outcomes of movement experiences do not match cl , 1 ""l's exptic~. ·,on~, foehngs of 
inadequacy may resuh, leading to poor pcrfonnances, thus ,nforcmg a poor elf-concept 
(Weiller. 1992) Hebron stated that youngster make up to 70% of thrir dt'.'ci ion by the 
age of eight to participate in activity based on their level of com~eteoce. Thus, even though 
a feeling of worth aad belonging is necessary for po itive emotional development, skill 
development for competence must be empha ised ti1rough a broad based movement 
programme (in Pangrazi, 1982) Furthermore. a child who is positively orientated and has a 
s •1Je of .Jelonging, worth and competence possesses a strong foundation for learning 
Ch en the potential relationship bet~ een motor ability and ~c:lf-image, Drowatzky 
( 1981) submitted the nature of the relationship may vary according to age and level of 
phy ical maturity He suggested that the relation hip is most potent during childhood when 
great emphi!lii 1s plac don phy teal characten tics and abilities, but that it reduces through 
to adulthood a ~ ltemative way of gl"foing recognition and enhancing elf-esteem arc 
realised . 
Self-concept nd Chi dr !.I witi, Movement Difficulties 
Rese rch h indicated ti,"• there are octal and affective concomitant as. ociatcd 
with motor difficult .. ! cxperiencr.. i by children (Miyahara, 1994, Schoemaker & 
Kalverboer, 1994) Mo1:t of these :.tu, 'ies i,ave focused on isolated aspects of social and 
affectlvc functioning, !.Uch n. self-concept (Henderson et al 1989; Kalliopuska & Kania, 
1987, O'Dwyer, 1987, Shaw Levine & Be~fer, 1982; Van Rossum & Vermeer, 1990), 
attributional style (Henderson lt al 1989) or p.-rsonality charactenstic · (Kalverhoer. De 
Vries & Van Dellen, 1990), and the tJ1ajority h.ih~ itwolved children over eighr years of age 
(Harter, 1983, Mar h et al 1991). 
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The impact of movement difficultie on social and emotional de\ elopment depends 
lo a large extent on the value that both the hlld and hi or her octal m1heu pla e on 
proficiency in physical activ1t1e In many oc1et1e . ·kilfulne 1n ·port and gam is highly 
valued Duda ( 1987) found that most Amencan children preferred to succeed m port rather 
than m classroom acttv1t1e. Wemgar1en ( 1980) found 1ha1 skilfulne s in . port and gam\!~ 
wa one of 1he be. t predictors of social . tatu and Wieger. ma ( 1980) demonstrated that 
motor proficiency pla ed a particular role in the development of .self- oncepl at hool age 
From the e finding the assumption could be made that children who are le s proficient m 
motor skill may be expected to develop a lower physical elf-concept 
This e pectation has been confirmed in everal studie (Henderson el al 1989, 
KaJhopuska & Kania. 1987, O'Dwyer, 1987, Schoemaker & Kalverboer, 1994, haw et al. 
1982, an Rosso..1m & Vermeer 1990) It ha been found that children age five and over 
as e their own competence by comparing their performance with the performances of 
their pe r (Hom & Hasbrook, 1987) According to both 'ichol ',; ( 1990) developmental 
theory of achievement motivation and Harter' (1987) tli-:ory of competence motivation, a 
major goal of achievement behaviour is the feeling that one i "competent" This 'elf. 
perception of competence in tum i a critical mediator of performance and per istence 
Becaus of their movement problems, children "ho are clumsv are . po ~d to c p rience .. 
that em likely to detract from feeling of competen e. For example, they may be 
repeated! confronted by failure in movemt:nt it 1ation ( ratt}, 1979) Their peers may 
cnticise them or even make fun of them Parent · 11.nd teacher ma · react negativeiy becau e 
they su pect the child of not trying hard enough to pt:rfonn ell The nega1h: re ction · of 
pee1s and 
relation hip 
ruficant others may lead to lo....,er per eived competence towud . ociaJ 
In a tudy by haw c1 al . ( 1982), children who were clum. rated th~m ehe 
a less acceptable in ocl.\l rela on hip than children whoi.e rno,.ement control \\ s 
''nonm1I", although this finding was not confirmed in ub equent tud: b \, an Ro sum 
and Vermeer (1990} 
AccordinM to lfarter (1978). mo~t people attempt ro behave in a manner 1ha1 
minimises revealing areas in wl ich thev lack competence It ha· been ugge..,t •d that th 
failure e,cpcrienced b ~hildren \ ·i h movement d1fficultie . their lo · of elf-esteem and the 
newative reaction of r· , result in their withdrawal from oc1al itu hon m order to 
pre ·ent additional fa.I . r• ~up ort for this hvpothcs!~ har corrc from even,l 1ud1e 
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Children with movement difficultie were found to be more introverted than children 
with ut movement problems (Kalverboer e1 al I C)QO) 
Aggre ive, disruptive and clowru h behaviours by children who have mo,cment 
difficulue have been reported (Kalverboer et al 1990, Wall. Reid & Paton. 1990) 
Withdrawal from octal s1tuat1ons as a con equence of both lack of k1lfulne · and peer 
criticism may create a vicious circle. children who experience movement difficulties avoid 
motor activities for fear of failure and thu having fewer opportunities to practice kills 
This in tum may accentuate their movement problem (Johnston, Short & Crawford, 1987. 
Wall et aJ 1990) and contnbute 10 their poor elf-concept. 
1uch of the re earch on self-concept and motor kill performance ha dealt with 
children with movement skill problem who were eight years old and older These chtldren 
have had a number of year of formal choo ing, with all the pres ure and comple,utie that 
are a ociated wtth cla. room and playground activitie hoem.tker and Kalverboer ( 1994) 
were interested to ee 1f children with developmental coordination disorder had variou 
social and affective difficultie earlier in hfe In addition, they wanted to look at the 
relauonship between the severity of developmentnl coordination di order and the child' · 
social and affective problem They found that even by the age of six or seven year . 
children with developmental coordination di order h d fewer play-mate and were a ked to 
play le· often that their peer The consequence of their physical limitations were already 
being experienced, and thi · ha~ a detrimental effect on their elf-esteem Both parent and 
teachers of the children with developmental coordination disorder judg d them to be more 
introverted, more erious, more m ecure, more 1. olated and le happ than he,r mat hed 
ontrols The children al o reported that they were aware of their d1fficult1es With regards 
to the relationship between the even• ,f developmental coordination d1 order and the 
child's as ocwed difficulties, Shoemaker and Kalverboer found that JI of the cluldren llad 
one or more social or affective problem regardles of the degree of developmental 
coordination di order. 
Chesson et al ( 1991} reported that ch.ildren with motor learning difficulties 
per istently pe, 'ormed poorly at games and were reluctant to participate in sport acttVJt1e 
They were often ocially isolated and th1 lack of acceptance by their peers wa identified a 




inadequate to perform every day functional movement ta k were vulnerable to the 
development of a negatjve self-concept This negative view of the elf was often manifested 
in a fear to try ne\\- things as well as se'f-statements of incompetence, clumsiness and poor 
social comparison Additional rest:arch has furth · .:- t:stablished the tie between movement 
competence and self-concept Children expenencmg difficulties with vtsuaJ-spatiaJ abiJitjes, 
lor example, had problems developing positive elf-concepts (Doyle & Higginson, 1984) 
The pre ence of these difficulttt:s, in addition to the movement d1fficulties, is notable 
becaus they have possible implication for the child's future The lowering of self-estet.m 
and a sense of low self-efficacy tn childhood ha been linked to later p ychiatric disorder 
Feelings of inferiority, anxiety and introversion have been mentioned as precursors ta later 
problems with social relationships and depression (ichoemaker & Kalverboer, 19'J4) 
""he Assessment of Self-concept 
Self-concept research before the I 980's was criticised for methodological 
shortcomings and psychometrically inadequate measurement instruments (Mar. h, 1987, 
Vispoel, 1995) Through the mid- J 970' self-concept in truments typically consisted of a 
collection of self-referent item , and o exploratory factor analyses failed to 1dent1fy salient, 
repitcable facets of self-concept (Marsh, Relich & mith. 1983). More recently, re earchers 
have developed t.:!f-concept instruments to measure specific facets that are based on an 
explicit theoretical model, and then used factor analy is to support these prior facets (Dusek 
& Flaherty, 19!1 I, Fleming & Courtney, 1984, Harter, 1982a, Marsh et aJ , 1984, Marsh et 
aJ., 1985, Marsh & O'Niel, 1984, Soarei: & Soares, 1982) 
The problems that urround elf-concept assessment in children are many. 
Zaichkowsky et al ( 1980) indicated that attitude~ toward the self do not become 
generalised until about eight years of age. Prior 10 age eight they appear to be more a 
function of perceptions of efficacy tn immediate situations This developmental 
consideration, combined with the additional problems of reading comprehension and 
reactions to testing environments. has complicated the process of assessment of self-concept 
prior to age eight. 
The two mo t widely employed in truments with children are the Coopersmith elf-




• c le (Piers & Ham . . 1969) Ori borh of the e ·ett:.rcpon instruments a total core i 
calculated aero ·s items tapping diverse content, and tJul': total core i considered 10 reflect 
the child 's global self-e teem 
ome re earchers have found Cooper mith ' instrument to b di appointing because 
the ongmal item pool was drawn from an adult cale (Roger & Dymontl , 1954), and item 
were reworded for children. Cooper mith (19 9) innia!;, idenufied four potential domains 
aero which elf-evaluations might differ. namely. 5Chool, peers parents and general 
references 10 the elf However. on the ba 1. of an unspecified analysis of the re pon es of 
56 children 10 - 12 year of age. he concluded that children of this age do not differentiate 
among these dimensions. therefore justifying calculation of a total core This score i 
mterpreted as an index of the child 's global feding of elf-esteem, which could then be 
generalised to any domain ub equent factor-anal)1ic studie (Kokenes, 1974), 
demonstrated that tlus conclusion is simply unwarranted. a do the finding with other 
instrument th.at demonstrated that children made clear distinction between domain that 
have been meaningfully derived, for example, the Piers and Harris. Self-Concept cale, and 
the Perceived Competence Scale for Children (Harter, I 982~) Wylie ( 1974) raised a 
number of other concerns and concluded that the Cooper mirh instrument was not 
appropnate for elf-concept re earch on duldren and at b-e t. the scale \\Ould eem to be 
tapping the child 's idealised self acros,; a varict · of diverse content areas 
The 80 item in the Pier -Harris elf-concept scale were adapted from a pool of 
statements collected by Jersild ( 1952) who a ked children to comment on feature. ab ut 
themselves whicn they liked and did not like For Pier and Harris, elf-concept refers to "a 
set of relalively stable self-attitude •· which are not only descriptive but al o evaluative 
(Piers & Harris 1969). Unlike Cooper mith, Piers and Hams seem 10 have begun their 
endeavour to construct a scale under the a umption that the elf-concept wa relative! 
uni-djmensional However, their initial factor anal i of the cale, with a sample of 1xth 
graders, revealed the existence of six interpretable factors behav1om, intellectual tatu 
physical appearance and attribute . anxiety, popularity and happme atisfaction The Pier -
Hams instrument i more popular ,.1,,1th re earcher than the ooper mHh 1men1ory, 
although there has been some question about its rebabihty for children who achieve low 
scores (Wylie, I 974 ). 
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Haner ( 1982b, 1985, 1986) together with other re earcher such as Mar h ( 1986, 
1989, 1990), Mar h and havelson ( 1985), and Shavel on and Bolus (I 982) studied 
specific aspects of the self-concept and focused on perceived competence a a critical 
dimension of the self -concept Harter s ( 1982a original Perceived Competence caJe 
included three dimen ion of competence· cognitive, social and phys1caJ Harter cho e these 
domains because she believed they were central to school-aged children's en e of elf 
Harter ( 1985, 1988) rC\-lsed the original cale (now called the elf-Percept10n Profile) to 
include the additional dimension of physical appearance and behavioural conduct The 
Perceived Competence Scale for children i sensitive to domain-specific perception of 
competence. yet allows for the determination of global elf-concept over and above the 
child's perception of competence. 
Although the Perceived Competence cale is not a developmentally based 
instrument, a pictorial ver ion for younger children aged four to even, has been devised 
(Harter, 19 I, Harter & Pike, 1984) The uh-scale included were cognitive competence, 
ph sical and social competence General self-worth wa not included based on their 
as umption up-ported by pilot data, that young children do not have a sense of self in 
general and so they can only evaluate specific behaviours Factor anal ses revealed that 
two-factor solution best descnbe thi scale firstly, general competence as defined by the 
cognitive and physical sub-scales and secondly, social acceptance as revealed by the peer 
cceptance ub- cales 
For the purpo e of the current inve tigation. the Pre- chool and Primary elf-
Concept cale (PPSC) ( tager & oung. 1982) u. ing pi torial Limuli and response and 
verbal directions in a emantic differential format, was select d as a mea uring instrument of 
self-concept of the pre-school children The PPSC meets the need for a elf-concept te t for 
children who cannot read 111d or whose oral e pre sive skills are limited and permits th~ 
asses ment of both global elf-concept ("Me") and role- pec1fic elf-concept (''Me in 
school", "Me at home") The PP C con ist of even rating i;aie in the emantic 
d1fferenti.al format, taking into con ideration the hort attention span of young children 
The self-report, semantic differential format was con 1dered cons1 tent Wlth the author' 
definition of If-concept a the child's thoughts and feeling having reference 10 lumself or 
herself as an object The assumptions that guided the construcuon of this cale were 
fir tly, that the chilc 1s the most appropnate per on to provide information about the elt: 
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concept; and secondly, that the semantic differenttal scales repre ent the theoretically 
heterogeneous concept of self-('oncept and thirdly that the scales are continuou variables 
The semantic differential format i furthermore appropriate a it permits examination of 
three dimensions of self-concept. namely, the direction, whether the child views the elf 
favourably or unfavourably, the intensity, how trongly favourable or unfavourable the 
ch.ild's feelings about the self are and the content, what dispositions the child views the self 
as having (Rosenberg, 1979) 
Summary of Self-concept 
The self-concept co1ttributes to a child's sense of belonging, ense of worth sen, e of 
competence and sen e of achievement The self-concept contribute to the what's and 
how's of making friends. experimenting and exploring in new or novel situations, trusting 
people, assuming responsibility for actions and behaviours, being creauve and imaginative 
and showing initiative (Yawkey 1980). Furthermore. the self-concept is a product of the 
ongoing exchange between a c.hild and his social and physical surroundings Far from bl'ing 
a passive recipient of the messages about the self the child receives at home and at school. 
she actively responds to the challenges and feedback impinging upon and ubsequently 
shaping her views ofherself(Phi.1ip & Zigler, 1980) 
Although there are competing approaches to understanding the factor and dynamic 
relatjonships among the factors that compri . elf-concept, 1here i. agreement that the elf-
concept is not predetermined or innate but malleable and modifiable indicates why it i o 
important to young children and to adults working with them in home nd school setting 
(Yawkey, 1980). How children are treated by the significant people in their formative years 
detenmnes to a great e tent the self-esteem they will have u adults For e ample, if the 
child has developed tru t, autonomy and initiative, a healthy self-concept i much m 
evidence by the age !>Hive (Survant, 1972) 
The concept of the self has been addressed from many theoretical frameworks, 
leading to the coining of various related concept uch as self-concept and elf-esteem used 
both separately and interchangeably, cau ing some confusion as to the discrete place of each 
in the tapestry of the study of the self. There i:J consen u , however, that a child's respect 
for, acceptance of and bdicf in him or herself does not ju t happen. A positive self-concept 
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1s proposed to be the result of e,p riences in environment th t off er opportunities to 
e plore and share and to lest ideas, kills and feelings with the positive upport of 
ignificanl others (Roderick. 1980) The most important element in a child' eventual 
appreciation of her existence i, the harmony of thought and action that result from 
promoting strength rather than deficits (Mangold, 1980) 
Although younger children often view them elve as ituated at one end of two 
extremes - good or bad, rather than being able to make ituation• pecific perceptions of th 
self (Gallahue, 1987), self-concept appear to be a learned concept for all children It is 
affected profoundly by other people's perception of them and the extent to which children 
are encouraged to feel good about the them el es by 1gruficant other (Doyl & Higgm on, 
1984) Between the age two and even year , child, en are forming their . elf-cone pt , 
learnmg to discriminate l::etvit:en them elves and otl1er . becoming aware of them ·elve 
members of a group and learning the oc,al and cultural meaning of such group 
membership, and taning to apply evaluative label to themselves and their behaviour 
(Clark, 1965, Clement et al 1984) 
Despite problematic mea uremenl pro dure sociated with resettrch, it 1s 
relatively easy m pract1i;al setting to ob erve po it1ve changes m chilrlren who have been 
involved in movement education programmes that re ucce s-onentat d, developmentally 
appropriate, orientated toward rea onable goal . challenging, individuali ed m in tiuctton 
and full of po itive temforcement (Gilli hu . 1987) Bee u e part1c1pation in an . pre 1ve 
movem nt proga-amme could have an influence on the devel\)pm nt of elf-concept. a 
measurement instrument wa elected for admini tration in thi tudy that ha been u. ed 
previously with very young children, This inslrument 1s the Primary and Pre- chool cale 
wluch ha been us d in educational etting with young children ( t ger & Young, 19 2). 
Because it i a pictorial-ha ed calc, with s t of 1mple b1-riol r adJective., it wa 
considered appropriate for children who have limited vocabularie nd who m y not have 
English as their first language, i.e. the adJective could be easily translated into any 
language 
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Intervention Strategie 
The importance of providing young childr n with movement educauon programmes 
is partially rooted in the benefits anticipated for childrt:i with movement d1fficult1e · 
Longitudinal studies have shown that without treatment motor difficulties ·een m early 
years can still be found in teenage years and carrit·s an increa mg risk uf other learning 
difficulties at ·rhool age (Cantell et al 1994, Geuzc & B6rger, !993; Lyytinen & Ahonen, 
1989) choemaker et al (I 994) found that if children with developmental coordmatron 
disorder were treated with a physiotherapy programm the long-term beneficial effect~ were 
evident in not only the motor domain but also the ocial and affective domains Wright and 
Sugden ( 1996b) reported that teacher· found a concorrutant improvement in a ·ociated 
behaviours. with improved motor function through a chool ba ed intervention programme 
Literature on phy ical 1\ct.ivity programme for pre-. chooler in general ·ugg ts that 
participation in health-related fitnes and motor development programme re appropriare 
means of enhancing children 's total development It ha been maint11U1ed that intervention 
dvring this pha e of child development is crucial in developing II foundation that may h ve a 
sigruficant 1nfluence on the quoility of life lllld intellectual producttv,ty in a child's later year 
(Gabbard, 1988) Kephan ( 1960) proposed th t the basic readrn kills e senti l for the 
optimal teaming of bigh-levt:I cognitive ·kills are essentially perceptual-motor kills He 
c .. ncludcd that adequate early sensory-motor expcnence. re ult in an organ, ation of the 
centra1 ncrvou sy tern which i nece ry for adequate perceptual functioning which i • in 
tum, cs ntiaJ for adequate cognitive functioning lntcllectu I functioning I e n to follow 
course of hierarchical development wherein high-level cognitive achievement I dependant 
upon earlier ensory-motor achievement and exp rience (Piaget, 1952) 
Per ·eptual-motor Intervention Programme 
The most ften cited theori ts in the area of perccptu11l-mo1or development 
programmes inch1dc Barsch, Frostig, Kephart, Getman and Delacato. De pite differences in 
each theorists approach to defining content and methods, the following characteri tics 
appear to be common to all perceptual-motor p: 1 g,arnmes 
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⇒ The use of gross motor activitie as the primary means of involvement 
⇒ The use of structured activities organised in planned sequences 
⇒ Training to improve basic ensory skills (visual, auditory, and tactile) as well as 
motor skills 
⇒ The empha!;i that is placed on role of perceptual-rnotor programmes in the 
facilitation of academic learning 
Differences among the various perceptual-motor programmes appear to stern from: 
⇒ Differen es among the theoretical models that ex-plain movement development 
and control, and th&t erve to guide programme content and method , for 
example, the differences in the appro11che Kephart ( 1960), Delacato ( 1963 ). 
and Barsch {1965a). 
=> Differences in the areas of children's development targeted for remediation 
⇒ Differences in the speritic benefits attributed to participation in eacl-a of the 
specific programm.eme 
The following ections briefly outline four approaches that will illustrate the impact of 
differences in movement theory, objectives, and outcomes on the content and m thods of 
perceptual-motor development prograrnmemes The progra.mmr. of Kephart, Doman and 
Delacato, Getman and Kane, and Bar ch will be reviewed, pecilically 
The Slow Learner Programme or Kephart (1960) 
The ba ic premi e of the Slow Leamer Programme was that sensory-motor skilli. are 
the foundation on which all learning exists. Kephart ( 1960) placed considerable emphasis on 
early motor learning and on the development of fund1ntental movement patterns. rather 
than on p~c1fic kills The premature development of "splinter kill •· must be avoided A 
" plinter skill" develops when training remains specific end the child ' attention i directed 
towards performance rather than the goal of th movement. Motor movement patterns 
mu t become generalised in order lo e tablish d1recuonality, laterality and perceptual-motor 
m Ith skills (Roach & Kephart, 1966). 
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The essence of the perceptual-motor theory I a sequence of learning stages 
through which the child progresses Later complex learning arc ouilt upon 
initial learning in a hierarchical fa h1on ( Roach & Kephart, 1966, p .l) 
54 
Emphasis is placed on generalisation (Kephart, I 9o 7) ucce s in learning or remediation of 
uch academic activities as reading, writing, or spelling occurs when lhey are broken down 
into basic perceptual-motor skills and teaching 1s directed tnward them Rather than usmg 
traditional methods to teach a child who is having difficulty with reading, Kephart uggest~d 
procedures based on remediating tbe ba ic skills involved in the reading process Among 
the various basic skills th t Kephart emphasised were lateraJity, directionality, ability to stop 
eye movements and dexterity Furthermore, Kephart ( 1971) specifically mentioned the 
following perceptual-motor aspects to be enhanced through hi programme because he 
considered them to be !he foundation of perceptual-motor functioning· 
• Gro s motor kill~ 
• Eve-hand coordination 




• Body image 
• Perceptual proce ~ing 
• Agility (which he termed tlexibility) 
Tht Neurologic Organisation Pro~rammt of Doman and 0elacato (1963) 
Working with children diagnosed as brain-injured, Doman and Delacato ( 1963) 
based their programme upon the theoretic principle of neurologic organisation which 
follows the premise that ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny Thi means that human 
development repeats the pattern of man 's evolutionary devc!opment Children having 
difficulty with mobility communication and or learning are believed to have "missed a tep" 
in a sequential continuum of neurological development The following assumptions 
upported their approach 
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I , A child 's central nervous system (brain, spinal cord, and nerve pathways) develops 
in a definite pattern from conception to about the age of eight 
2 Progression of this development can be measured on a scale of neurologic 
organi ation in the following a as · 
• Movement of body (from birth mo t.ments of anr.s and leg up to skilled 
walking) 
• Speech (from crying at birth up to a complete vocabulary and proper 
sentence structure) 
• Manual skills (from grasp reflex to writing with dominant hand) 
• Visual skills (from light reflex at birth to reading) 
• Tactile skills {from birth reflexes to identification of objects by touch) 
3. The speed at which this development takes p'ace varies widely among individual 
children 
4 Neurologic growth can be lowed down lightly by some methods of reanng 
children It can be slowed down considerably by depriving a child of necessary 
stimulation in his environment. It can be stopped completely by brain damage. 
5 An immature child or a slow learner as th!! result of delay in neurologic 
development. A youngster with reading problems in school despite good 
instruction suffers from a disorganisation of neurologic growth. 
6 In terms of neurologic developmt>nt, all children can be included in a range that 
tretches from the severely brain-damaged child in a coma just one breath away 
from death to the youngster who is very superior mentally and phy ically 
7. By stimulating the development of the central nervous y tern it i possible to 
push children considerably up the ladder of neurolog1c development - in other 




8. Not only can a child's neurologic development be slowed down by injury to the 
brain or by deprivations in the environment, it can also be peeded up by simple, 
nc n-surgjcal method 
9. By thr Jame methods, the neurologic development of normal children can be 
stimulated - in other words, their mental abilities can be increased 
Tbe implementation of the Doman-Delacato programme is somewhat controversial 
ince it involves treatment at the level uf neurologic development linked with various 
perceptual-motor activities at which the child has experienced failure . This means, for 
example, that a child with a particular leaming difficulty, might be required to "go back to 
the crawling stage" and work on his/her crawling until proficiency is achieved The 
assumption would be that the child had "missed" ome aspect of neurological development 
inherent in the crawling sta,qe, and that repeating this stage, the deficit would be addressed, 
Delacato (in Myers & Hammill, 1969) defined this as "treating a Cf''ltraJ problem where it 
exists, in the central nervous system, not in the peripheral areas'' (p.227) This programme is 
not only controve:sial, but it also requires personnel with pecific 1rairung and 
under tanding of the complete remedial procedures 
The Vi1uo-mo1or Model ofGetm.u and Kane (1964) 
Getman and Kane ( 1964) advanced the theory that a child 's growth, intellectual 
achievement and behaviour wen• directly related to a basic sequence of visual development 
Statements by Getman reflected this strong emphasis on the visual process "80% of 
everything we learn is learned visually'' and "vision is intelligence·· (Getman, 196:: p 20) 
Getm.an's original programme was based on tbe equence and development as ociated with 
the first five years ofUfe He has organised this sequence into six. interrelated stages· 
• General motor patterns • the child learns when he/she moves 
• pecial movement patterns - ynchronrsed use of body pans, such as eye-hand 
coo rd ina tion 
• Eye movement patterns - efficient vi uaJ patterns free the hands for more 
economic use 




• Visualisation patterns - visual memory skills that substitute for action, speech, 
and/or time 
• Visual perceptual organisation - ability to interchange sensory stimult 
memories with the original stimuli and to interrelate it with the environment 
The following basic premises of the Getman training programme were found in his revised 
text co-authored by Kane in 1964 
I. Academic performance in today's school depends heavily upon form and symbol 
recognition and interpretation 
2. Tht:re are perceptual skills which can be developed through training. 
3 The development of perceptual kills i related to the levels of coordination of the 
body ystem, that is, the better the prospects are for developing perception of 
fonns and symbols 
4, The child whose perceptual skills have been developed and extended is the one 
who is free to profit from instruction and to learn independently 
It could be concluded that the strong emphasi on vision in the Getman and Kane rnodel is a 
narrow approach, however, it could be applicable to improving the visual efficiency of 
children exhibiting visual learnrng problems not attributed to physiologic defect of the eye 
The Movigenic Theory ofBanch (1967) 
The movigtnic theory developed by Barsch ( 1967) was b:tsed upon the belief that 
movement patterns are the key to learning efficienry Barsch believed that movement I a 
variable in all learning and lhat all children need to learn to move well . Barsch (1967) 
viewed the chiltf as a "terranaut" moving within a self-perceived space world . He 
implemented his programme in a curriculum for children with learning problem. that was 
based on 12 dimensions of perceptual-motor development (Barsch, I 965a)· 
Postural-transport Orientation 
• Muscular strength 
• Dynamic balance 
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• Spatial awareness 
• Body awareness 
Percepto-Cognitive Modes (the four primary functional channels of reception and 
expression) 
• Visual dynamics 
• Audjtory dynamics 
• Kincsthesia 
• Tactile dynamics 
Degrees of Freedom (those factors which enlarge, enrich, expand, and explicate the 




• Motor planning 
Barsch's (1967) theory was based upon the following principles: 
The fundamental principle underlying the design of the human organism ts 
movement efficiency 
2 The primary objective of movement efficiency is to economically promote the 
suivival of the organism An individual survives in tbb fOrJd by moving. 
3. Movement efficiency is derived from the information the orgarusm is able to 
process from an energy environment. 
4. The human mechanism for transforming energy forms into information is the 
perceptual-cognitive system The sensory ystems for obtaining data are sight. 
hearing, touch, feeling, smell and taste These organs serve as agents for 




S The terrain of movement is space lnd1v1duals must learn to move in both physical 
and cognitive space in order to move mo t efficiently 
6 Developmental momentum provides a constant forward thrust towards maturity 
and demands an equilibrium to maintain direction 
7 Movement efficiency is developed in a climate of stres Stress is viewed a a pan 
of life. Some stress is considered neces ary for learning, while other types ofstres 
negatively affect the individual's efficiency 
8. The adequacy of the feedback system is critical to the development of movement 
efficiency An individual's feedback system actually helps him or her to learn more 
efficiently Inadequate feedback may result m some type of disorder 
9 Development of movement effici .. 11cy occurs in segments of sequential expansion 
Movement efficiency develop from single to more complex movement The rate 
of learning certain behaviours similarly varies throughout hfe. 
I 0. Movement efficiency ill symbolically communicated through the visual-spatial 
phenomenon called language. Movement efficiency is a very important factor in 
language development 
"Movigenics" could be regarded as the perceptual-motor development programme that is 
closest in content and method to that of movement education, an approach to physical 
education that is based on pnnciples of integrated motor development 
Research on Perceptual-motor Programmes 
Unfortunately, much of the "evidence" provided to suupport the effectiveness of any 
of the perceptual-motor development programmes has been anecdotal in nature. There have 
been some studies completed, however, that are more scientific in nature Painter ( I 966) 
investigated the effect of a rhythmic and sensory motor activity programme on perceptual 
motor spatial abilities of kindergarten children. Training sessions were gjven to the 
experimental group, extending over a period of seven weeks at a frequency of three times a 
week for an half an hour duration each The programme of rhythmic and sensory motor 




perceptual mo1or integration and psycholinguistic competence The po itive re ults sugge. t 
further investigation and illustrate tile need for specific developmental programme . 
Schaney, Brekke, Landry & Burke {I 976) investigated the effect of a perceptual-
motor training programme on the reading achievement of first-grade children The 
programme was presented for one hour a day, two days a week for a period of nine weeks 
The experimental group of children who were reading, initially, below grade level and who 
received perceptual-motor training showed significant gains in reading achievement over the 
control group The evidence can be interpreted as lending support to the principle that 
some form of patterned perceptual-motor activities facilitate the development of cognitive 
sk:iUs. at the very least, reading achievement 
Super (1979) demonstrated in his research on the effectiveness of the Transvaal 
Edu.:ation Department's school readiness programme of eight to 10 week duration that 
there was positive development of perceptual skills at the completion of the programme 
The most perceptual development on average takes place in learning kills such a counting, 
writing, copying equally space beats and in hand control on visuo-motor tasks The least 
perceptual development takes place io tasks which appear to rely heavily on maturation 
such as io word recall • 1mber recall, directionality and ball throwing. uper ( 1979) 
furthennore found the mo t development to tuke place tn the area of visual motor 
perception, auditory motor perception, fine motor perception, body image and gros motor 
perception. 
Scbaney et al. ( 1976) mea ured the immt.:iate and long-term effects of perceptuaJ. 
motor training on kindergarten children by the Gesell Copy Forms Test. A ignificant 
increase from the pre-test to the first post-test (five months interval) was made by the 
experimental group but none by the control group The second post-test (IO month 
interval) showed that these gains were relatively long-term ratl,er than short.term The 
experimental group was involveJ in a Developing Learning Readiness programme for 45 
minutes per day over a l 0-week period, one day per week During this time the control 
group participated in a regular kindergarten classroom. The experimental group was in the 
ame regular kindergarten classroom but also took part in the 5upplemental visual, motor 
and tactile skills programme which facilitated the development of general coordination, 
balance, eye-hand coordination, eye movement, form recognition and visual memory 
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The effect of a perceptual-motor training programme on the self-concept of pre-
school children v1.-ith deficits in gross motor skills and self-concept was investigated by 
Platzer ( 1976) At the conclusion of a I 0-week programme (30 minutes daily), children who 
h. i participated in the programme demonstrated a more posnive self-concept as measured 
by the Goodenough projective test, than children who had not participated. 
Herkowitz ( 1977) found that a child may be so encouraged by a perceptual-motor 
trainin~ programme that her self-concept may be po itively affected and the resultant 
mcr\.ased motivation may positively contribute 10 the enhancement of her abilities She 
contended that planned movement expenences 
⇒ Foster the development of feelings of security, .elf-confidence and self-worth 
⇒ Encourase risk taking behaviour, which prepares children to eek a wider variety 
of learning opportunitie latf'r in life 
=> Fnc;ter the formation of an accurate elf-concept 
If ive bc:lieve in the worth and importance of the development of motor skills, in the growth 
and dev lopment of young children, 11 would appear that perceptual-motor programmes 
would be of great ignificance in the life of tne child even if they did not lead to an 
improvement in re ding or other co ni1ive area (Lerch et al. 1980). 
~ vement pmgramm . h ve many benefits Th · ex rc1 the whole body 
(in ludinH th mind) and not JUSI the mu cle they create a love of movement 
1ha1 develop tnto a lifetim de ire f, r phy i I fitne , and the u e · -
orientated philosoph provide numerou opponunitie for learning, 
parti jp tin and enjoying ( Pica 1992, p J) 
Flinchum ( 1988) upp ncd thi tindmg and . 1a1eJ that 
tmement a tivirie can enh nc co~nn,ve potential, perception, memory 
retri~'II 111d language arts Furthermore, the child ' , If-concept may b 




ummary of Perceptual-Motor Prog1·amme 
Perceptual-motor programmes are defined as means of teaching children the use of 
the body mechanisms wh1ch erve to monitor and control body po iuons and movements 
and enable them to derive meaning from en ory experience (Fleming & Courtney, 1984) 
Theon ts have suggested that early intervention through gro motor development 
programmes are appropriate means to addre perceprual-moltlr weaknes e and to enhance 
the academic deveJopment of the young child 
everaJ re earcher~ contend that early intervention during the fundamental motor 
skills phase is cruciaJ in developing a foundation that may have s1gmficanr influence on the 
quaJity of life and iotelJectuaJ productivity in a child' later year {Gabbard, Le Blanc & 
Lowy, 1987; Gabbard, l9R8, Gallahue, 1989) Unfortunately, mot percepn,a.J-motor 
development programme have been con ·idered by educator a remedial training 
programme which exclude th normal cluld from a ound dcvelopmv1ta1 perceptuaJ-motor 
programme uch a.s the kind proposed by Cratty ( 1970) 
Movement expeqence have been id .. ntificd as cruci I lo the fai.:il11ation of cognitive 
development Zaichkow ky t I. ( 1980) believed that pcrceptuaJ-mulor e. perienc s make 
rnd1rect contributions to cddemic succe s B indirect contributions the)" mean that 
perceptual-motor experience. may contribute to increased perceptual ab1litie . motor ·kills, 
elf confidenc~ and attention, all of which may uhim tel atTecl Cddemic achievement 
Re earch efforts have llempted to document th virtue. of perceptu I-motor a ti it 
programme on th re dine nd remedial a pect. ofpen.:eptual and ~ogni1i\,e development 
on th child The available re ults re in onclu ·1ve. but th re is 1'.11lple e, idence tu suggesi 
that perceptual-ntolor a tivity programme re making a limited but po. itive contribution tu 
the motor and p rceptual development of children ( Ka ale & Matt on, I 9R l) 
Movement Educational lodels 
II human behaviou1 1s interlinked Though Bloem I I 9'ic,) ~ep1:1r h.:d hum n 
behaviour Into th cognitive, th· tffc ti, e and the psychomotor domain. , ducalllP, a 1.cpt 




any one d~•main 1s likely to facilitate behaviour m alJ othe1 s This has been illustrated in 
studies where improving the quality of movement behavmur h s been hown to have 
positive effect on intellectual function and self-esteem in children (Payne, 1990) The 
acceptance of inte rated functioning means that th tudy of motor development hould be 
viewed from the per:.pective of the tot hty of humanl.md and that intervention programmes 
could be conceived from an bro c r educa11onal pcrspect1\e rather than a stnctJy 
perceptual-motor perspective (Gallahue, I ~ • 
Physical education has been the cumculum ar a "11hin the school that has included 
perceptual-motor d velopment a one of its objective There is evidence that ·chool 
phy icaJ education programme for young children can have a ·ignificant po it1ve effect on 
children's fundamentaJ motor kill p rfo,mance · Pre-school children who received a I 0-
week motor kill ins1ruct1onaJ programme • howed significant improvement in fundamental 
•nott'r skilt• as mea ured h · the Te I of ro. fotor Developm 111 (lgnico 1991 , 1991b) 
U11ror u.t11.:1. 'v "'.line a f the ugg' troru for the content of earl movement development 
programme· "• ,·r I • n c~IPd-do-.-.n v r ions of curricula d;,: 1 n d ! 1r t Ider children he 
more traditionaJ ctjviric - ,11 red apprvach foi:11 c.;S orimanly on ti election of :in1ple 
gam and dance the cor of the cuiriculum An aJ,crna11ve to th1 iiencr I mod I ha. 
been a model ba ed on motor development, referred tu in the li1c:rature . m ·, l"m 111 
edu ation (Gabbard ct aJ 1987, Gallahue, 1989) 
Movement educator h v pro::,o ed vanou models to gu1dt c 1rriculum 
developm nt well . lh choice nftc1ch:n1.1 ,yh: flow ver, all f th m deb retl rt a 
commi1men1 to m ,ror d.!\- lnpment per p ctivc, "h• h includ th identification of 
sp,.cifk p rccptuttl-motor component~ rh I must he includcd in arly cnildhuod 
programmeme The e e:,tiaf ontent elem nh prop sc:d t1y Gabb1trcf ( J 9 ) a,c 
repr ntativc of th model, put forth to deti111• the conrcnl framc, rk fo1 early childhood 
movement educ 110n ( T ble I ) 
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Grine.tit 199. gre d ·ith abbard' ( I 88) inclu ion of movem nt warcnes concept~ 
a de,elopmentall ppropnate mo,.cment conll:nt Im pr - chooler lmemcn1 awarenei. 
wa con. id red 10 be th found II n for 1h learnm of h k motor ~kill nd . p ciali d 
kill d velopm nt, thu :uppontn th v1c11, th<1t thc1c i a hier rcll\' of component \\ithin 
the pro e of motor kill development Ion~ wnh a d1vl'r c nd efficient movem nl 
qui ition of fundam nt I kill farm the mm.cm nt foundation upon 
which more c mplei Mame . da.n e, nd ymna. tic cli\'1U s an bt: p rform d The thrc.: 
c 1egon f fundamental m \' m nt re 
Locomotor kill - mo ements lh t propel 1h individual 1hr U!!h pJ e ( g run 
jump, kip) 
2 on-I omotor kill· - mo, ement re e e ·uted \ ith minimal or on mo m n1 of 
one· base of support , ·om 11111es d . nb d ~ kill,; nf ,;t bi lit, ( g 1v. i ifturn, 
wing/ ~ay) 
l 1anipulativ kill (propul. ion and r eption) • movement, that focus upon 1he 
ontrol of obj ct primarilv ith U\ nl the h nd nd fe t (Ci· II hu I 1N1 l 
common haracten u mon the d ,dt pmcn1al mnd b for e rh childhood 
mO\ ement edu lion I the premi that thc:r r • ph C!- that ch r i.:t ,ze th 
d velopmenl I motor . kill capabilitie. G bard et al ( 1987) identifi d the early childh 1d 
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state (approximately two to seven year· of age) as the phase offundnmu .r ri: movement skill 
development 
Critical Periods 
Curriculum models for early childhood movement education attend to the concept of 
"critical periods" in motor development Th concept of a critical period of motor 
development refers to a time span during which the acqui it1on of specific movement kills 
and abilities can irreversibly alter later motor functioning Amheim and Pestole 1 ( 1973) 
tated that the critical period for children ' gross motor development was between four and 
even years of age According to Bee ( 1989) all fundamental motor kills should have been 
developed by the age of six or even Gallahue and Ozmun ( 1995) upported the notion 
that children have the developmental potential to be at the mature stage of most 
fundamental movement kill by approximarel age six 
There is some evidence there i al o a critical age period during which the negative 
effect of deprivation of movement experience may be maximised Jack on ( 1958) 
idcntifii:d this time period between nine months and five year old Levine ( I %2) uggcstcd 
that the cnllcal period for developing the capacity for environmental interpretation, 
ymboh m and language is bet\ een the age of two nd four year f-le re ommcnded 
educauonal facilitie for lower oc10-econumic cl s~ children who might oth rwi be 
depnved of adequate tunulation frorn their 'Urroundings during 1he~c critical year 
early I 9ti8, fcnnanr ( I %8) recommeneded funher inves1igation mlo the effect of 
environmental deprivation on vi. ual-motor perceptual bihtie.- with th vi '\ toward 
developing enn bment cour e for South Nhcan children from di. advanta• ed backgrounds 
Although the concept of critic I periods doc. not impl that hildren cnnnot h:arn 
during other developmental period of their !hes, 1t , widely accepted that duldren exh1b1t 
a definite age-related improvement m their ab1lit to proce mformauon reqw:11e to the 
product10n of movement (Gallahuc & Ozmun, 1995) ·he e planauon for thi change 
includ s both maturational lrnked factors and lcarn111g factor related tu r~tnfic 11un ,,f 
proce sing deficit dd1uonally children demonstrate change, in the proces mg ~trateg1e~ 
which the ut1Ltze to act on incoming mfom1a11on Th1: changes m kc the chrld more 
receptive 10 increasingly comple tasi.... nd t sk informamm. and 11 re~ult provide a 
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direction for progre sions of movement experrences within 11 movement education 
programme. 
Understanding the motor development of young children forms die ba I for quaJily 
structured movement experiences fovement act1vit1es m1Jst be br ken down lo their 
implest developmental level to accommodate the young child ( tinson, 1990) Maturation 
and e,tperience level are factors intlue11cing the learmng of new and more complex motor 
ski/I Children's readiness for J Jrr:ing a motor skill ;s not only by phy ·real maturation but 
also by prior learning, cognitive functioning and motivational and a1titudinaJ feelings 
concerrung the task at hand These elemem may either stifle or challenge the de ire or 
ability to be more phy icaJly active The proce_s of motor development hould ton tamly 
remind us of the individuality of th learner Age period of development represent 
approximate time ranges during which certain behaviour. may be observed Over-relian e 
on the e time penods would negate the concept of continuity, . pec1tic11y and th 
individuality of the developmental proces ( GaJlahue, 1989) 
Movement Education for Young hirdren 
Gallahue ( 1989) propo ed an educauonal model ba ed on the proposition that the 
development of movement abilit1e occurs in d1stin I but oft n overlappin pha sin each of 
the fundamenral movement kills, which he labelled m/t'J!(Jr/l!.1 of mm·emt!llf ( ee Figure I). 
Within the Gallahue (1989) mod l, .:hildren '. optimal motor de\'clopment would b 
achieved through participatfon inj,mde1mt!f/lt1I mm·e11u•111 1/c1/I themL'.1 applied to the variou 
emu Ill arem and mm•eme111 011,·eplJ The child'. mup1r l,•amm,: fix:11, would in lude 
exploration, di covcry and a combination of current e perience with pa I expcri nee, and 
be accom,Jh hed primanly through the teaching ·tyles uf exploralion nd gu1d d d1. cov ry 
The use of games. rhythms anJ elf-tc trng act1\1t1cs, s well a. lhc movement 011ccp1, of 
effon, pace and relauon hip programme. conreni, r vie\\ed s n mean to in rna~ing 
kill rather than a an end m itself 
Avery ( 1994) upported Gallahuc ( 1987) and reinforced th posllmn 1h I lhc e rly 
years of childhood are the mo. t n1 1al period m the de, elopm nt of gross motor kill~ 
very proposed a model which included not only locomotor, nonlo omotor and 
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Figure I Gallahue' ( 1989) concep11on of movement education for young children ba1o d on 
a model of gro. motor developmenl (p 'i07) 
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manipulative kills, but also the development of knowledge of movement concept included 
in the categories of space awareness (levels. directions, pathways and ranges) effort (force, 
time and flow) and relationships with reference to objects or people [t was her poi:ition that 
through building movement awareness and using rhe d1 covery approach to learning, 
children could build the kinaesthetic foundation for later development of specific d11.nce 
skills GabbRrd { 1988) ali.o emphasi ed that the first level of acqui 1tion of efficient 
movement was the development movement awarene s along with basic fundamental motor 
sk:tlls. Thi point of view provided motivation for the decision to focu this investigation on 
studying the effects of an expressive movement education programme on young children 
(one which emphasised the development of movement awarenes:; and the exploration and 
guided discovery styles of teaching) 
In reference to the developmental model (Gallahue, 1989) body, spatial, direcuonal, 
and temporal awareness are generaJly a sociated with kmae thet1c perception. that is, 
inform t1on derived from withm the body, a opposed to stimuli received from the 
environment (i e visual, auditory, and tactile information) A feature that make thi:. 
information uniquely appropriate for thi period of child developmenJ i that everal of the 
concept associated with movement awarene s are also the concep basic to an i.:arly 
childhood movement education The mtroductJon of these concepts (e g dire lion , size. 
shapes, body parts) through the u e of movement activitie i a well-accepted teaching 
trategy that not only bnngs fun to the learning pr0ce but ma also enhance learning 
reten11on (Gabbard. 1988) Gallahu ( 1989) propo ed !h t bod awarenes , pdtial 
awareness, directional and temporal warene which re component of movem nt 
awarene hould include the development of the following perceptual-motor b1li11e1- · 
• w:irene of . elf 
• Gro s motor control 
• Fine motor contrc 
• Kmae the is 
• Eye-motor coord1na11 n 




Expressive Movtment Programmes 
Applying the movement awareness components of movement education pecifically 
to th~ expressive movement milieu. Ha tie ( 1988) outlined the neces ity of developing the 
pre-requisite kills of rhythm. time. space. quality and relationship and performance of iogle 
sequences aod compositional experiments before focusing on refinement of pecialised 
dance skills. Stinson, ( 1988, 1990) proposed that children three to even years of age 
should have the opportunity to participate in an expressive movement education programme 
comprised of the following · 
1. Experience aimed at the development of control, coordination, balance. poise, 
and elevation in basic actions including travelling. jumping. turning, gesture, and 
tillnes 
2 Experiences that encourage the exploration of contrasts of peed, ten ion, 
continuity, shape. size, direction, and level and de cribe what they have done 
3 Experiences workmg with a range and vanety of contrasting timuli, including 
music 
4 Experiences that encourage the exploration of moods and feelings through 
structured tasks . 
5 Experience that heJp to develop rhythruc re pon es 
6. Expenences making dances with clear beginnings. truddles and ends 
An expres, ive movement programm may be conceived a a pan of the movement 
education programme for young children The content of the programme would therefore 
attend to the ba ic elements of a motor development model Williams ( I CJ81) staled that any 
uch model for early childhood learning must attend to the four foundations of gro motor 
dev1!lopment 
• Gross motor control 
• Fine motor control 
• 1mpie auditory, visual and tat·t1le-kmaesth uc abilities 
• Hod aw:ireness. 
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The application of a motor development model 10 expressive movement programme 
design would follow a pattern similar to this 
0 Body awareness is defined a the conscious awarene. s and identification of the 
location, position and movement of the body and its parts and the relationship 
between the body and its parts (moving or stationary) to the external environment 
(Overby, 1992) 
⇒ The construct of body awarenes includes internal and e:dernal sub-
components. The internal sub-comprments consist of awareness of the body 
and its parts including laterality, awaren of patial dimen ions of the body 
and identification of body parts The external uh-components are those 
concerned with the interaction and interrelationship of the body and its part. 
with the environment. 
⇒ Dance trainin.g emphasi es body :..wareness in space as one of the key elements 
of successful movement ome of the elements of pace that directly relate to 
the external elements of body awarenes are direction, floor patterns., levels and 
body shape Through dance movement experience . ti i hypothe ised that 
children develop a kinaesthetic sen ·e that enhances their body awareness in 
space (Overby, 1992) 
Pre- chool children are typically within the beginning level of movement kill 
learrung lo<lirect teaching tyle · focusing on children's di c.ovcries and promotmg 
exploration are appropri te to 1mplement at the pre- chool h:vel (Boucher. 198 • Cleland, 
1990) According to the develotJmental model it is very important for pre-school children to 
discover the many different "ays that their bodies can move within the three catcgorie of 
fundamental movement kills of locomotion, manipulation and stability Movement and 
:,ensory awarene are the primary way children learn about themselvc and their v,orld 
( tinson, 1990) Young children po es rich inner trea ·ure , in luding the capacity to enter 
alternative reahtie - m which the may hear flower growing. ee spider,; coming out of the 
. ky. and b come one with a mall animal ( tin ·on, 1990) 
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Grine lei ( 1992) identified three principles of motor sliil development for children 
I . Motor kill development is sequential and age-related 
2 Children progre s through similar se,luences of motor development 
71 
3 The rat at which children progres throug!i sequences of motor de\. elopment 
varie 
When applied to a comprehensive definition of developmentall appropriate movement 
content, these principles guide a movement education programme for children According 
to The ational As ociation for the Education of Young Children, the concept of 
developmental appropriateness has two dimensions . age approp,.,atene.,.,. and 111d11•1d11a/ 
appropnarene. l ' (Bredekamp, 1987) Human development research ha md1cated that there 
are uruversal, predictable sequences of growth and change that occur m all domrun of 
development, but that each child is a unique per on with an ind1v1dual per onality, learning 
tyle and family background There may be wide individual difference in development due 
10 age. ex, mteUigence and socio-cultural difference that must be recognised m the kill 
acqui 1rion proce s (Wall cl al 1990}. 
Thro:.igh a directed programme of movement eJucallon, voung children would have 
opJ}ortunities to develop and refine the fundamental movement pattern ' of nonlocomotion 
locomotion, and manipulation along with the perceptual-motor ·kill and ab1litie 
c-0ns1dered to be critJcal elements in cogmttve tlmc11oning Participation could provide 
young children with feeling' of succe s, the ability lo participate m imple mo\-emcnt 
activities. and the motor skill foundatton ne ·ary for succes fuJ participatton in 
ophn,UCAted games. dances, and port to be learned dunng later childhood (Grin sk,, 
1988}. 
The rhythmical poten11al of oung children makes partic1pa11on specifically in an 
exp;e sive movement programme a logical medium for learning For many children. dance 
has the appeal and cre.at1vene ne es ary 10 evllke the joy of mO\ emcnt s a mult1senso11 
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experience, it allows children to learn through listening, touchmg, seeing and moving The 
problem olving potential for exploratory leammg and kill development i not limited to the 
psychomotor but incluc!es cognitive and affective enhancement a well Thu , expre ·ive 
movement is proposed to be a 1gnificant medium for learning for the young child (Stm on, 
1990) 
A child steps eagerly into the world of dance In a class, he I free to 
move, he experiments with his own energy, with time, with space 
He discovers the language of movement He begin to peak 
through his body (Joyce, 199 . p vii) 
Early ctuJdhood intervention · are designed to provide pen:eptual-motor, cogniti, e. 
ffective and social ennchment du.ring a ·en. 1tl\'C penod of de\.elopment Their goal 1s t~ 
promote children 's healthy development !llld to ucce fully negotiate the tran mon to 
school, and rn the long run, to contribute to the prevention of poor adju tment outcomes 
uch as motor and phy icaJ clum.m , chool failure and povert tud1es of mt n ive 
experimental programm have hown that one or two vear, nf pre- chool an improve 
children ' perceptual-motor readine , early ac ,,. ,i .. achie\.emcnt , and .ch ul competence 
uch as lower grade retention nd less special educ tion plac ments Some c idcn(e 
indicated that pre- cho I particip lion contributed to Ion er te1 m outcome such ~ rcJuc d 
hool dr p-out and delinquen y ~ well inc re ed emplornn:n1 (Reynold. , I 11 J4) 
What the child experiences in c rl · cduca11on pro~rJmmc, hapl' future 
development (We1kart, 19 9) Plann d mo\.emcnl c pen enc es should form n m1e~1 al pan 
of the early ch1ldh od curriculum 
umernu, 1c cilt1:her h \e 1dentilicd the ml'lmrall\c 
effects of cnv1ronmental intervention un ch1ldh·1 ·~ dcvdupmcnt I lk11ue1 -Clcrncru, 
chweinhart, Barnell, Ep tem & Weik rt , I Q84, Lazar & 0 rlmgton, I 9kl) 
Re earch ha.s h wn that mo. t children do nm re1;ei,c n u1d1 litnc -~·nh nt:m 
acltv1t durin play experiences to develop 1tr adt:<tuarc le, el of motor ktll d , l11pm,·n1 
(Gilham, 11lcConruc, Geenen, Pel. • l·r cd,on flll!:! , ~iillcr, 1'17 I l, II hue ( 1'11n1 ~111il 
Hankin ( I 9Q2) mainta.in th I the 1na1unt of earl) ~h,ldhood educ 1111 re pt111rlr m:ui m~·tl 




To the young child movement means life Movement is an important factor in elf 
di covery, movement means discovery of the environment, movement facilitates the 
development of the child 's concepts oftim . pace and direction. moveml!'at mean · freedom , 
movement means safety; movement is an important ingredient in communicauon, movement 
1 sheer enjoyment and ensuous pleasure, movement mean acceptance Whitehur t ( 1971) 
concluded. "If movernellt mrans o much to the de\ eloping child, no funher justiticatiori 
hould be required for its inclusion among the ma1or techniques •n educa,ion" (p. 55) 
ln her address at a conference ori the significanc.e ~f th., young child ' motor 
develojJment Omwake ( 1971) st.-ted that "/ have felt for ome timt: 1tJa1 teachus ha\,e been 
paying too little attention 10 mo1or development, e per..../lllv a it r latf's to elf-confidence" 
(p 12) Enhancement of body, patial, direction:i.l and temporal aw,u-ene · as a means of 
guiding the child toward improved movement control and effi ;ency in fundamental 
movement is worthwhile in itself(Gallahue & Ozmun, 1995). 
Competency in 1novement is important for children socially, emotionally and 
physically. Children who score igriificantly below normal m the area of motor development 
are not likely to be included in the games of their more highly skilled playmates. They are 
also likely to experience problem in the area of peer relation hip., and self-e teem Children 
who have not leai ned to perform isolated timdamemaJ movement kiJls often experience 
frustration and tailure when they are enrolled in pan or dance classes !hat require the 
performance- of comple" combinations of movement kills I lnfe .s the. e children 1 •ceive 
special help in improving thefr mo\·ement ability. they tend to have fewer friends, lower self. 
esteem, and increa;;ed health problems in later life due to their physical inactivity (':ieefddt, 
1979) ff through a programme of gross motor development activities a child learns to move 
and manage her body with confidence and ea e then she should be able to function more 




Summary of Chapter Two 
Early childhood edu ation programme. for children from di,advantaged 
communities have been labelled early intervention programmes. environmental ennchmcnl 
programmes or compensatory pre-school programmes uch designations reflect the belief 
that the e children experience inadequacies witching their of the environment that will have 
a limiting influence on their development as persons lo a collaborative study assessing the 
long-term effect of participation m c-arly childhood education programme on children from 
low-income families, Lazar and Darlington ( 1982) found lasting positive effects in four 
areas namely, school competence, developed abilities, children 's attitudes and values and 
impact on the family . These effects apparently operated for all the children regardless of ex, 
ethnic background, initiaJ abtlity level or early family bac':ground factors . The Perry Pre-
school study, based on a programme of early intervention m the lives of low-income 
children, proposed that involvement in early childhood educauon can lead to increa ed 
school success (Berrueta~Ctement et al . 1984), Children who had attended pre-school had 
better grade I fewer failing marks and fewer ab ences m elementary school, they required 
fewer special education ervJce , were more likely 10 graduate from high school and were 
more likely 10 continue their educatior ~· get vocational training after chool than their no 
pre-school counteq:arts 
It ppears that appropriate pre-school programmes can offer an opporrumty to for 
children to acquire an interest in learning, a \.',1llmgnes to uy new things and to trust adults, 
a trong sense of independeac.e, and to avoid negat1\.e behaviours such as misconduct. 
rejection of school ilild adults, and an inab1lity to respond properly to adult requc:. , 
(Scbweinhart & Weikart, 1986). Of course. env1ronm .ntal fa.:tors such as health. nutrition, 
and family relation ·hips also affect the perceptual-motor, cogrutivc, affective and ·ocial 
development of children (Werner, 1979) Evidence indicates that it is nm imply family 
socio-economic tatu , parent I intelligence or the physical characteristics of the home that 
directly affect a child 's intellectual g1owth, rathc-r, it is the way in which the environment i 




There i high risk of developm ntal problem among many young outh fnc n 
children, due to their low ocio-econom1c :aatu·. familial ·tram, violence, educauonaJ defi it 
and the pervasive change m outh Africa (Dawe & Donald, 1994) For the I t three 
decades m South Africa, 250,·o of African children who entered Grade One, dropped out 
after Just one year of choohng Th, - mean that at least one quarter of the .\fncan 
population do not rt!main in chool long enough to achieH: ba ic li1era · ( Pl 1992} 
urthermore, tudJes have shown th, 1 w1thm the pre\'iou parthe1d Education . stem for 
Black and Coloured outh Africans, there were high rate of le, ming problem , and 
repetition of grade and dropout (Dawes & Donald, 1994) 
There are a large number of children in South rica who auend pre-school ome 
of the e children have been exposed to extraordinary levels of emotional turbulence and too 
I ng penod of neglect, are enolll' ly impaired in their ability 10 learn and 10 relate to other 
(Zirniles, 1986) However many children m South frica do not hav acce to resource 
such as pre-primary schools Only 11 % of outh African children and 2°'o m rural are are 
enrolled m earl chil:thood development programmes ( EPl, 1992) on equcntly, 
teacher m primary choob are fa ed \1,.1th many children \\ ho enter Grade One who are not 
developmen1 lly ready for chool early chool drop-out and scholastic failure are thu 
clo ely related 10 the lack of pre- -chool learning opportunities, e pecially for those from 
cultural! · disadvantaged communitie (Jachens. I c Q?) There are re ogmsed discontinuities 
b tween home and school for cultur lly different pre- 1,;hool chi ldren and a 1 ck of data 
exi t about the nature of the e d1fference_s, their di ·1ribution within giv n groups and how 
instruction could be adapted to take tho e factor - into ..iunt Th · , -=·· •I of quality pre-
chool programmes 10 assi t these children must be detcrminea ,:,, ~-~i, r ..!~ . 11..n ,n .. outh 
fn an context . 
midst the de!!p concern about hov. to provide quality of early childhood education 
programmes, focu on a quaJlly perceptual-motor development programm mu t be given 
central attention Learnin!I to move ,l, .. ilfull} cannot be left 10 chance In the process ot 
helping cluldren learn to move • to develop movement literacy by helping them become 
kilful mover (Gallahue. Werner & Leudke, I 99~) children can be encouraged to become 
thinking, knowledgeable mo ers, not robots producing movement pattern m pe itied 
ways, but ina1vidual · who can produce a variet of movement fom1s in r spon e to the 




for ub ·equem academic and social ·ucce s are important outcomes attributed to a 
movement education approach to percep11,aJ motor development 
Thl. •:tcrate mover is al.so an expressive mover being able to express. manipulate and 
vary movement patterns under a variety of conditions (Gallahue et al 1995) Through 
movement and play children learn more than motor skill ·, children can learn to emplo 
cognitive trategies, to understand their psycholog1caJ self, and how to interact with other 
children (Zaichow ky et al 1980) An expre sive movement programme may have special 
potential to contribute 10 children ' holistic development because it draws upon their 
creative abilities as well as extends their motor skill dev~ ,pment, and it empowers them to 
make decisions and to interpret their world . lt is within a broad commitment to determining 
optimal approaches t'J early childhvod education, then, that this stud · wa designed to 
CJtplore the potential of an e pressive movement programme to contnbute to the gross 
motor development, the visual motor integration, and the development of self-concept of 





The purpose of th.is study was to detcrrnme the effects of parucipation m an 
expressive movement programme on the development of gross motor co-ordination, v1sual-
mo1or integrc111on and self-concept of young children from a d1 advantaged community 
The research approach used in this investigation was quantitative and descriptive in nature 
The data gathered was analy ed to provide descriptions of 1he impact of participation in the 
expressi\'e movemen~ programme on the three dependent vanables 
Procedures 
A multi-phasic plan wa~ used to organise this inve ligation 
• P!lase I A literature ::earch w condue1ed by the Information ystems Dlvi ion 
of the Medical Rescarrn Lc,uncil in Tygerbcrg u mg PSYCI FO further 
literature search ~as c ompletl.'ri at th Delpon Library at the University 
of Purt Elizabeth ut11i!1ii :t~ th i;c;· :, ta-ba es of SABI ET. SPORT 
DIS US. RIC, l'J , yr 1-i. rr, ISAP Ill , ·-1cDL1 F .. 
• Pha e 2 The uutlill <1 1 ·~1~, :,f ihe expre i.,e mo\'emc .. 1 programme (consi ting of 
14 lesson plan of 2 ', n1.111ules dura.ron each) wa~ completed The programme 
and le on plans arc presented rn Appendi A 
• Phase J . A five-week pilot tud was completed during whi.cb 12 tive-year old 
children participated as subjects The p rpo e of ti,i pilot study was to confirm 
the developmental appropriateness of the content of th el(pressive movement 
programme. The pilot study also allowed the investigator lo identify and resolve 
potential problem pertaining to administration of the three assessment 
instrument selected for use in this study. Children who part1c1pated in the pilot 




• Phase 4· Participants were identified for participation as ubjects in the 
expre sive movement programme 
• Phase 5 The pre-test as e sment ba11ery wa admini tered to all the ·ubjects in 
both experimental Group I and Group 2 This battery included rhe Churlop-
All11!ll Test of Gro:,.., Motor Co-ordmarum, the Beery Developmental lest of 
i 'inwl-moJor !11tegraJw11 dnd the Primary m1d Pre-school Self-concept Scale. 
Completion of the pre-testing phn e required a penod of 16 days 
• Phase 6· The expressive movement programme was presented to experimental 
Group I only. The children paJ1ic1pated m a twenty-five minute period, offered 
two Lime per week for seven weeks ( 14 lessons). The children m Group 2 
received no intervention programme 
• Phase 7 Post-lest I was then administered to the children in both ex:penmental 
Group 1 and Group 2 The total time needed to administer the post-test battery I 
was 16 days. 
• Phase 8· Th,: expressive movement rrogramme was presented to experimental 
Group 2 only The children participated in a twenty-five mmute period, offered 
two time per week for seven weeks ( 14 lessons) The programme was identical 
to that received during Phase 6 by the children in Group I fhe children 111 G1uup 
I received no additional intervention programme m Phase 8. 
• Phase 9; Post-te!>t 2 was then administered to 1h1: children in both e perimcntal 
Group I and Group 2 The total time needed to administer the po~t-test battery 
was 16 day . 
• Phase IO The data was analysed using the BMDP programme for descnpt,ve 
and inferential statistics, Analysis of variance and co-variance were applied to the 
2 (group) x 2 (gender) x 3 (test) repeati;d measures factonaJ design 




Alth ugh the de. lb'll of 1hi tudy was empirical. il \\as conducted entirely in the 
field and 1he as.e sment in trumcnt-. are regarded as indirect measure Thi mean that the 
study can be a curate!} described an e:i<ample of a quasi-expenmental desittn It i 
accepted that the qua i-expenmental desigfl cannoc control all the factors 1hat affect 
re earch with real people in real communitie ·, as i the ca ·e with laboratory-ba ed re earch 
(Lazar & Darlington, 1982) In order to m11 imt c the integrit of this mvestigahon the 
"time-series design with witched replication format" wa used. Th, 1ime- erie format i · 
considered by some researchers to be one of the best quasi-experimental designs smce the 
effect of the treatment variable can be compared prior to anrl following interv1:ntion for 
multiple groups (lgnico, J 991) 
A 2 (group) X 2 (gender) • 3 (test) repeated mea ures factoria l de ign was utilised 
( ee Table 2) 
Table 2, 1711! 71me en .\ Exper111w111ul Jle.\lK7t 
Grl Prel Int Post! Pot2 
Gr2 Pre! Po I Int Po 12 
Gr! =- Experimental Group l, which consi tl!d of participant from two different school~ 
comprising two cla es from each school 
Gr2 =- Experimental Group 2, which consisted ofpanicipant from two different ·chool 
compri ing two clas e from one chool and one class from the oth r chool 
Pre I = Pre-test, which included Lhe as e smenl of all three dependent variables, namely, 
gro motor co-ordination, vi ual-motor integralton and elf-concept for evc:ry 




Int - The intervention in the form of tlie expre·sive movement programme, which was 
presented as 15 rninute le sons offered n.-11ice for even consecutive wctks 
Po t I = The fir t po t-1es1 assessment which took place 1mrned1atdy alter Lhe 
completion of the seven-week expressive muvemem pr ,g, ,u.i me mtervenuon for 
Group I. Procedure followed during the pre-lest were replicatrd 
Po t2 = The second post-test asse sment which took place 1mmed1a1ely after the 
compleuon of the se~·en-week expressive movement programme mtc1vention for 
Group 2 Procedures followed during the pre-test were replicated. 
The time-senes design derives its power from ir controi tor most threats to internal 
validity and from ii ability to maintain external and con iruc1 vaJidit) (Cook 8.. Campbdl, 
1979) If the researcher d1 covers similar effect m experimental Group I and Group 2, 11 is 
likely that they were produced by the intervention (Jgnico, 199 I) The '' switched 
replications" de ign is also regarded as useful for detecting effects that may he influenced 
by unpredictable delay period (Cook & Campbell, 1979) 
Selection of Participants 
The investigator approached 1he Early Leaming Centre in Port Elizabeth to obtain a 
Ii I of publtc Pre-primary schoob in the we. 1ern suburbs of Port Elizabeth (a so-called 
"Coloured" area) The heads of the schools were tht:n telephonJc lly contacted and 
informed about the investii;llri [f lhey indicated a willingne s to co-operate and 
participate a personal in terview w~ organised and planning and organisational matters 
were clarified The initial sample consisted of 170 pre- chool children Due to political 
unrest and violence in the area and a lack of interest in participation in the expressive 
movement rrogramme on the part of ome of the parents, teaLhers, and children, sample 
randomi allon could not be achieved Thus, a non-probability sampling technique of 
om·emem:e .,·amp/mg had 10 be used. This type of sampling may not be representative of 
the wider population 
The four pre-primary schools totalling even classe which indicated a wiJlingnes to 
en-operate were situated within a geographic area of 12 km from one anoth1:r. All the 




bread during break to provide for the hungry Two non-equivalent groups \\.'ert. iormulated 
from the children in these four schools Parental con ent wa obtained and each child was a 
voluntary participant in the expressive movement programme a \Veil as all pre- and post-
lest periods (see Appendix B) 
During early childhood gen<ler differences are minimal (Gallahuc & Ozmun, 1995). 
For the purpose of tnis investigation. 84 of the selected subjects were male and 86 were 
female Due to a high chool drop-out rate and illness during the variou. asse sment 
periods, the sample size decreased to I 17 participant., of which 65 were boys and 52 were 
girls 
Socio-economic status refers to the difference~ among families in income, 
educat ional background, occupational prestige, place of re idence, lifestyle and relative 
autonomy and power It is part of a child 's early self-concept, perceptions of others and 
motivations (Schickedanz, York. tewart & White, I 990) 8ecau ·e 1t was the purpose of 
this investigation to focus pecifically on culturally d1 advantaged ctuJdren. participants 
were selected from an area of predominantly middle to low socio-economic status The 
ubject were either nglish or Afrikaans speaking Commurucalion with tbe children. 
including programme presentation and assessment , were conducted m the children's home 
language On of the selected chools was Afiikaans medium while the other three were 
dual.medium. 
The As essment Instrument 
Three different asses ment instruments \'vere utilised to cvnluate the status of the 
subjects: the Char/op-Arnell Scale of Gro.\ .\ tutor < 'o-ord111alio11 ( 1980), the Beery 
Developmental Test of Visual-Motor /111ewa11011 ( 1982) and the Pnman• and Pre-school 
Self-concept Scale ( 1982) All three asnes ment mstrumems were administered during the 
pre-, post- I and post-test 2 periods. n.~ C'harlup-Alwell Scale of Grus,\' Mt,tnr Co-
ordmatum and the Primur-y a11J Pre•,\c:houl Self-c:u11cep1 Sen/.! were administered 
indi ; idually, while the Beery Dewlopmemal Te.\l uf Visual../1,/otor lmegratum was 
administered in a group sening of eight children per group These instruments are 




a ociated with future scholastic achievement and success (Meisel . 1987) The rationale 
for selection of each of the e measuring in truments will be discu sed below 
The Charlop-Atwell ScaJe of Gro s Motor Co-ordinatfon 
The C harlop-Alwl!i/ Scale of Gm,\.s M01ur ( ·o--ordmotion was de igned lo assess 
gross motor co-ordination in children of four through h> six years uf age (Charlop & 
Atwell, 1980) It was used as a screening device and not for detailed diagno i of motor 
developmental difficulties. Many of the other scales of motor co-ordination seem to fall 
short in that they either lack evidence of acceptable validi ty, reliability or standardisation, 
are time-consuming and tedious to administer, or require expensive peciaJ equipment ln 
addition, a finer dislinction was needed to compare children in terms of the quality of their 
perfonnance on appropnate age-level tenns 
Charlop and Atwell (1980) believed that the ass.- r,,,ent of gros motor co-
ordination should iaclude the ability 10 perform certain task as well .. :, the quality of the 
performance ince an objective s ore alone does not necessarily r.:tlect the finene s or 
moothness of performance of a ta k, it may not differentiate between two children who 
could both perform the task but not with equal ea e and precision of movement. This 
quality of performance i.s an important dimension, wluch ha~ been excluded from the 
existing motor co-ordination scales 
The Charlop-Atwell Scale consists of two sub-te ts 
I. An objective sub-test was designed to mca ure the accuracy ofpertormance 
2. A subjective sub-test was designed 10 measure the quality of performance of a 
motor task 
Both variables of proces and product are considered as component of the compo ttc 
score, thus revealing the what anrl ho, of the perfom1ance and looking clo el}- at each 
individual child 
Since the scale was designed to measure gross motor co-ordination, the rtl!rns are 
geared toward the utili ation of the entire body Six 11erns were elected pnmanly because 




difference within each age level All srx rtems appeared to be rntnn -rcallv motivating and 
enjoyable to the children The cale with complete mstructron · and c;coring crrteria for each 
item are presented m ppend1x C 
• The tiptoe-balance item measures static balance. 
• The hopping on one leg item is a mea ure of dynamic balance 
• The jumping jacks and the prehistoric animal items measure the co-ordmatron of 
the upper limbs with the lower limb 
• The jump and about face and scarf twirl items assessed the child '· ab1l1ty to co-
ordinate two simultaneous actions 
ln addition to the abilit to p1.rform a pre-learned 1a k, two 11npor1ant facets of 
gross motor co-ordination are the speed and accuracy of acqurnng a new skill 
• The scale items prehistoric animal and jumping Jack utilised learning trials as a 
measure of" motor educabilJty"(McCloy, 1968) The subJects were tested on 
how quickly they learned the task as weU a on the quality of their performance 
The scoring criteria for the Charlop-Atwell Scale of gross motor co-ordination i 
explicuJy defined on the scoring sheets . The explicit nature of scoring also fosters high 
inter-observer reliability The te t battery demonstrated acceptable rehabllity at an inter-
observer reliability Pearson Product-moment correlation coefficient of O 95. The test-retest 
, eliability for five-year olds 1s O 9 I. 
The Beery Developmental Test of Vi ual-motor Integration 
The d.!velopmental te t of nsuaJ-motor rn1egrat1on was designed for pre- chool aad 
early grade level children a a screerung in trument a es~ing en orimotor development It 
is relatively cuJture indepe.ident and consists of a equence of twenty four geometric form· 
to be copied with pencil on paper, arranged from imple to complex Accordrog to the 
work ofBarsch (1965), Hunt (196J), Piaget (1952) and Vereecken (1961) intelligence and 
achievement have a scnsonmotor ba·1s 1n development higher level of thinking and 




emphasised the importance of mtegra110n. noting tha1 a cl11ld can ha, l' ,,.ell-developed 
visual and moior kills but be unable 10 co-ordmarr the two abilit1e~ 
Beery ( 1982) compiled a developmental ll!!C and d"vclopmental characteristics for 
each of the geometnc forms with the mterjudgc reltabilih er-relation f O 9 l lhe 
administrator of the te. t ,1..1thm thr. re earch wa a r ·g1stered psychomc1rist 1, ho took 
rt:sponsibility for scoring each participant•~ re ponsc The administra1iun and .s oring 
system of the Beery Developmental te I of Visual-motor integration are provided in 
Appendix D 
The Primary and Pre-school Self-concept cale (PP C) 
The PPSC scale u ·ed pictorial stimuli and rt!sponses and verbal direc1ion in a 
semantic differential format. 1 he mea ure thu met the need for a ·elf-concept re t for 
children who cannot read and or who ,.. or· 1 expre!I ·ive ·kills w1.-:~ limited ( tagcr & 
Young, 1982) The semanti differenuaJ formal wa appropriate becau c 11 permrtted 
examination of three dimensions of self-concept 
• Direction (whether the subject \'iewed the self favourable or unfa\'ourably) 
• Intensity (how strong]} favourable or unfavourable the child' feeling about the 
self were) 
• Content (what dispositions the child vrewed the sdfto haw) 
The reliabilit ' of the composite semantic d11ferent1al \\3 computed u ing the ome ,a 
coefficient and was found to be 0. 72. which is at an accep1able le\"cl The administration and 
scoring of the PPSC are presented in ppendix E 
Statistical Analysis 
The B 1DP .ta1js11cal analysis procedure \\ere tbllm\ed Ocscripti\ e and 
inferenltal tatistic using analysts of varian e and co-variance \I. i1h rep~ated measure .. for 
the 2 (Group) X 2 (Gender) X J (Test) factorial de ign were applied (Brown, Engleman & 
Jenrich. 1990) Throughout the performance of the ·tali 11caJ anal\' 1s 1hc .'i~o level v.a sci 




Henderson and Sugden (1992) advocated for interactive research into the area of 
movement skiUs and other areas of children's development Within this spirit, this study 
focused on detennining the effect of participation in an expressive movement programme 
on young children's gross motor co-orclinJhon, visual-motor integration as well as their 
elf-concept A time-series design with staggered single treatment was employed This 
design is considered by some researchers to be one of the best quasi-experimental designs 
because the effect of the treatment variable can be compareti prior to and foilowing 
intervention for multiple groups (lgnico, 1991 ). When thf investigator can demonstrate 
similar effects in two groups, it becomes more credible that they were produced by the 
intervention (Jones, 1985). 
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Chapter 4 
Results and Discussion 
Data related to the research hypothese • that guided thi invest1gauon were gathered 
from 117 children using a pre-te t battery admini tt.-red at he onset of their entrance into 
pre-school An e pressive movement intervention prog;am,n:- wns then provided for the 
childem, they were re-te-ted, and then data \\ere proce sed to d~. ·n!'I., th ,mp ct of the 
programme the gro s motor co-ordinauun. v,sual-motor integration • .nd ~ J f-<..:mcept vf the 
participants 
The social milieu nd physical environment affect children' cce s to m\lvenu:r,t 
stimulation, exploration nd the di covery proces c of leaming: which can influence thi: 
movement background and movement culture with which they enter chool Herbert and 
Katzenellenbogen ( 1995) identified culture a prominent vanable in thi: differentiation of 
creative movement perfonnance of wlule, ~J-caJlcd coloured and black children in South 
Afhca All panicipant in the inve tigation were repre entative of the so-call.:d coloured 
community dwelling in th western suburban area of Port hzabeth in an effort to conttol 
one a pt:C'I of culture in programme de igned, implementation and the rnterprellltion of 
result , To investigate the effect of participation in an expr ll ive movement program on 
the development of the three dependent variable · the result. will be presented nd 
discus ed according to the stated hypothesi 
For the purpo e of data analy i and interpretation, the pan11.:1pan1 were divided 
into two experimental groups (Grl and Gr2) to conform to a quasi-experimental 11pproach 
with non•equ1valenl grouping tn a repeated mea ures rte ign that utilis s analy ,s of varianc 
and covariance a stati tical techniques Analy is of variance is a gen ral stati tical 
procedure for analysing data obtained from an experimental design with one or more level. 
of the independent variable and one or more independent variable (Chri tensen, 1997) 
Antly is of covanance is a tehmque u.ed to adJUSt the dependent variable for a covariate 
(distractor) variable by correlation and th n the analysis of variance i calculated on the 
adjusted dependent varinbl Analy is l"f covariance 1s a combination of regre ion and 
analysis of variance (Thoma & Nelson, I 0 90) 
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llypothe is One 
Gro s ml)tor co-ordina,ion deal \\ith the kilful use of the total 1,ody in larue 
muscle or gross motor acii iti that require temporal ml . patial co-ordination of the 
mov ment ofa number ofbc,d pans or gmems equenually or simull neou ly performed 
Gro s motor co-ordination is an e s ntial i:omponent of the perceptual molor-developmenl 
of children nd must be e!Tectively developed in order to opl1mi, e th I ·arning potential of 
ve child . • I · childt-o J r pre ent the mo t critical d velopmental period for the 
perceptual-motor developm nt of the child It I the period char ctcri ed by the mastery of 
fundam n I mav ment skill , It wa. therefore reasonable to peel that the par11c1pant. 
would progre s in tenns of ro s-motC1r cn-ordm rion through p rti::ipation in n 
expre ive movement progrllmme. I h1 exp I lion led t!' tli formul 110n o the fir t 
hypothe is tested in this tudy: 
Hypulh •.Hs I : Participation in n expressive movement programm will 
facihtat the d velopmcnl of the gro motor co-ordination of young children 
Thi hypothe i w strongly upported by the d ta toil l d in pre- and po ·t-te t 
s~ ment Both perimtntal group chieved tatisucally signific-llllt improvement in 
gro !I motor co-ordin tion core aft( r participation in a . en-w ck e. pr4.l .. i c niovem nt 
"rogramme tali tic I proc sin!.( incl1Jded I test and an ly i. of varianc nd covanance 
to detennin the dire tion (po. itive or n gative) nd the l veJ of 1gnific nc of the ciu.nge 
which occurred a result of the intervention 
The h rlop- I di G,o l\fotor o-ordin rion al ( AGMCS) i compri ed of 
an objective ubt I core b:t t l on ccurac of mov mcnt performance nd ·ubj c11ve 
ubt t score based on qu lity of movctll nt p rform nee ( h rlop & Atw II, 1980) Th1: 
te t item are geared pecifically to a e:.. the following component of gro. m tor co-
ordin tion : stat1 .... nJ dynamic balanc co-orJinatiun of h upp rand th lower lin'b · and 
the peed and accuracy r, g.-o motor I.Ill 4uisition rhroughout , he discu . ion r,f the 
rewlts the total AGMC core will b . utili d a 1t 1 
intesratcd approach to th· pecifi underl in componi:nts of gro . motor co- rdim1.1i,m 




IJ1!,\c,:r1p11w duta on the developm1•11f r~f grm.\ mo/or m-orclmatw,1. 
Varinblc E,p N Mean SD Coe, 1 u:nt ol S:nJIIC I Larg I R,mgc 
Group \ nancc \.iluc ,alur 
Pre- Grl & 
CAO 1 Gr2 117 5 '){ II II .. O, lo 111011 72.00 h2 OU 
Grl ,4'} 57..51 7,97 on 32.hO 69,110 nuo 
Gr2 bll ,o, '} (12 Cl.Ill 11100 72,()0 62.00 
Post I • Grl & 
CAG 1 Gr2 117 c,o IO II (11 014 29.00 72,()() uoo 
Orl 49 ,, 1 211 r, ll Oll'J -If, Oil 721Kl 2(1 011 
Cir2 till $7 KO '>-:12 0 1,, 2'} 00 72 00 •13 Oil 
p I 2 - Grl Ill. 
CAGMC Or2 117 61 77 7.30 II ll 2(1 (I() 72 00 -16 ,00 
Grl 49 61115 (, 9.5 0 .11 HOO 2.00 JI I]() 
Gr2 6K 61 .72 7,59 11 , 12 26 00 72 00 -l6 IKI 
Ac Grl & 
Orl 117 5.19 U 16 0 01, .. "' b 91 2.11!1 
IJrl 49 5 27 014 
Gr2 61! 5 411 uw 
n inv sugatton of the means reponed in Table 3 indicated 1ha1 lhe combin d 
e p rim ntal group showed considerable improvement in gra motor co-ordin tion 
immediat ly followinH the ven- week interv ntion p1ogr mme lgruco d 991) lso found 
ignificant gains in lhe motor skill performance of pre- cho I children from low ·ocio-
cconomic background followmg partiCJpation m a comp tency-b ed instructional 
movement programme [t i es enual to not th I the tand rd devi lion decrea ed after 
intervention, indicatin a smaller pread of core about tht: m an Thi indicated that there 
was a r duction tn the variability of •ros motor Cl·-ordination mong 1h p11.111..:1pan1 tl r 
pro ramn.c participation The mean A M ,re. btamed by e pcriment.al roup I 

















[-+-ecp. 1 --- ecp 2 I 
F1g11ri•J. Development of Om Motor Coordination 
Post-2 
To determine the significance ofH.e change m the gro s motor co-ordination of the 
participants in both experimental group , analysis of variance and C0\'8nance were 
performed on the data. The results arc presented in Table 4 Analysis of vanance for gro s 
motor co-ordination yielded statist:cally 1gnificant difference!. between the two 
experimental. groups. F{ 1, 111) 8 81 , p .. , 0 0 I for t'1e covariant, level of asse · ment The 
covariance of gross motor co-ordination at the pre-test level wu statistically , ignificanl. 
F( 1, 111) ;= 100 00, p < 0.0 I. Similar statistical significant results were obtained at the po t 
test I and post test 2 levels at F(I, 111) 24 .26 ,p < 0.01 and F(I, 111) = 35.62, p < O 01 , 
respectively. Thus a significant correlation wa found for gro s motor co-ordination acros 
all three levels of assessment. indicating a linear relationship and a similar developmental 
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Although age as a covariate did not have a significant effect on th.: de\elopmi.:111 of 
gros motor co-ordination, it played a significant role al the post test 2 level of a essm~nt, 
F( I , I I I) - 4 65, p < 0 05 , indicating that the younger the child the gieater the 
developmental impact of the expressive movement program This find111 ,.! · consistent with 
literature indicating that the early childhood years are associated ch •ldr 11 bei,1g in the 
fundamental movement phase, transcending from the initial element,\ly level to the 
advanced level which serves as an essential building block for perfo1 ,11.1nce in more 
specialized game , sport and dance activities The investigator as urned that chi1dren 
nearing the age of 5. 74 years should have reached the advance:! stage of fundan ·-.mal 
movement skills, ready to serve as an acquired movement vocabulary ace~ sible f 11 recall 
for any further advanced skill acquisition 
Table 5 presents post-hoc comparisons that were made to reinforce the 
powerfulness of the significant results obtained emphasising the impact of the expressive 
movement programme for the duration of the experimental de ign. The post-hoc 
compariso1, of the results obtained for gro s motor co-ordination at the pre-test and post 
te t 2 levels of asses ment yielded stati tically significant result t ... 5 97 , p < 0 0 I As all 
covariates were equivalent, the 1gnificant difference in gross motor co-ordination could be 
ascribed to participation in the expressive movement programme These re ult are 
e idence of the critical value of early childhood movement expenence to the gross motor 
development of young children 
Table 5 




Po51 2 vs Pre .· 
CAGMCS 
N Mean D Estimate 
117 .5HO 904 
117 61.77 7.30 
U,41 
StdErrr p 
0 06 5 97 0 0000• • • 
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In support of the first re:.earch hypothe is, the 7-week expres ive movement 
programme was an effective means of facilitating the development of gross motor co-
ordination for both experimental groups Significant retention of the acquired gross motor 
co-ordination vocabulary was also achieved In n:ference to the de1•elopmental model 
discussed io chapter 2 of this investigation, it can be concluded tl •at the expressive 
movement programme addres ed the gro s motor develr , 1•.!ntal need , .f the participant 
All components of movement awareness such a body, ~P ,,- 'ii, directional and temporal 
awareness associated with kinesthetic perception were i·•• ·grated into the movement 
content of the lessons, including the development of the perceptual-motor ab1lit1e of elf. 
awareness, gross motor control, fine motor control, kinaesthesis, visual-motor integration, 
creati\le motor involvement and static and dynamic balance. 
Tile time- erie experimental design with taggered ·ingle treatment allowed for a 
comp..ri on of the treatment effect 1mmediately following intervention for both e. j>enmental 
gro11ps 8!i indicated in Figure 2 It i important to repeat the finding that both experimental 
groups howcd significant improvement in gross motor co-ordination immediately followmg 
completion of participatton in a 7-week expre s,ve movement programme A sigruficant 
correlation wa.. found for gross motor co-ordinati0n acros all three levels of assessment 
indicating a line:ir re .,tionship and a similar developmental trend or growth pattern over 
time. Significant re.,ult wer~ indicated in Table 4 at F( I . 111) = I 00 00, p -o 0 at post-
test I ver us he pre-tc- 'lt level and 111 F( I , 111 a:: 24 20, p <. 0 0 at post-te t 2 versus the 
post-test l le•!el respectiveh 
To summame result on 1!le fir t hypothe is. the conclusion i made to accept of the 
hypothesi that th ci.: is a ignifi-. lfll 11nprovement m gross mot0r co-ordination after 




Williams ( 198 ) defined visual-motor integration as the abthty lo co-ordinate 
specific VlSUal mput with a specific motor output or respon e. lo performing the Beer,; 
Developmental Test of Visual-Motor Integration (DTVMI), lhc participants had to copy a 
equence of24 geometric forms arranE{ed tn order from simple to comp! Performance of 
the drawing task involved perception of the figures, fom1ulation of the plan of movement. 
motor programming and perception of the feedback information generated by the ongoing 
movement In the proces of drawing, cluldren encountered planning, po itionmg and 
alignment problems which emphasi ed the c-0mplex:ity of drawing for children (Thomas & 
Silk, 1990) The DTVMl was designed to mea ure changes m eye-hand co-ordination that 
occur as children grow older. Therefore there is a strong positive correlation with 
chronological age (r-0.89) 
The eccind hypothe is wa fonnulated because eye-hand co-ordination i an 
essential prerequisite skill to ensure chool readine in youngsters The educational value 
of participation in an expressive movement programme would be augmented if po itive 
changes in visual-motor integrauon were an outcome. 
HyputhtsH· l : Panicipation in an expr., ive movement programmi: will 
ti cilitale the development of the visual-motor integration of young children 
The Beery DTVMI provides the calcularion of an age equivalent of the raw score 
obtained by each participant Descriptive data n the development of vi11ual motor 
integration of the children who pa icipaled in this study arc presented in Table 6 Because 
the mean chronological age of the panic1pam at the on et of this inve ligation Y.J 534 
years, Table 6 clearly ir dicate.:I a co 1derable deve!opmcntal lag i, rtaining to visual-motor 
integration, specifically at tbc pre.test level These re its beg the q1,.,e. 1i n of wliether the 
learning experiences of cluldren trnm a disa.dvant;,ged ba.ckground have been 
developm,Mlall 0pp1 opriate in !)rcparing them to fac the visual motor integratio.n 




Des nptn·e Jato un the dewlupmelll of 1·1.wal-nwtor 111tcwa11mL 
Variable Exp N Age SD Cocffic1cn1 ol Smallest L,ug~I Range 
Ciroup \'anance value value 
Prc--VMJ Grl & 117 47 0 .73 0.15 2.92 6.42 J, I) 
Gr2 
Grl 49 H7 0 (1.S 0 ,14 2.92 6 01 3 16 
Gr2 68 4.9.5 0.73 0.14 3 17 6 .J2 3.2.5 
Post I Grl & 117 4.% 0 .6S 0.1) 3.50 6 8) :l .33 
VMI Gr2 
Grl 49 H.5 0.6~ 11.12 .1 .511 .S 92 242 
Gr2 68 5.05 0 66 on 3.50 6 83 3.33 
Post 2 Grl & 117 5.30 0 68 0. 12 3.17 11 . .58 541 
VMl Gr2 
Grl .J9 5.011 0.61 0.12 3. 17 (, .J2 3 25 
Gr2 611 HS 0.69 11. 12 1 92 II .SIi "66 
Age Grl & 117 5 .)',I 0 .36 O O<, OS 69 2.011 
Gr2 
Grl 411 S.21 024 

















Figure 3. The Development of Visu I-motor Integration 
C) 
Fbst-2 
Figure 3 presents the results in graph form, Indicating that there wa · a pc, ithe 
impact of th, intervention on the development of visual motor inte8ration There wa a 
similar linear developmental pattern for both e perimental group 
The ocial milieu and physical environmeni are two component· of the movement 
culture of children which impact on their movement t1mulat1on, eKploration and u~e of 
discovery proce ses in learning Children frequently lag m their perceptual-motor 
development and learning if they expenence su.~tamed environmental restrictioru ( ahl:r & 
Slater, 1983, Werner, 1979) Pretorius (19R ) upported the ob ervation that children from 
a geo-phy ical deprived milieu often lag in their development of perc.eptual-motor 
integration These children are characterised as being isolated from tl1ose ri h experience 
which hould have been theirs, brought about by poverty, by meagrenes of mtellectual 
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rernur e in the home and surrounding , indudtng alhteracy of the parents It is no1 onl 
family ocio-economic statu paren1al intelligencf! or the phy icaJ characteristic of tht! 
home 1ha1 can have an adverse effect on the development of a chi ld , rather, but also the way 
in which the environment i mediated by parent can ;:irilcr help or hinder 1he development 
process (Garber & Slater, 1983 I 
It could be argued that the children who part.Jcipatea in this :udy 1..<1me from 
pre,iou ly d1 advantaged background\ hich may h ve provided mad.equate acce s to visual 
motor integration e periences. uch a. in fine motor cor,1rol and eye-band ac1ivitie lf uch 
a deficit occurred, it would be a major contributor to m,omplete v1 ual-motor development 
The family structure of the e children \ ho shared the same neighbourhood and a similar 
ethnic nd cultural heritage, ma have generated a p ychological environment wtthm the 
home which inhibited vi ual-motor development The parental attitude and belief system 
regarding child reanng and education are basic mediating factors in creating deficiencies 
resulting from inadequate or inappropriate developmental experiences. 
An investigatmn of the age equivalent means reflected an increase m the 
development of visual-motor integration throughout the three levels of asse ment. This 
developmental trend i supported in literature Frostag I 966) showed that the age span 
from J to 6 years i a time of bo1ti rapid and ~iuniftcant change in visual perception abilitie · 
The penod frnm 5 to 7 years is one of rapid growth in the perception of patiaJ 1clationships 
(Williams. 1983). Age-related changes in performance on the e e-motor co-ordination 
subte t of the Frostig Developmental Test of 1sual Perception indicated a . tead • almost 
linear improvement in visual-motor integration from age to 10 year 
To ascertain the significance of the de criptive data, analysis of variance and 
covariance with repeated measures for vi ual-motor integration were performed. yielding 
the results pre ented m Table , Results of analysis of variance for visual-motor integration 
yielded statistically significant differences for the co-variant, level of assessment At the pre-
test le\iel the covariance for visual-mot.or integration was statistically sigmfican1 at F( 1 . 111 ) 
= 63.32, p < 0 01. imilar . ignificant re ult were obtained at the po 1-test I and po -test 
2 levels of assessment, respectively obtaining F( I, 111) = 97 22 • p<O O I and F( I, I 1 I) = 
66.59 • p < 0.01 These findings confirm a linear relationship revealing a imilar 




A11alysi, of vanance and comriance ••W1 repcwted measure.-.for l'/sual-molor mtegration. 
Source ss df s F p 
Grl &. Grl oo, I 00.'i 0.21 06512 
Ckndcr 0.01 I 0.11 1 0 OS 0 8100 
Gr I &. Grl " Gender 0.03 I 0 03 O.D 0,7 HIM 
Con1rlance 
• Pre VMI 17.48 I 17.48 (,3 .32 0 00()() .. 
-Age O. l4 I 0.14 0.52 0.•17:12 
All CO\WICS 17.48 2 8.74 ll.66 00000 
I Error 30.64 I JI 027 
Grl & Gr2 0 93 I 0,9] 3 92 0.0.'iOJ• 
Gender 0 OS I 0.05 0.21 0.6443 
Grl & Gr2 x Ckndcr 0. 14 I 0.14 0.61 0.43.52 
CO\ nana: 
-Post l VMl 23.27 I 2J 27 9722 ooooou 
• Age: 0.10 I 0JII 1.28 0 260R 
All covariates. 23 58 2 II 711 ,19 26 0 0000 
I Error 26.57 111 0 23 
Gr\ & Gr2 0.14 I 0.1.f U,51 0.47511 
Gender 0,05 I Cl 05 0 .19 0.6647 
Gr I & Gr2 x Gender 0.05 I 0.05 0 21 0.6449 
CO\'Bl ll1IICC 
- Post 2 VMI 18.69 I 186'} (1659 0, ()()()()U 
-A&e 0 02 I 0 ,02 0.09 0.7667 
All COii natcs 19 00 2 9.SO 31.R5 orooo 
l Error 31.1.5 111 0,28 
Despite the progressive narrowing in the variability of VMl score , a wide range of 
VMJ scores was evident among the participants in this study The differences following 
panicipation in the intervention programme only approached significance at the post test 1 
level at F(l, 111) • 3.92 ,p < 0.0501. Post•hoc comparisons of the significant F-values 
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yielded a 1atisticall • significanl corresponding I-value in a one-rnmp[e t-tllSt indicated in 
Table 8 
Table 8 
One-sample t-te~, result for VMI. 
Vanablc N Mc.in SD Estimate p 
Pre 117 47S 1171 
Post 2 117 .5.JO 0 68 
Post 2 v PrcVMJ 0.57 0 07 1116 0.OOIO••• 
Age S.39 OJ6 004 0 14 O,lfl II 7<,67 
The significant l-value indicated a positive improvement in vi uill-rn tor integration 
throughout the duration of th interventfon period Funher research 1s needed to st1.1dy the 
developmental lag in visual-motor integration displayed on the pre-tell! ,1.,ld thi ue.liclt 
be ascribed to a lower level of fine motor kill development or to the chi! rt>1.'!I lack nf 
knowledge of graphic conventions? Doe the envuonment 1n which the 1ldren I c 
include sufficient ,1mulation or is it a deprived environment? Do the childr n know how tc, 
acces opportunities when they arc in dcquate environments? Several tr c!'tional 
theoretical approache (Luquet, 192<>, Piaget & lnhelder, 1956, Harri , 1963) suitesh:d 
that children' dr wings principally reflected their tale of conceptual wid intcl e..::lua' 
development. Those children who participated in this study who wer~ founu ro c 
developmentally behind their peer require ome kind of remedial cfforu immediate! if 
their future involveme"t in school i 1.0 be succes ful 
To summarise results on the econd hypothe i . the conclusion i m de in support of 
the acf'eptance of the hypothesis wtiereby expres 1ve movement provided appropriate 
mo•ttment expencnces for the enhancement of visual-motor mtegrauon It wa 
disconcerting to note lhal even after a even week intervention period, the: dcvel pmentaJ 
lag penaining to visual motor integration wr not fully rectified 1t 1s recommended that 
rnore direct approach towards enhancing vi uftl integrating motor kill in pre chool 
children be followed. This investigation propose that the government commit them elve 
to providing lev Is of educational resources that re suffkient and inclusive of all chi ldren 
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irre pec1ive of their culture, ocio-economic tatu · or market rule Thi :nclude · the 
prov, ion of lhe krnd of movement education that children need nd de er,e 
Hypothe i Three 
elf-concept i a multidim nsionaJ con. U\lct linked to p rceiv d phy icaJ 
competence. stable. po 1t1vc self-concept 1s o crucial to child ability to function 
effectively, that 1ts development cannot be left to chance The important contribution that 
expressive movement experience could make to forming a po. ative elf-concept was a 
m Jor concem of thi investlg t1on 
Th term elf-concept, as used throughout th1 inve tigation, i the umbrella term 
under which everal other , nation of elf c uld be categon. d elf-con ept i gt.nerall 
viewed one' awarene of per on I characteristics, ttribute and hmitation nd the 
way i I which the e quaJrtie are both hke and unlike tho, of oth r In re pon e to the 
need lated rn the literature to develop ~ducational programme· that include the If-
concept development of children in their objective , the tlurd h pothe i w conceived and 
te tf',J 
Hypolh,w. 3: Participation m an expre ive movement pr grarn. will 
facilitate the development of the ~elf-concept of young children 
The Primary and Pre- chool Self-cone pt · le was u ed for pre- and po~t-t 
as smcnt Stall tically 1gruficant uppor1 for 1hrs hypothe is wai found ince all three 
different methods of conn the PP C- cale led to im1lar re ults, thi di cu ion will 
specifically focu on results yielded from the proposed third method of scoring, in which a 
high score is indicative of a positive self-concept and vice-versa A total score of 28 
represent the highest maxim"'m core and a total score of seven repre nt the lowe t 
minimum score. 
The mean ratings obtained in the PP C-scale indicated a high po itive self-<:oncept 
This finding is consi tent with literature indicating evidence of unreali tically high If-
concepts among young children (Eccle et al. 1989, Mar h 1989) It could be sugge ted 
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that the egocentric nature of young children nd their high. less clearly differentiated self-
concepts are relatively independent of e temal evaJuatioo criteria De riptive data on the 
development of elf-concept for the separatt! nd combined experimental group are 
reflected in Table 9, revealin a positive developmental trend . 
Table 9 
De.'>cnpth'I! rlata mt the dl!i'Clupment t!f ... elj-crmceptfur the combined experimental [(l'uup. 
Vanablc IE.,p N 1can D ocfflcicnt of Smallest Lara I Ranae 
Group HUI nee , luc ,ruu.c 
Prc - PPSC Ori 4 
Gr2 117 20 74 4 31 0 20 7.110 21100 21 IJU 
Grl -'9 20 28 •UO 0 21 10 ()() 28 00 IIS.00 
Gr2 68 21.Cl? "33 0 20 7,00 28.00 21.00 
Pot I - PPSC Grl & 
Gr2 117 2H8 4 JO 0 19 10 DO 28.00 11100 
Grl -tll 20 77 4.21 1120 IOOO 211.00 18.00 
Gr2 611 2 02 ol 14 0 17 13 .00 :!8 UO 1'100 
Po 2 - PP C Orl & 
Orl 117 22.111 Jll7 II It, t:1.00 21HIO 1'.00 
Grt 49 21.77 3,76 017 1100 lK.00 ISOO 
r.ir2 6R 2:U5 3.80 O. l<i 16 {)(l 21! 00 12 00 
AC o,, it 
Gr2 117 S.JtJ 0.36 0 ()<, ,1!5 6 91 2 08 
PP means presented in Table 9 indicate th t the combined expcnm ntal grnup 
11,,ed an enhancement of their self-concept. There w also a decrease in the standard 
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deviation, indicating a smaller range in mean score throughout all three levels of 
assessment. Fig-ure 4 illustrates this po itive developmental trend for the self-concept 















To ascertain the sigmficance of the de criptivt data, analy is of variance and 




Ar,a/y,\ls of varrance and co1,.'tlr1w1ce with repealed meamre. fur ,\elj-amcept d.-~-e/1Jpm.:11r. 
Source ss df s F p 
Grl & Gr2 112.30 I 11230 9 71 0.0023 ... 
Gender 4<,5 I ,tc,5 CJ41l 0 5273 
Grl & Gr2 :,c Gender 7.29 I 7,29 0 .63 U 42119 
Cavan nee 
• Pre PPSC 671UII I <, 711 ,511 5866 II 0000 • • • 
-Age 26 05 I 26,05 l 25 0.1362 
All cm ari lc:s 697.91J 2 348 ,99 JO 17 00000 
I Error 1211411(1 111 IU6 
Ori & Gr2 IS II I IS 11 l 111 (I 11117 
Ocodcr 15 (19 I 15 69 l,1111 0 1736 
Grl cl Gr2 Gender 060 1 0 (,() 0 07 0.71180 
CCJ\'■riancc 
• Post I PPSC 61.a 31 1 <il4.3I 73 41 (} 004,X)H• 
-A , 37,64 00 oom 
All O\'ari IC 2 144.40 ,U . 16 0 0000 
I Error 111 8,'.16 
Ori cl Gr2 I 90 38 9 Ol 0,()()3J• .. 
Gender I 21.67 2.17 0.1"40 
Grl & Cir2 . Gender I "34 II 4 I O.Slll 
Cmanancc 
· POSl 2 PPSC I 432 .36 4.1.21 0 O()()()*H 
-AC I 84.39 80 0.00«• 0 
All covana 2 25142 2s :n 00000 
l Error 11 l 10,(K) 
Results reported in Table IO indkate a ignificant difference betwce.n the self-
concept cores obtained for th two experimental groups for the covariant Jew/ of 
as.,·essmem. At the pre-test level the covariance for If-concept development was 
tati tically ignificant al F( I, 11 . ) • 58 66, p < 0 0 I Similar igniticant re ult were 
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obtained , t the po t-test I and post-test 2 /el'e/.\ of a..ut'.'i.\m1ml, alternately achieving F( I. 
111) = 73.41 , p ,,.. 0 0 I and F( I. 111) - 43 21, p < 0.01 These findings are indicative of a 
linear relationshii> revealing a similar de\elopmental pattern for elf-concept development 
over a period of time. 
It i cs ential to note th t at the po t-te 1 2 level in companson to the po t-te:;t I 
level, the covariant age had a 1gnificant effect on the elf-concept development of the cluld, 
F(l , 111) -= 4. 0, p<O O The latter finding indicated that the greatest impact of the 
intervention on the affective development of the child occurred before the age of 5 59 year 
Post-hoc comparison upport the significant effect of age on the self-concept development 
of the young child, t = - 2 90, p<::O 05. lf teachers of pr~-school children facilrtate the 
development of a positive self-concept as early as po sible, then young ter \\Ould b 
empowered to achieve optimum develonment. 
The analysis of variance revealed no significant interaction effecl bet ~n the 
variables Po t-hoc comp.uisons were performed on the ig_niticant F-ratitJ ' obtained for 
the covariant /11v / of as.remi1et1I to determine the impact of the intervention programme 
Both e,c_p rimental groups revealed imilar responses unmediately after the intervention 
indicated in Figure 4. Table 11 reveal d :i ignificant t-value obtained reinforcing the 
powerfulne of acquired re ults on the po ittve impact of the expres 1ve movement 
programme on th elf-concept development of the p rticipant!l acrn the dur tion of thi , 
investigation. 
Table 11 
011e-samp/t! t-test result for self-co11cep1 de,-e/opment 
Variable N Mc:m SD Esumate Std Error I' 
Pre 117 20 7-1 4.JI 
Posl 2 117 22.81 3,K7 
Post 2 vs Pn, PPSC I)"'' 006 6.57 0 0000 .. 
Age .5.39 036 -H'> 085 -2.90 0 0044 .. 
The warm and unconditional accepting relationship the children developed with the 
inve tigator together with the encouragement nd prais_e received throughout the duration 
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of the intervention, allowed the participants to experience acceptance of themselves This 
supports Van Zijl's ( 1985) finding that the experience of competence and significance are 
essential factors in the development of a positive self-concept. Nichols ( 1990) and Weilier 
(1992) reinforced that feelings of belonging, competence, elf-worth, acceptance of self and 
limits and uniqueness are significant for healthy affective development of children 
Throughout participation in the expressive movement programme, the children had the 
opportunity to demonstrate competence in the successful performance of the discovery and 
exploration of movement experiences Encouragemert and positive feedback were given 
throughout the program, enhancing exploration of movement ideas and enjoyment in 
participation. 
Self-concept is e tablished in the young child through the affirmation of ignificant 
others ChiJdren increase their competence under the care of loving, capabJe and nurturing 
adults The role of the teacher as a ·ignificant other in the life of the young school going 
child as facilitator of the development of a positive self-concept is to create a positive 
chool environment empowering feelings of acceptance, confidence and control over their 
bodies and providing them with knowledge of their and other's potential for health and 
involvement in movement education ar,d sport (Ha.igreaves, l 994 ). 
This investigation doe uggest that teachers are significant others in the lives of 
youngsters and as such play important roles in their self-concept development The 
expres ive movement programme used a deveJopmentaJ approach, emphasizing elf-
discovery and problem-solving through activities enhancing body awarene s, spatiaJ and 
temporaJ awareness. Because of the importance of vigorous play in the lives of children 
and the high value placed on physical ability by children, movement serve as an essential 
facilitator of a positive self-concept. Bigge and Shermis ( 1992) support the adoption of a 
cognitive view of learning that promotes student self-dis.;overy and perceived competence 
through developmentally appropriate activities A major core focus of the current re~ arch 
is to promote expressive movement as a stimulating and fascinating means of providing 
developmentally appropriate movement e,cperiences for pre-school children 
In summary, the findings strongly supported the third research hypothesis 
reinforcing the notion that particpation in an expressive movement programme ignificantJy 





Recent literature indicated gender differences in all aspect of development 
throughout early childhood. to be minimal. Although the literature did not support the 
prediction of gender effects for any of the three variables studied in thi re earch, it was 
decided to examine the data to confinn or challenge this conclusion Tbe results basically 
confirm the lack of gender effect. Descriptive data on the effect of gender on the three 
variables at the three level of assessment are presented in Table 12 
fable 12 
De.~cr1pt111e dala on /he effecl of gemler 011 lhe tluel! dept.mdent l'Cll'iab/es. 
Variable Exp. Gender N 
Age Pre-lCSI PoSI lest I Post lest 2 
Group Mtan SD tcan SD Man SD Mean SD 
CAOM Ori M 24 ! .34 026 56.16 722 6401 HII GI .S4 551 
f 'B H6 0;23 ,uo u, 61 ,2 7,0R 621(, ~ lO 
CJr2 M 41 5.47 0.39 5lY7 7,76 
'' 09 
u, 6090 6 45 
I' 17 H9 0.40 !7 44 lUb 61 92 Xl>l 61.25 1.91 
VMI Ori M 24 ')4 0 26 4.51 U.70 00 019 5.11 0.58 
F ·H 5.26 0 2l H~ 0 62 HO 0 (16 5 OS 065 
M M 41 5.47 (J.J9 491 0 65 'Clf, 0.58 5.11 061 
F 27 , .49 U40 490 0113 'OJ 07R 5.37 072 
PPSC Cirl M 14 ',4 026 2013 4 69 2143 u, 2250 Hi7 
p 2, 516 on l? .76 )9( 20.ll J .?6 21 08 3.79 
Clr2 M 41 H7 0.3!1 2114 406 n09 4.24 ns, J.82 




Gender and Gross Motor Co-ordination 
Early childhood (approximately two to seven years of age) is associated with the 
fundamental movement phase of motor development. Movement components such as 
movement awareness, locomotor, non-locomotor and manipulative skills form the edsenual 
elements of gross motor ,fr, •·nt All the e movement skills have been incorporated 
into the expressive movement programme in which the children participated. During this 
early childhood stage gross motor control is developing rapidly and fine motor control has 
not been fully established yet. 
The majority of findings in literature on gender effects in gross motor development 
in early childhood indicated differences to be minimal. Supporting literature by Gallabue 
and Ozmun (1995) and lgnico (1991) found no significant gender differences in the gross 
motor development of disadvantaged children with a mean age of 4 5 year In South 
Africa., Pienaar ( 1993) did not find significant gender effects for children with gross motor 
developmental lag, although she did find a greater variance in the skill performance of boys. 
Current research results indicated superior gross motor co-ordination kdl performance in 
girls together with a greater variance of scores prior to intervention. Immediately fter 
completion of the seven-week expressive movement programme that formed the 
intervention in this study, the boys surpassed the girls in performance, mamtaimng a smaller 
variance Literature indicated that one of the most dramatic characteristics of gro s motor 
development in the preschool child is its great variability (Williams, 1983) 
A normative study util:sing the Charlop-Atwell scale of gro s motor co-ordination 
found significant differences for boys and girls. The standardisation sample, however, was 
biased toward the upper-middle class income bracket and participants were from a white 
racial group. Descriptive data on the experimental sample indicated a similar trend as the 
female participants consistently achieved higher mean cores for gross motor co-ordmation 
prior to the mtervention 1t is interesting \O note tha~ both boys and girls in the 
experimental group achieved higher mean scores than the participants in the nom1ative 
group. Recognised discontinuities between home and school exist for culturally different 
pre-school children. A lack of data exists about the nature of these differences, their 
distribution within given groups and how teaching could be adapted to take these factor 
into account (Henderson, 1980) In the assessment of the culturally different pre• chool 
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child. the first step has been taken in the implementation of an inrervenuon trategy 
designed to encourage attainment of the h1ghe rt capabthties of the youngster 
Post-hoc comparisons of the descnptive data indicated the effect of gender on Lhe 
development of gross motor co-ordination were reported previou ly in Table 4 A 
tatistically significant difference wa found only when the experimental group x gender 
effect was calculated at the posMcst l level of as;}. • ment for F( l, 111) = I 25, p , 0.0~ 
Boys and girls maintained a similar developmental pattern for gross motor co-ordination 
aero s the three levels of a sessment, indicating a positive corrr..1ation for the core 
obtained before and after intervention 
To summarise results on the effect of gender on the development of gross motor co-
ordination, this investigation found that both boys and girls achieved significant 
improvements in gross mot r co-ordinatu.)n skills through participation in an expre · e 
movement programme, and that the impact is greater at a younger age as the child 
progresses to the mature stage of fundamental motor skill acquisition No stati tically 
igniticant gender effect was found for the development of gro s motor co-ordination 
Gender and Vi ual.motor Integration 
Williams (1983) repo,tcd no significant differences between bo s and girls at any 
given age in their development of visual-motor integration Overall, boys a a group lend 
to be more variable than girls in their visual-motor co-ordination ability Therefore, boy at 
a..ny given age may show a wider range of. cores than girls and con cquently boys ma , be 
more Likely to exhibit extreme Levels of performance on a task. Both boys and girl arc 
more variable at five and six year old than they are at ages eight or nine. where they reach 
maturity in terms of their visual-motor co-ordination 
Results obtained in this investigation on the effect of gender on the development of 
visual-motor integration supported findings in the literature No tatisti~ally significant 
differences were discovered between boys and girls AnalySJs of variance was performed to 
determine the significance of the gender effect on Lhe development of visual-motor 
integration of the participants Result r"Cported previously in Table 7 revealed neither a 
statistical gender effect nor any interactional effects across the three levels of ass s"lment 
Results indicated that both boys and girls tend to progress teadily in a linear fa hioo 
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penaining to the development of Vl ual-motor integration. To summanse fmdmg on the 
gender effect on vi ual-motor int.egratJon, pre-school boys and girls did not dtffer m their 
visual motor integration developmental pattern 
Gender and Self-concept Development 
Prev.1ous emp1ricaJ eVJdence on gender differences and elf-concept development of 
children has been inconclusive. Van Zijl ( 198S) found no significant gender difference at 
the onset of an activity program for Afrikaans-speaking pre-. choolers from lite middJe 
socio-economic class. She did however find that lhe children evaluated themselve more 
negatively before implementation of a six week activity program compared to the evaluation 
of their peers in the normative group After the intervention both boys and girls revealed 
enhanced self-concepl:l although results were not statistically igruficant. The finding 
supported the notion that the experience of competence and ignificance are essenual 
factors in the development of a positive self-concept Nichols ( 1990) and Weiller (1992) 
confirmed that feelings of belonging, competence. elf-worth, acceptance of self and limits 
and uniqueness were significant for healthy, affective development in children. lager and 
Young ( 1982} found a gender dimension in factor anaJy 1s of a self-concept measure for 
pre-school and early primary grade children, although results were not significant. 
Movement activities that are both developmentally appropriate and properly equenced 
have been proposed as effective means for self-concept enhancement lGallahue & Ozmun, 
1995) 
AnaJysis of variance to determine the significance of the gender effect on the 
development of self-concept of the chlJdren who participated in this tudy revealed no 
significant gender effect or interactional effect irre pective of the level of assessment Both 
boys and girls indicated a significant improvement in self-concept after completion of the 
intervention programme They reflected a similar de eJopmental pallem throughout the 
duration of the ~-pcrimental design. To ummari e findings on the gender effect and self-
concept development, no significant gender effect on the self-concept development of pre-
school chlJdre.n were found. 
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Conclusion to hapter Four 
Analysis of results revealed significant improvements in children ' gross moto co-
ordination after part1cipa11on i·1 a seven-week expressive movement programme. Re ults 
indicated stgruficant increase in the mean score obtained across the thre~ levels of 
asses menl revealing a linear relationship and a 1m1lar developmental pattern. for the two 
e perimental groups Participants progre ed from the initial elementary level to an 
dvancl.ld level offundamentaJ movement acqui ·ition 
Alth<1ugh descriptive re ·ulu. indicated enhanced visual-motor integration score 
Lmm d atcly after intervention, statisucal analysis only approached significance at F( I 
, 111) .,. 3.92. p -0 OSO I at the po t te t 2 level in comparison to the poSt test I level The 
ide ran~e of VMl core obtained by the participant re ulted m reducing the 1gruficance 
of the treatment effe t ge played a tall ucally ignificanl role at the pre-le t and post-
t • t I level of as e sm nt, indicating th t tl'ltervention for the enhancement of visual-motor 
integration w l p1imal1sed before the ge of S 59 year . A con iderable developmental 
la penainin to visual-mmor integration ~as exhibit d prior to interventioo which 1 · cau 
tor concern tor the r dine of pre- ·hool childr n t m t to holas.tic demands Furth r 
r e r h on I 1 1 sue 11h1n 1hc n1ulucuhural di,·cr. e population in nuth , fric.i 1s deemed 
n 
Analy i of re uh . reve led , i nilicanl . upport for the third h ·path i Th 
wrc iv mo, m n.t prngramm enhan ed th If-con ept development of the 
paruc1pant Re It are mdicative or hnear relauonship re, eal1ng imilar developmental 
p11nem in both ~roup . of children h gr te•t impa I ur the intervention o urred be ore 
lht ~9 ·ear empha i. in • the e. sen11al role the p rem huuld pla\l in 
de\ elopm nt ot youn ch1ld1 en 
Thi mv 1gat1on u e t th · llab1ht to early childhood 
edu atinn npp rtumllr. for II ~hildrcn 111 ou1h frica. parti ·ularl., tho" from previou~lv 
e •Ph ' i al dep11ved mili u lh go.,, rnmenl , educ tion hsts nd parent need 10 
rr.: Ot(nl th foundation c r of e rh· cluldhood de\d · pmenl 
lmpiem nt tion ul ppropruu pre-· ho I JlTO r mm ut,hsing e pr i e inmcment a .i 
111ed1um ~hich pro, d In be devd pm nl II appropri tc, hould be ll p1iorit in c l1t· 
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childhood education Furthermore re earch into the changing developmentaJ needs of 




Conclusions and Recon1mendations 
The purpose ot this tudv was to mve tigate the influence of participation in an 
e pre ive movement programme or. l(ross motor 1.0-ordinataon, visual-motor integration 
and the elf-concept of pre- chool children Rationale supporting thi tudy wa drawn 
from a body of literature predominantly selected from 1he domains of perceptual-motor 
development, educational dance pedagogy and child psychology The study tnvolved I 17 
pre-school children vf which 65 were bo s and 52 were girls of a m•:an ge of .39, 
cl welling in the Western suburban area of Port Elizahe1h in the Ea ·tern Cape province The 
Ea~tern <:ape is the econd largest of South Africa's nine provinces, and covers 14°,o of the 
rou•:tf'I 's tt~tJI area Thr province ha the second largest chool enrolment, with 2 294 505 
ftll.fw•r~ , ,1.1I ll' •els in 1997. comprising about 18~, of uth fnca's total learner 
popul tion (HSRC, IQQ6) 
Three hypo1he es were formulatl!d and le led to determine the influence of the 
programme on the 1hr depend ·nt ri hies , T~c conclu 10n. and reco rmendation. of tlu 
investi ation are presented in the following ectlon.. E ch of th th1 ·~ hypoth s re 
addrc sed in eparate ection pr ceded by an introductory i,c~tir.n on e'l(pre. ive 
movem nt Thi introductory \.'C!i0,1 provide the ration le for speciticall ·electing 
e. ores ivc movc:111cnt M the medium for d velopmenr 1hroughou1 thi irwesu~atio11, 
e ential a pect. \,·urthv ufind~penden di cu 10n 
E resshe Movement 
Engagement in expre. s1 e movem nt ctiv111cs prO\ ides a meaningful way 
for pre-school children tr dcv lop gro. s and fine motor control, body awarenes~ 
ldnae thetic awarene. s, patial- and temporal nwart:ne.··., v1.:rbal und,m•andin and :•11er~ 
and infra-personal relation hip ( chmidt & agata, I 9111) lh c n1em r.,f the e'<preni 
movement programme used throughout this inve ttgation \.\as a.:\eloped to enc:ou,.,g,: tli..: 
child to imagine, pretend, irnulale and dramati e while u lilt< gros. motor n,ov ,ml!nt a 
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medium ·tili. ing variou elements of fundamental movement. the learning proce . es 
associated with active exploration. guided discovery, problem- olving and divergent 
thinking were pplied in a highly explorative and e crienlial approach. The children were 
provided with a broad. comprehen ive basis of mllvemi:-1 e perience 10 enable 
development of their own movement re urcc . focusing .,, their le el of fundamental 
motor development 
The fundamental movement kill of cl11ldren entering cho I re too often 
incompletely de eloped (Gallahue & Ozmun, 199 ) Five-year old ar in the fundamental 
·ph se of motor development repre enting a time in which they are actively involved in 
exploring and e perimenting with 1he movement capabili11es of their bodies. It is a time for 
discovering ho to perform a variet of . tabili ing, locomotor nd manipu.la11ve 
move.men Attainment of competence in fundam mat mov ment bilitie i influenc d 
greatly by opportunitie for practice, encour gement and in truchon m an environment th t 
fosters learning. 
Many oung outh African childr n are c: po d 10 ad\Cr ,. em.ironmemal nd 
familial condition· The • m y not r eive dequ le rimulation in their home environment 
in tern, of perceptual-motor, ocial, atTe live and cognitive d v lopmcnt Lack of 
ufficienl timulauon can lead to difficulue in de\. lapin in n ag appropriate m nne, 
Children may la!! behind their peer in 1heir perceptual-motor learning b cau of 
en\Tlroomental re trict1om1 Cognitive developm nt ma al o suffer becau e the cognitive 
proc and I arnms t le. that children develop and ut,li are closely link d to th 
cio-culturaJ environment 111 which the: develop. Tho. e procb. r nurtured in 
collaborauon with other or in o;oc1al arrangement. of childr n' activitie (Pelligrini, 1991) 
In contemporary approaches to e rl childho d educauon, p rceptu 1-m tor 
trairung i cone ptual1sed a facilitating movement edu tion through optimal u.c of a 
man nae modalitie as po ible Propriocep1ive, "i ·u I and aud1tOI)' functioning are 
intncately related 10 understanding nd pprc: i tion of the bod • If, space. time. force nd 
tlo Knowing that th early chddh od i. crucial p riod if\ the devc:lopment of motor 
kills. mo ement e perience h uld involve locomotor, non-locomotor and manipul tivt' 
kill in ddit1on lo the d velopm nl of kno\\ ledge of movement concepts in luded in th 
tegorie of sp e aw ren . effort nd rel t" 1, hip. ( , cry, 1994) 
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D~pite agreernen1 on the imponance of perceptual-motor training and movement 
education, there is a great diversity in early childhood education programme , which b 
re ulted in varied curriculum practice In electing the most appropriate mo'llc:ment 
content, the pre- chool phy ical education teacher needs to consider that young children do 
not think or learning as being fragmented . Development in aJI areas - motor, phy ·icaJ, 
affective, social and cognitive - i · integrated and pre- chool curricula as such should focu 
on themes which tie together learning in various subject areas Advantage should be taken 
of the children's imagination through the use of a variety of activities, including drama and 
imagery. 
Expre sive movement provide e ceptionaJ opportunities to mtegrale all learning 
areas through interpretive and communic uve movement e perience II mvolve exploring 
movement organised around th me that are significant to children. empha i ing sen ory 
awareness and including a cognitive component children learn about movement concept 
dealinij with the body, p ce, time, energy nd relation. hips. Through explor tion and 
discovery children build a nch tore of en ory•motor experience . laying a found lion on 
which bstract concept and more romple kill can later be built ( tinson, 1988) 
Children can pericn e a kind of fulfilment through e. pr 1ve mo mcnt that c1m 
be re.ili ed through n other mov ment form, bc1:au dancing imult n ou ly in olve th 
inner being and the phy ical body In e pre i-.·e m vement, children are not concerned 
with a game, an object or even another per on Their concentration and w rene i fixed 
on lh act of moving - of dan ing Be u of their focu , children di cover a great deal 
aboul their bodic , mind, language, thought . ima in tion and ideas through C'<pre. · 11 
movement (Joyce, 1980) 
Through participation in an e pr ive movement programme, children learn both 
awareoe and control of movement Movement as creative e pre . 10n play an 1mponant 
pan in life, building elf-concept, elf-awaren s and self-direction fh1 elf include nor 





Early childhood is a cntical period characterised by the development of the gross 
motor co-ordination which is an essential building block for the development of 
fundamental motor kills In order to Justify inclusion of an expres ive movemen 
programme a part of the pre-school movement education curriculum, 1t mu t b,; 
demon trated that participation in uch a programme will enhance the development of •l ~ 
motor co-ordination. Hypothesis one was fom1ulated to te~t this 
Hypothesis l Part1cipatJon in an expre sive movement programme will 
facilitate the development of the gross motor co-ordination of young children. 
The first hypothesis is accepted The data revealed a significant improvement tn the 
gro motor co-ordination of both experimental group accordtng to the post-te t 
adnumstered immediately after their completion of the intervention programme 
Furthermore, re ults indicated that the younger children gamed the most benefit through 
participatJon fhe e finding are congruent with reponed literature, Planned mo-,ement 
xperience en ure that sensitive penods for acquiring motor kill are not neglected 
Motor kill acqui ition in early childhood i a fairly s qu ntial process influenced by both 
maturation and experience At certain times children reach ensit1ve period. , dunng v,hich 
skills are acquired with the least e penditure of time or energy. 1any of the panicip nt in 
this inve tigatioa progressed from the initial elementary stage to the mature stage of 
fundamental motor kill development 
Although it an11ot be documented, the in-..estigator maim m · that the cxpre ·ive 
movement programme add re. ed the development of gro motor co-ordination m a unique 
way All components of mover.1 nt awarene ·s uch as body, pat1al. directional and 
temporal awarene as oc1atcd with kmaesthet1c perception were integrated mto the 
moveinent content of the le sons, mcludmg the development of the perccptual-m tor 
abilities of self-awarene , gross motor control. fin motor control, kmae 1hesi .. v1 ·ual-




Visual-motor integration has bei:n defined as the bility to co-ordinate pec1fic 
visual input with a specific motor ou1put It is considered to be an essential prerequisite to 
school readine . Eye-hand co-ordination involves perception. the formulation of a 
movement plan, motor programming and perception of the feedback information generated 
by the ongoing movement lf partu;ipa1ion in n expressive movement programme could 
contribute to visual motor integration, it would trengthen the rgument to include this 
content s part of pre-school movement education curriculum The second hypothe is was 
formulated to tc t thi , 
Hypothesis 2, Participation in an expressive movement programme will 
facilitate the development of 1he vi ·ual motor mtegrallon of oung children 
The s cond hypothesis cannot be accepted , Although upport for the econd 
hypothe i w found, stati. tical significance wa not achieved The data revealed a wide 
range of VMl score There was con iderable developmental lag evident for man of the 
children according to their pre-te t scores Thi indicated that their prior learning 
experiences had been inadequate in providing the visual-motor integration challenge 
needed to achieve the development level needed to meet normal pre- ·chool c pectation 
Thi finding support re earch that h identified vi ual-motor integration particularly 
ensitivc predictor of •~ cio-economic status It 1. during the early childhood year that 
environmental deprivation could have the most disa trous effects Further, it m • be •nore 
difficult to comp nsate for negl t later in life !though re ults of thl · study indicated a 
hnear developm•nlal p trem for both e pcrimental group , 11 frulrd 10 close the 




For the purpose of the current inveslt8ation, self-concept a a general and global 
construct, defined as the perception of the self in terms of attitudes, feeling and knowledge 
about abilities, skills, appearance and ocial acceptability, were dealt with The development 
of self-concept is considered a critical variable in education and as knowledge of chlldren in 
South Afn an culture 1s sketchy and incomplete, re earch m th1. .trea is much needed 
R.cported literature indicated that teachers are igruficant others m the lives of children and 
as uch play essential roles in their elf-concept development In re pon e to the rated 
need the third hypothe is was formulated and tested . 
Hypothesis 3: Participation in an expr .. ssive mo,ement programme will 
facilitate the dcvel pment of the elf-concept of young cluJdr\!n 
The third bypothe is is accepted The data revealed tari tically significant suppon of 
the third hypothesi indicating the po 11ive impact of the ex.pre ive mo"ement programme 
on the self-concept development of the participant A furthem10re ignificant finding 
revealed that the grcate t impact of the inter.. ntion on the elf- oncept development of the 
youngster o curred before the ge of S,5Q ears Finding. indtcated a high po itive elf-
concept among the participants in upport of lated lite, ature indic ring a gen rally high 
· If-concept mong pre-school. chilJren nd lir-t-grnder · It could be rea oned that their 
egocentric nature a \I.ell as their le clearl differentiated If-con ept. are relatively 
independent of e. temal evaluation criteria uch a . ·odo-economic st tu · 
By ucce sfully providing e pr . i, e nmv ment n:spon. e to challenge,_ th 
children gained confidence and competence in their bililic within ·ccure environment 
Encouragement and 1 ·itive feedback were gi en through ut the programme, enh n ing 
exploration and di co cry of movement po ibilitie and focusing on enjo ment through 
pani ipation Th implication for te chers i th t they hould r ogni. their role a 
facilitator in the development ofa positive elf-concept and creator · of po ·itive chool 
cnV1ronment Through expre 1ve movement and d nee education, they can en,po\1rer 
children by dcve.lopmg feeling. of cceptanc and elf-confiden 1: Reported literature 
indicated Lhal feeling of b longing, compt:1 nee, S1:lf- (1rth. acceptanl;e of elf and limits 
and uniquene:,s arc 1gnificant for healthy 11ffect1,e J -•\.clupment 1n children 
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Because research has revealed the existence of a reciprocal relation hip b tw en 
elf-concepl and academic achievement. the attitudes that children hold about themselve 
and their abilities would strongly affect their scholastic performance The 1mplicat1on for 
pre-school teachers would be to facili1ate the developmenl of a po itive elf-concept 
thrm.:qh an integrated approach a early as po ible, thu empowering young ter to achieve 
optimum development. Teacher must reaJi e 1he1r role a a ignificant other in the hve of 
their pupils 
Gender Considerations 
The data generated dur111g this investigation wa naJy ed to determine whether or 
not ignificant gender difference might be manifested when an expre ive movement 
programme i used as the intervention medium, 
I. The re ult yielded no 1gnificant differences in the development of gross motor co• 
ordination between five-year old boy and girl (though a significant interactioo 
effec.t occurred between the pooled e perimental group and gender at the post test I 
level, boy and girls maintained a similar developmental pattern for gros motor co-
ordination throughout the duration of thi inve ligation . Both boys and girls 
1gmficantly enhanced their gro m tor co-ordination through participation in an 
expres ,ve movement programme 
2. o -ignific nt differenc were re\ealed betwe n boy and girl pertaining to visuaJ-
motor mtegration. This finding i in uppon of st ted literature not onlv pertaining to 
gender equality bul al o pertaining to exhibiting a. greater variability in vi ual-motor 
intcgra1ion among t fivc-vear old young ter · Of great concern is the initial 
developmental lag ob rved at the onset of this inve ligation which ha n t be n 
overcome completely at the tenrunation of the intervenuon programme. This 
observation ha!t implications for hola tic readine of the young ·ter Further 
re rch on thi i sue within th multi ulturaJ diver.e population of outh Afnca i 
dcemrd essential 
l 'o. , . igntfie&nt d1fTc1 cnces were found for boys and girl pertaining to elf-concept 
d.:v lopment Ruth b and girl reveaJed i •nitkantl enhanced elf-concept after 
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participation in an expressive movement programme revealing a similar developmental 
pattern throughout the duratio11 of the study 
Recommendations for Future Study 
A spectrum of potential areas in early childhood education could be identified as 
necessitating further research 
• The participants in the sample were limited to the Coloured community in the urban 
environment of Pon Elizabeth in the Eastern Cape, restrictfog generahsation of the 
results to the multi-cultural educational context in South Africa. A similar study could 
be conducted including all cultural groups in multiple environmental contexts, 
considering socio-economic status as a dependent variabie Mayer ( 1992) found that 
rural children living an socially isolated environment did less well than urban children 
on tests relevant to role taking, but their performance m logical operations wa 
superior. In South Afnca. it seems as if rural children are prone to poor nutntiot'\, 
poverty, and lack of adequate sci · •:>I facilities (Dawes & Donald, 1994 ). lt i thu 
possible that urban areas p;ovide a context ~hich would lend itself to children having 
different developmental outcome than rural areas would . 
• Pertaining to the measurement of the developmental statu of children, it is 
recommended to rather provide profile of children's petformance, than a composite 
core only. 
• There 1s a definite need for upgrading pre- chool teacher training in the area of 
perceptual-motor development of young children Competent teachers should be 
equipped to design or implement perceptual-motor development activities for children. 
A need exi ts for providing leadership for pre- chool teachers pertaining to movement 
education in the pre-school cla sroom as non-speciallst teacher. lac~ knowledge and 
proficiency an this field Staff development course , workshops, pre ·entattons at 
professional conterences and pos 1bl consulting work, ·hould be otfere\'.! A re our e 
centre and data-bank for developing the movement education curriculum in pre- chool 
settings should be established 
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• There i evidence to show that many young qualified teachers feel inadequate and 
insecure in teaching dance While an increll! e in dance training would help, the crucial 
issue is that teachers lack the conceptualisation uf dance and imagination applied to 
dance teaching 
To be of full value to a child's education, dance must be an integral 
and continuous aspect of the curriculum, from nursery school on, 
and not just a wet weather inclusion or reliant on the interest of a 
particular member of ta.ff To achieve this we must continue to 
promote dance from grass roots level (Younger, 1989, p 175) 
• A definite need exists in pre-schoolers for ufficient time-allocation to ensure acces of 
children to a broad range of movement activitie including opportuniue to participate 
in e.xpres ive movement which are process orientated and child-centered. ExpreSSive 
movement programmes could he extended to include holiday ume utilising school 
faciUtie . 
• In addition to successfully integrating movement education into the pre-scho"I 
cumculum, the lack of movement ac1jvity pace and equipment, limits opporturutle 
for meaningful movement expenences JI is recommended that a movement area 
imtlar to the construction of the art , dramatic play, m11ths and reading or writin~ 
area , be e tablished in every pre-school cl room or at least then the de ign and 
l,uilding of a multipurpose ctivity pace t every pre-school 
• Currently moveme.nt education ha been degraded 10 an insigruticant le,;cl or has even 
become extinct as 11 ubject in schools. It is lastly recommended tha1 movement 
education be raised to a curriculum subject with a high profile All school should for 
example offer at least two hour per week of movement education in formal lessons 
with the po sib,lity of a further four hour per week for those chools wanting to 




The value of expressive movement education as an integral part of pre-school 
education was confirmed. However, the problems that children from disadvantaged 
communities may experience with their development is not only an educational one An 
observation was made throughout the duration of thi inve tigation that the parents were 
not interested in the progressive developmenl of their children. The attitude and 
perceptions that parents hold pertaining to the valua of education and the interest they how 
in their children, have a vast impact on the healthy development of children There ts scope 
for research pertaining to the motivation and active involvement of parent in the education 
of their children as well as meaningful interaction and communication between teacher and 




The Expressive Movement Program (Le. son Plans) 
LESSON I: BODY AWARENE A U P Tl ·.L AWAR'=NE ' 
lNTROD CTlO, 
I. Follow the leader 
Stretch R arm up high, to to~:: h the ky, drop R arm down next to your 
bodie , 
tretch L arm up high, to touch the sky. dror- L arm down next to your bodies. 
Stretch both arms up high, collapse down to the floor into a tiny bundle; 
lnchworm (WALK HANDS FORWARD, walk feet towards hand ); 
Catback (round bdck), stretch onto tippie toes touching the ky. 
Repeat 1 but facing in different directions at every attempt 
U e bells and cucumber~ movement stimulus . 
B MOVE 1E T EXPLORATION AND DEVELOP 1ENT 
2 Who can show us how to. 
Jump on the spot (on both legs) 
Jump and bounce like a ball (shoot fingers forward , upward, s1deward, 
downward) 
Jump with feet apart (as wide as your shoulders, can you jump and move your 
feet further apart?) 
Jump with feet like a sc1s ors aero s your bodies? (Can you clap your hands 
wher you do this, in front 'lf your bodie.,., _ above your heads?) 
Jump and turn around like a clock? 
Jump from I lt:g onto another. 
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3 Who can how us how to slcip? 
Skipping around in a circle. forward and backwards 
tep hop and tum 
Step hop with a friend 
4. eedling growth 
Who can tell me what thi ts? (A sunflowe::r seed) 
What does ic need to grow? 
122 
Let u be seeds bein~ planted in the oil With rain and sunlight we grow into 
beautiful flowers 
Show me your flower an<l tum it towards the sun 
Use shaker a movement timulus, 
5 Show me how you can be as 
Tiny as a bug 
Tall as a giraffe 
Fat as a cow 
Narrow as a pencil 
6 Freeze-gaor.e 
Freeze means to top dead on command (Suck your tummy in, grab hold of 
the ground with your toes/feet) 
Let's start the game Skip - Freeze - how me how you can be as tiny as a 
bug. 
-Run - Freeze - talk 
stand (balanct' on I leg, arms shape a long beak, closing 
I eye, looking for frogs to eat) 
- Make up similar movement sequences (rhino balance) 
7 Draw a big circle around your elf on the floor with chalk 
Who can tell us what shape this figure i in? 
What other things have round shape ? 
Can you draw the round shape in the air for m,.? 
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Now put your fingers in wet paint and put sp cks of paint all over your circle 
Now paint over the whole surface of your circle using your whole arm 
Can you draw the circle with your fool on the floor for me? 
ow put your feel in wet paint and put speck of paint all over your circle 
Can you make your body into a round hape on the floor'.' 
Can you make your body into a round shape in the air? 
Can you make a round shape with a fnend on the floor'l 
Can you make a round hape with a fnend in the air? 
Can you think of any other shape? 
Let us draw the hape in the air 
Put specks of paint on your shape 
Paint over the shape. 
Draw the hape on the floor with your big toe. 
Make your body into that shape on the floor. 
Make your body into that shape in the air 
Make the shape with a friend 011 the floor. 
Make the shape with a friend m the air. 
C CLOSURE ON BODY AWARENESS 
8 Draw rr.e the best picture of your elf 
LE SON l: BODY AWARENESS ANO FUNDAMENTAL: !lCOl\10TOR SKILi • 
A. INTRODUCTION 
I • Follow the leader; 
ti·etch R. ann up high, 10 touch the l-y , drop R.arm down next to yuur 
bodie ; 
Stretch L arm up high, to touch the sky. drop L arm down ne,ct to your bod1c , 
tretch both anns up high; collap e down to the floor into a tiny bundle, 
inchworm (WALK HANDS FORWARD, walk feet towards band ), 
Catback (round back). stretch onto tippie toe touching the . l..y 
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Repeat I but facing in differe'lt directions at every attempt 
Use bells ar.d cucum!Jer as m...1vement stimulus 
B. MOVEMENT EXPLORATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
2 Who can show us how to: 
J Hops 
Jump on the spot with 
- arms hanging loosely like a rag doll ' s 
- fingers twinkling hke star~ 
- feet wide apart 
- fe,t criss-crossing 
- ideways with aeroplane arm 
- forwards and backwards 
- turning around like a clock 
Follow stars on floor Hop from I leg to the same leg; 
Hop from 1 leg to the other leg; 
Hop from 1 leg onto both legs. 
4 Body awarene s 
Show me how you can be d!i 
Tiny as a bug 
Big as a house 
fall as a giraffe 
Heavy as a rhino 
Fat as a cow 
Narrow as a penciJ 
Balance in stalk stand 





5 Se dltng ~owth 
how me how you can grow as a seed being planted in the soil 
The rain falls on you and the sun shines on you and you become the most 
beautiful flowery plant how me your tluwers 
Use shaker a mcvemenl stimulus 
Select 3 children to be the sun hming on the growing plants. select another 3 
to be the pouring rain and another 3 to be the wind. 
Repeat, but give each child a different role to paly. 
Use tambourine as movement timulu . 
C. BASIC LOCOMOTOR SKILLS 
6 Walk around like y~w walked to school this morning. without bumping into anybody 
7. Skip 
Who can w,d~ '. ,ke an old man? 
Who can wall. (m:!!'Ch) lil..e a soldier? 
Who c.m w111k like a iipide· 
Who -:an walk like- .. crab., 
Who ca:1 ,·,alk liL , giant? 
Wb(' can ,,,n1k Ml" ll fairy? 
Who can '"dk l t'.el to toe forward? 
Wbo can walk heel to toe backward? 
Following the pathway of the stars. skip 1:. 1 yourself 
Who can tum around while skipping? 
Who can kip with a friend? 




9. Freeze game 
Build movement sequences 
-skip\glide\walk - FREEZE - stalk stand 
IO Body awarenes 
Body tracing and body jump 
10.1 Find a friend. 
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I he down with face toward floor on a piece of big brown paper The other I 
drrw the outline ofrhe friend body onto the paper Cu e cray n ·) 
Colour in the eyes, ear • hair, nose, mouth and hands and feet . 
Repeat the activity with the drawing friend now lying face down 
Who can stand at the head and Jump to the houlder? 
Who can tand on the shoulder and Jump to the hip'> 
Who can stand on the hip and j!.lmp to the knee'! 
Who can stand on the knee and jump to the big toe? 
LE~SON J: BOD\ AWARENE ANO HAPE 
A INTRODUCTION 
Provide each child with 2 different shapes of leaves, dra"'ing paper and crayons 
1. 1 Cognitive involvement 
- What are these? 
- Where do they gro\\? 
- What do they need to gro" ? 
• What colour are they? 
- In which ways are they alike\simllar? 
- In which ways are they different? 
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2, Visual-motor integration 
2. l Draw the 2 different type of leave on the paper. 
2 2 Draw the 2 different !ypes of leaves tn the air 
2.3 Put !.pecks of paint all over your leaves in the air 
2 4 Use your whole arm to paint over your leafin the air 
2 .5 Draw the 2 different types of leaves on the floor with your big toe 
2.6 Put specks of paint all over your le,.ves on the floor 
3 Body awareness 
3 I Can you make your body mto the shape of your bi!! leaf on the floor'? 
3.2 Can you make your body into the shape of your big leaf in the air.., 
3,3 Can you make your body into the shape of your small leaf an the floor? 
3 4 Can you make your body into 1he hape of your .. mall leaf in the air? 
3 5 Can you think of any other different shapes ofleaves? ( piky, round, star) 
3 6 Draw that shape in the air 
3.7 Put pecks of paint all over your leaf in the air. 
3.8 Paint all over your leaf in the air 
3 9 Draw that hape of Jeaf on the floor with your big toe 
3 IO Put specks of paint all over your leaf on the floor 
3 J I Make your body into that shape on the floor 
3 12 1ake your body into that ~hape m the arr 
4 Movement exploration and development 
4.1 Who can tretch up a.s high as possible (on tippie toes to touch the kyJ and curl up a 
smalJ/tiny as po sible like a bug? 
Repeat several times 
4 2 Who can slretch up a high as possible, then spread both arms {eagle wings) to the 
side and spin/twirl down into a curled shape? 
4 3 Who can run into an open space, stretch up high. spread arms out (eagle arms) and 
spin/twirl down into a curled shape 





Butterflie in the sand ( e a puppet as movement timulus) 
Lie on your back on the floor. Keep your body Sllff rms he next to your 
legs, make all your body part touch the flo , r. This is your neutral pos1t1on 
When a movement has been completed, return to thi po,1 ion 
5 I Symmetrical body movements 
Who can move both rm up above their hcl'd to clasp their hands'' 
Return to neutral 
Who C8J1 move both ankle apart, wid _ :is possiok? 
Return to neutral 
Who can bend both elbows and make a spiky shape w1tt, their hands? 
Return to neu I ral 
Who can bend both knees and both elbows? 
Return to neutral 
S 2 Unilateral and a ymmetrical body movement 
Who can move I ann up above your head and move the same leg to your 1de'> 
Return to neutral . 
Who can move I arm diagonally up and move the oppo ·ite leg sideways? 
Return to nel,11,11 
Who can bend I k,1et> ·md bend the opposite elbow? 
l Locomotion 
6.1 Teach gross motor movement vocabulary· Rhino-walk 
Spider-walk 
Crab-walk 
Old man walk 
6 2 Make up movement sequences for the free2-e game 
Skip, jump, freeie, stalk stand 
Glide. spm, freeze, spiky hape 




7. Conclusion Who can dra"' a butterfl ? 
LES ON 4: LATERAUTY AWARENESS AND SPATIAL DESIGN 
A lNTRODUCTION. 
I. Tie a ribbon around the R Arm of each child Get children to tie ribbon to their 
friends wrist 
Reach with R Arm high above head on t1ppie toe to touch the sky, and curl 
up as small as possible (as tiny as a bug) 
Repeat with L Arm 
Repeal with both arms, pread arms like eagle wings, spin around and end in 
an up ide down shape. Vary end shapes (narrow. tar, leaf, funny) . 
Use tambourine as movement timulu . 
2 Lazy butterflies in the sand 
Vary different symmetrical body pos1t1on 
- lying down 
- Standing up 
Vary different asymmetrical body po itions 
- lying down 
- standil"g up 
Specify using R Arm, R. Leg, L Ann, L Leg 
Vary different unilateral body po it ion 
GROSS MOTOR MOVEMENT - MO EMENT EXPLORA TIO 
DISCOVERY 
A D 
J I Teach tht: locomotor kills of gliding and skating. 
J 2 Teach the gallop step 
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4. Draw the following pathways with chalk on the floor 
If ropes are available, let each child copy the shape using the rope on the tloor. 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
z 
4.1 Can you draw the shapes in the air using youi whoie body? 
4.2 Walle stealthily like a cat through the 




4 4 Walk sideways, cri -crossing legs through the 
4.5 Jump from I dot to another ( 1 foot to I foot. I foot to another foot, I foot to 2 feet, 
2 feet to 2 feet, 2 feet to l foot) 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
4.6 Who can make their bodies into the different shapes? Specify shape at a time on the 
floor; in the air? 
4.7 Who can make the different shapes together with a friend (using th•.ii1 bodies on the 
noor; in the air? Specify I shape at a ti.me) 
4 8 Provide each child with a ribbon Copy the different shapes with your ribbon in the 
air 
5. CLOSURE: 
5 I Who can combine making different hape · with the ribbon with gross motor 
movement eg Sk.ippmg, gliding, running and galloping, walking backwards, 
sidewards etc? 
S 2 Who can draw the different shapes on a piece of paper'' 
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LESSONS: SPATlAL DESIGN 
A INTRODUCTION 
1. Spread different coloured ribbons out in available floor space Let !he children enter 
the class and sit at a ribbon ofthe1r own choice 
1.1 Follow the leader Start in the sitting position and do different stretches Repeat 
stretches in the kneeling position Progress to stretches in the standing position (phe, 
lunges, body circles, aeroplane arm (Use the ribbon throughout) 
1.2 Reach up high onto oppie toes, hold nbbon between both hands and ·crunch\curl up 
to be as tiny as a bug 
I 3 Reach up high onto tipp1e toes, spread arms like eagle wings, twirl and freeze m stalk 
stand 
Continue using similar movement equences 
B AXIAL MOVEMENT NON-LOCO 1OTOR 








upside down rainbow spiral 
figure of eight 
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C GROSS-MOTOR MOVEMENT· COMBlNING LOCOMOTOR SKILLS A D 
SHAPES 
3 Who can skip and circle their ribbons at the same time? 
Who can turn and snake their ribbons simultaneously? 
Who can glide and zig-zag? 
Who can run backwards and spiral their ribbons imul1<111eou:;!1-? 
Who can run, run and leap and make a figure of8 with their r1bl,ons .imultaneously? 
Who can gallop and make a rainbow simultaneously? 
Who can sway and make an upside down rainbow simultaneously? 
4. Make up a specific movement equence. 
Swing and step to the right, 
Swing and step to the left 
Repeat X 4 times 
Step together step sideways and circl the ribbon and balance sideways, r aching 
diagonally up with R. Arm, lifting L. leg sideways, repeat to the other side 
Use cue words Swing X 5, step together step and hold. 
5. Put ribbon down on the floor Stand t J end and jump 10 the opposite end 
Repeat, but find a different jUJTip to get to the other ~,de Who can think of any other 
way of getting to the other end of the ribbon? 
6. Find a friend with the same colour ribbon as )ou. 
Mirror each other and make 3 different hapes each using their own ribbon~ 
Who can make 2 ditferent shapes together as friend ? 
7. Make up a circle dance with the ribbon. 
Make groups of-4. Hold onto each others ribbon 
7. I Lift your ribbons up high standing on your trppie toe 
7.2 Make your circle wide and big (ribbons held houlder height). 
7.3 Make your circJe as small as posi:;ible, theh S!)read tt out as wide a possible 
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7 4 Walk forward and in for 2 steps, walk brckward and out for 2 teps Glide around in 
the circle for 4 teps 
7 5 Twirl arouncl by yourself and end in a twi ted shape 
LESSON 6: OBJECT BALANCE AND MANIPULA TJVE EXPLORA TIO 
A INTRODUCTION 
I. Spread rolled up eek-. all OVl'r the floor urface Let children enter the class by 
sitting at a parr of ock:. cf their choice. 
B MOVEMENT EXPLORA TfON AND DI COVER Y 
2, Static balance and obJect balance 
2, I Who can show us how to balance the pair of ock. on your he d'> 
2.2 Who CAD how us how to bal8Jtce the pair of ock on your head in talk tand 
positron Vary talk stand by taking b lancing h.g to the hack of the body 
Who can show u how to balance the pair of sock '10 any oth r b dy part ? 
Who c n how u an up 1de down hape, balan ing 
part? 
Who Clill show us any other hape balancing the o k on any body p rt? 
3 Dyn mrc balance 
Who c .. n valk forward 
heads? 
3 tep nd cun bal ncing the '>OCk on youi 
Who can walk backwards X 3 step and bow balan iog the ock on your 
heads? 
Who can move in any oth r ,-.ay and balan e the ocks on any bod part., 
4. Exploring m:i.nipulativc kills 
Who can to \ th sock into the air nd catch it: 
- 1n the itting posrti1.m'> 
- in the kneeling po 111011'> 
• standing? 
- standing on I leg? 
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- standing on I leg with I eye closed? 
5 Ct"mbining locomotor and manipuJativl! skills 
Who can toss the ocks into the air, twirl llround and catch tt? 
Who can run, toss the ocks into the air, jun,p and catch it? 
Who can gallop, toss the ocks imo the air and catch it? 
Who can move in any other possible way, tossing and catching the socks? 
6 Partner work- find a friend. 
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Sit wide-legged with soles of the feet touching, altema1ively roll and to s the 
oclcs to I another. Together with your friend, who can make a star bape, 
balancing the sock on any b dy part? 
Who can make any other share with your friend, balancing the socks on any 
body part. 
7. Make up movement sequences, playing the Freeze Game 
- Tos • catch, twirl, freeze. end in a twisted shape, balancing the socks on any 
body pan 
• Roll the ocks, catch it, freeze in an upside down position 
• Run, leap, twirl, collap e, freeze, balance on I hand and I foot 
LES ON 7: GRO S MOTOR COORDlNATfO 
A, INTRODUCTION 
I. Who can copy I hand and I foot onto the piece of paper provided? Can you cut it out 
with sc,s ors (to make a hand and footpath to be u ed later on} 
2. E ploring gro s motor coordination iddll . 
Drew a coordination ladder with cha.lk on the floor (use ma king tape if, · arlable} 
Who can walk hand-hand, foot-foot a, ro s the laddi:r? 
Who can walk sideways aero s (ster srdewa}s and step together)'! 
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Who can walk sideways across (step sidewa'rS and cross leg in front of 
supporting leg; alternate crossing .in front of and cross mg at the back of)? 
Who can bunny hop across the ladder? 
Who can do stepping stones across (use different hops)? 
Who can crab walk across? 
Who can find any other way to get across? 
J Teach locomotive sldll of rolling 
Teach them the Jog roll and Lhe egg roll For the log roll. have the children extend 
their arm above ! ,ir heads with extended legs Roll over, head first, then arm , 
rbllowed by the hips and legs. Explore roUing from their backs to their tummies and 
vice versa. 
For the ~ roll let the children lie down on their backs, fold their arms over their 
knees and hold their knees close to their chest Squeezing their bodies up as tight and 
round as possible, like a ball Challenge them to roU over in different direction while 
maintainfo a round body shape Who can find any other way of rolling? 
4 Stepping Stones. 
4 I Who can find a way of jumping into the blocks without tepping into the blocks with 
tone in? 
5 Provide each chjld with a T-shirt. 
Who can toss their shin into the air and catch it with different body parts? 
Can you have a friend it on your shin and spin him/her around? 
Can you make a shape with both T- h1rts &nd keep at s~etched out? 
Can you make your bodie into a similar hape? 
6 Concluding activity 
Who can draw the c()()rdination ladder? 
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LE ON 8: SPATIAL DESIGN AND GROUP WORK 
A. INTRODUCTION 
I. Can you find a star on the floor and lie on it on your back? Put your R Hand on your 
chest and Ii ten to your heart beat 
Who can click the sound with your tongue? 
Who can say the sound out loudly? 
Who can put the sound in your fingers? 
Who can clap the sound out? 
Who can put the beat of your heart into your feet? 
Who can walk the beat out? 
Who can draw the heart shape in the air? 
Who can make your body into a heart shape (on the floor and in the air)? 
Who can make a heart shape with a friend? 
2 . Create movement sequences (run, leap, gallop, skip lide, egg roll, log roll) and freeze 
in a heart shape 
3. Exploring movement challenges 
3, l Show the children a brick and discuss its properties and functions 
3.2 We are going to build bridges with our bodies Remembe1 there mu t be enough 
space available for someone to pass underneath 1t 
Who can find a way of building a bridge with your body? Now who can find 
2 different ways of building a bridge with their bodies? 
3 .3 Partner work. 
Who can build a bridge together with the body of a mend? 
Who can find 2 other ways of building a bridge with a friend 
3 4 Form groups of 5 each 
Who can make a chain bridge, standing wide-legged, holding hand The first 
child in the row crawls underneath the econd child 's legs and continues 
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underneath the arms of the econd and third child 's a, m~ Continue through 
the chain to the i.:nd of the row, joining the chain at the rear again 
4 Play a rhythm game Create a sequence of body sounds for the children to imitate 
Let them create their own rhythmic sequences of at least 3 differerr .1l•nds 
5 Create movement sequences to accompany the rhythmic sequenct' .. as t horeographed 
by the children 
6. Conclusion end off by drawing a bridge and a heart 
Who can draw a chain bridge? 
LESSON 9: SPATIAL AWARENESS AND MOVEMENT QUALITrE 
A. TNTRODUCTION 
l . I How do we know that a new day has started? 
The sun rises in the east across the horizon, shining all the while across the ky to set 
in the west, until it is no longer .in sight It takes from. early morning to early evening 
for the su11 to move from the cast to the west (Make a drawing/picture of the ri ing 
and etting sun and prestik it onto the easterly and westerly wall) 
I 2 Who can show me how the sun rises in the early morning in the ea t ? 
I J Who can travel across the sky towards the wet and freeze in the middle of the way in 
a unshine position? 
1.4 Who can let their sun set in the west? 
1.5 What other elements of nature do we find in the sky? 
- CLOUDS - how many different types of cJouds have you seen before? 
- have you ever sat looking up into tr. ' y, watching the cloud 
forming the shapes of animals or things. 1!-,1ec,·," 
I 6 Who can make the shape of A big fluffy cloud? 
A dark stormy cloud? 
A drifting c.-'1ud? 
I. 7 Who can change from a big fluffy cloud to a dark stormy cloud and to a drifting cloud 
on the different sounds that l play? 
I. 8 Who can make a cloud shape with a friend and then chan!!e to another cloud shape? 
1.9 Who can make a cloud shape with 3 people in the cloud? 
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2 Thunderstorm and pouring rain 
Lightning is the flash of light caused by a di charge of electricity from I cloud to 
another\ from a cloud to the earth Can you show me what it looks 11ke? 
Thunder is the sound that follows the lightning and i~ aused by the expansion of air 
due to the electrical discharge Can you show me wh ; oks like? 
Remind the children that flashes of lighh1ing and rumbles of thunder can vary in 
intensity. Similarly the number of seconds that pass between a flash of ltghtnfog and 
the rumble of thunder can also vary 
Take partners and decide who is to be the thunder and who the lightning At a signal 
!h'. partner separates and begins moving about the room. The partner acting as 
light'ling can choose any moment to strike The partner acting as thunder must then 
respond, moving in a way depicting thunder Reverse active participation Use 
tambounue/cucumber as movement stimulus 
3.1 There are other directions than east and west 
SOUTH 
l'iORTH 
- where the birds migrate or move to in ummer 
-where tl,e E kimo's i,ve in Iceland 
Put appropr 1te pictures on the southern and northern wall 
3 2 Who can move toward~ th south and freeze in stork stand? 
J 3 Who can move 1owards the rmth and freeze m an upside down shape? 
3 4 Who can move tc waid the ea~· and freeze in a sunrise shape? 
3 S Who can move -'"'fl'S~ the sky to t'ie Wl"St and freeze in the sunset position? 
4 CONCLUSION· Draw the su:.nse/s1.1nset, drifting cloud and th. .. nderstorm 
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LESSON IO: GROUP WORI( AND CO-OPERATION 
A. INTRODUCTION 
I MOVEMENT DEVELOPMENT 
1. 1 Spre.1d duvet covers open all over the floor space. Children use gross movement 
steps to move around it (Skip, gallop, leap, run, roll and spin/twirl) 
I 2 Create movement equences and freei:c in a balancing position reaching and holding a 
balance position towards the duvet. 
I 3 Create movement sequences and freeze on top of the duvet in a round shape. 
I .4 Create movement sequences and freeze underneath the duvet in a tiny shape 
1.5 Together make an animal shape, star shape and a flat shape undemeath the duvet 
2 Spread the duvet out on the floor and stand at a corner (Four children per duvet) 
2 I Who can log roll across to the otl;er ide7 
2 2 Who can egg roll across to the other side'! 
2 3 Who can move in any other way across 10 the otl1er side? 
3. 1 Stand at the comer of the duvet Who can make the duvet breathe gently lifting it and 
lowering it rhythmically? 
3.2 Can you hold the du1,r1 hip height and ~ive two teps 111wards, taJce two steps 
outwards and lift the duvet high into the air, on tiptoes? 
3 3 Can you walk around in circular direction holding on to the corn~r~ of the duvf't? 
3.4 Can you walk around i11 circular direction holdfog on to the comers of the duvet, with 
the backs facing the duvet? 
3.5 Can you spin and tcmble around like washing in a washin.ii machine holding onto the 
duvet? 
3.5 Holdinn on to the cl•J\'et,jur,11- in and out, double feet and then on one leg only 
4. Duvet Game. S1 ;,,, d1 i 1 ·• .. p~r duvet . Hold on to the comer of the duvet and make it 
breathe. ~alee turn~ 
sp cial shape 
.1 , Lndemeath the duvet in a11y way . Then freeze in any 
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CO CLUDING. Design a duvet dance incorporating activities of 3 1-3,5. 
LE ON 11: A VISIT TO A TROPICAL ISLAND 
A. INTRODUCTION 
ailing to and e ploring a tropicaJ island (Have a rnap available of the sailing ship 
and the tropical island ) 
I . I Detennine the direction of the wind Recap on east, south, west and north Write the 
first letter of each of the wmd directions in the air Repeat, writing it with the foot on 
the floor 
I 2 Hoi t the sails and sail in a northern direction and freeze. Char.ge direction to the 
west and freeze in a sunset position Repeat the activity to the south and the east 
1.3 Reaching the island, together with a fnend build two different types of bndges to 
reach the shore 
1.4 Dry the sails by playing lazy butterflies in the sand (Symmetrical, asymmetrical and 
uru-lat..,raI movement) 
I 5 Follow the footpaths across the mountain bending down low as you waJk through 
dense bush Vary movements 
- dinosaur walk (homolateral) 
- bunny hop 
- gallop 
- cross-lateral creeping and crawling 
- busy spiders 
- Mr turtle 
1.6 Who can jump across the river from stone to stone using different jumps? 
l . 7 Rea 1 "'8 the enchanted forest sit on a mushroom, close your eyes and listen to the 
island sounds What do you hear? 
I 8 Can you hear the bush folk sending messages to each other saying that we are 
invading their island? Listen carefully and let 's send messages back to them saying 
that we are just friendly visitors. 
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I 9 Can you see the moon and stars appear in the sky, telling u it is time to return home·> 
Cnn you hop onto thl? magic carpet, freeze in a star or moon hape before we contmue 
on our journey home? 
2 CONCLUSJON. Who can draw the 1sla.,d? 
LESSON 12: MANI ULATJVE SKILLS 
A. INTRODUCTlON 
I . Spread balloons all over the floor surface Each child enters class by sitting at a 
balloon. 
1.1 Who can toss the balloon into the air and catch it again? 
Who can toss the balloon into the air and catch ir again while 
sitting/kneeJ ing/stand i ng? 
l .2 Who can toss the balloon into Lhe air, spin around and catch it? 
I 3 Who can balance in stalk stand with the balloon on your head? 
I 4 Who can show me any other balancing position with the balloon balanced on any 
body part? 
B. MOVEMENT EXPLORATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
2, Who can blow up their balloons and let me tie a knot in 11? 
2.1 Who can keep their balloons in the air without letting it touch the floor or anybody 
else? 
Who can do this standing/ kneeling/sitting/balancirJg on l leg? 
3. Find a friend with the same colour balloon as you. 
3 I Who can make a balloon shape with a rriend, usmg your bodies'! 
3 2 Who can make up a shape with your friend in a balancing position using your 
balloons. 
3.3 Stand opposite each other. Put : balloon dov.n, can you gently toss the balloon to 
each other in the air. Can you do this while standing/sitting wide-legged aparc? 
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4 Tie a string to your balloon 
4 I Follow the leader 
Do different stretches and balances 
-Stretch high on tippie toes, balloon over he11d. 
3 tepping Stones 
3 I Who can find a way of jumping into the blocks without stepping into the block with 
stones in? 
-Stretch sideward. balancing on I leg 
-Stretch with balloon between feet up high 
4.2 E,cplore repenoire of gross motor movement vocabulary (skip, glide, gallop, run, 
leap) with balloon. 
4.3 Discover swaying and swinging the balloon 
-forwards and backwards 
-sideways 
-horizontally above the head. 
5. Design a balloon dance 
Swing sideways X 4, step together step, balance 
Repeat 
Step forward, swing balloon honzontaJly above head X 4. 
Twirl around and FREEZE in an upside down hape. 
6 The children taught me the balloon song while running around in a circle. 
LESSON 13 AND 14: CONSOLIDATION 
An overview of the repenoire of movement vocabulary previously learned and expressed in 
terms of expressive movement. A compilation of aJI components of movement awareness 





January I 996 
Dear Parent 
I herewith request your permission for your child, currently enrolled 1n the pre-primary class 
at _ _______ primary school to participate in an expressive movement prowam 
for a duration of seven weeks. The program will be presented twice a week for a period of 25 
minutes during class time There will be no financial implication for participating. The 
researcher intends to facilitate the perceptual-motor dev<;lopment of your child through 
program participation. Perceptual-motor development is a prerequisite to school readiness 
and plays a roll in academic success 
The research information will be handled as confidential and will contribute towards the 
completion of a doctoral dissertation 
Kindly supply us with permission for your child 's participation in this program by signing 
this letter of consent. 
Please return this letter to the school at your earliest convenience 






The Charlop-Atwell Scale of Gross Motor Co-ordination 
Each chiJd was tested individually in the company of only the rater. Total scale 
administration and scoring time is approximately 15 minutes per child. Each child received a 
standard set of instructions and a demonstration for each item For convenience during the 
testing situation, the instructions for each item we provided along with the testing criteria on 
the scale scoring sheets. The chiJdren were tested barefeet. 
In orde_r to attain optimal performance, the rater established and maintained good rapport with 
each child during the adminfatration of the scale. It is recommended that raters engage the 
child in a brief conversation befon .. testing to make the child feel more rela){ed and 
comfortable It is also desirable for the testers to reinforce the child with raise and offer 
encouragement throughout the testing procedure. If a child obviously did nm understand the 
instruction, instructions were repeated without penaJizing the child's score 
For the scale item Scarf Twirl, the child was permitted to hold the scarf in which-ever hand 
was preferred. The child was also alJowed to hop on either the right or left foot for the Hopping item 
For the two items, Tiptoe Balance and Hopping on one foot, in which scoring i" ta:.c:d on a 
time criterion, a stop watch was used For the scale item Scarf Twirl, a handkerch,ef was used 
The order in which the items are presen!ed is not predetermined. During the provisional 
standardization procedure, L · items were administered in a random order It is advisable to 
start the testing procedure with an easier item to allow the child to initially experience success 
For the purpose ofth1s investigation the following order cf items wa pre ented, namely : 
1 . Tiptoe Balance 
2. Hopping on one foot 
3 Jump and about face 
4 Jumping Jacks 
5. Prehistoric AnimaJ and 
6 Scarf Twirl 
Upon completion of the testing, the child was thanked for his/her cooperation and performance. 
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AME - ------------ Objective ubresr /38 
AGE ------------- Subjective subtest /34 
DATE --- ---- ----- T otaJ Scale Score /72 
I. TIPTOE BALANCE 
Instructions: 
1 want you to stand on your toe without moving around or putting your heels down, until I 
tell you lo stop. (Demonstrator stands on toes for 8 seconds ) Now you try it 
(Demonstrator tells the child to top after 8 econds 
Objective criteria 
6pt. BalU1ces for 8 se-:., without putting heels down 
4pt Balance for 8 sec., putting heels down after 4 seconds 
2pt. Puts heels doy,.n within 4 sec 
Opt. Quits before 8 sec 
Subjective criteria 
Precision of movement 
2pt. Stand in one place without mov J feet 
I pt Moves feet after 4 seconds 
Opt. Moves feet within fir t 4 seconds 
Smoothness and flow 
2 pt, Exhibits no wobbling of any part of the body while balancing 
lpt E,chibits wobbling after 4 seconds of balancing 
0 pt Exhibits wobbling within first 4 seconds 
FleKibility 
2 pt Child quicld} and easily gets on tiptoe on first attempt 
I pt Child take two attempts to get on tiptoes before b lancing begins 
0 pt Child needs e,ctra in truction on how to rand on tiptoes 
2. HOPPING ON ONE FOOT 
Instructions; 
I want you to hop in place on one foot until I tell you to stop (Demon trator hops in place 
for 8 seconds ) Remember to keep hopping, without putting your 01her foot down, until I 
tell you to stop. Try to hop in one place, don't hop around the room Ready? Start hopping 
(Demo11S1ratortells the child to stop after 8 second ) 
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6pt Hops in place for 8 sec , without putting raised foot down 
4pt Hops m place for 8 sec , with putting foot down only once after 4 seconds 
2pt. Put~ foot down within first 4 sec 
Opt Quits before 8 sec. 
Subjective criteria 
Prccjsion of movement 
2pt Hop relatively in one place without moving about 
I pt Hops within area of one square foot 
Opt Hops without staying in area of one .quare foot 
Smoothness and flow 
2 pt Continuous hopping 
I pt Slight pauses between hops or unclear about pauses 
0 pt Long pauses between hops 
Flexibility 
2 pt Lands lightly on ground 
I pt Unclear or lands moderately heavily on ground 
0 pt Lands heavily on ground 
3. JUMP AND ABOUT FACE 
Instructions. 
148 
I want you to jump mto the air, turning around o that you face the waU behind you. and land 
with both feet on the ground Watch me. (Demonstrator Jumps into the air turning 
180degrees to face the oppo ite direction and I nds with both feet touching the g,ound at the 
same time ) Now you try it. 
Obj<:ctive criteria 
4pt Jumps nd lands directly facing opposite dire t1on 
2pt Jumps but does not land directly facing oppo 1te direction 
pt Failure to tum opposite direction when jumping 
S,•bjective criteria 
Pr i ion of movement 
2pt Appear to land with both feet touching the ground at the same ttme 
I pt Lands with one foot obviously reaching the ground fir t, then followed by the other 
tbot 
Opt Steps back or falls when landing 
Flel(ibility 
2 pt Arm relaxed 
I pt Arms stiff and rigid 
0 pt Arm moved first before the body tum 
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4. JUMPING JACKS 
Instructions 
We are going to do jumping jacks Watch me fir t You are to jump. putting your feet apart 
and your arms up so that you can clap your hands above your head like th1 ow, you·re to 
Jump puttJn& your feet back together and your arm back down at your ide like this. Now 
you're back where you tarted from Watch me gam. Jump so that your feet are apart and 
your hands clap above your head. Then you're going to jump bark to how yuu were before 
with your feet together and your anm down at your side So it's, arms up, leg out; then arm 
dovm aod feet back together (Demonstrator is to perform the movement as she explain 
what the child is to do) Now you try it Arms up, feet apart. Now, arms back. feet together. 
(Demonstrator has the child do this a few times) o I want you to do the jumping jacks 
faster by yourself like this {Demonstrator does three continuous jumping jack in row.) 
Now you try it (If chi Id cannot perform at least one correct jump mg jack, repeat instruction 
and have the child try again. Allow the child three trials before moving on to tl,e next cate 
item) 
Objective criteria I trial • 5 second 
6pt . Doe one jumping jack on first trial 
4pt. Doe one jumping jack on second trial 
2 pt Doc at tea t one jumping Jack on third trial 
Subjective criteria 
Precision of movement 
2pt Arm raised and lower and leg moved out and b ck together not necc sarily in 
ynchrony 
I pt Arm raised and lowered or le moved out and b ck together 
Opt Failure to do no 1 and no 2 
Smoothn and flow 
2pt Continuou movement 
1 pt Slight pause between jumping j ck 
Opt Stops before each jumping jack to return to tarting position. then proceed . 
Fle,ubihty 
2 pt Agile and bendable, not stifTand rigid, arm relaxed 
I pt Exhjbition of tense and trained movement 
0 pt Jerky, robot-like movement 
5. PREHISTORIC ANIMAL 
Instruct.ions 
I want you to get down on your band and feet like this {Demonstrator h both hand and 
feet on the ground with knees extended straight) Don't bend your knee Now. take: I tep 
forward with one hand, not moving your other h nc! and feet (demonstrate) Then move the 
other hand forward, then I foot, then the other foot (Demonstrate) Only move what I tell 
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you to move When Isa · hand , onl move one hand ow you try 1t Get down on all four 
Remember to keep your k.nees straight Now move I hand. then the other thl 11 one foot lhen 
the other foot 
hand-hand-foot-foot 
hand-hand-foot-foot 
(lf child cannot do at least one of the e eries, have him/her stand up and repeat 
demon tration lf child still cannot perfonn one series correctJy, score accordmgly and move 
on to next scale item ) 
Objective criteria 
I Opt Alternates hand-hand, foot-foot (at lea t twice) on first trial of 5ft distance to be 
walked 
8pt Alternates hand-hand, foot-foot on fir t trial at lea t once 
6pt Alternates hand-band, foot-foot on second trial at least twice 
4pt Alternates hand-hand, foot-foot once on second trial 
2pt Shows some indication and attempt to move in sequence 
Opt Cannot alternate hand-hand, foot-foot on any trial or crawl .. 
Subjective criteria 
Precision of movement 
2pt Does not bend legs at the knee 
1 pt Bends knee some of the time 
Opt Bend at the knees while walkin@ 
Smoothness and flow 
2 pt None or sUght pauses in between hand-hand, foot-foot sequenc«" 
lpt. Long pauses of three second or more in between hand-hand. foot-foot equ~nces 
0 pt I-all in ~ween or during sequences of hand-hand, foot-foot 
Flexibility 
2 pt Child gets into position of all fours with leg traight quickly and e ily 
I pt Relatively easy for child to get into po ition of all four 
0 pt Difficult for child to get into position of all fours 
6. SCARF TWIRL 
Instruction : 
I want you to take the handkerchief in your hand and hold that arm straight out from your 
side like this. (Demonstra r hold arm with handkerchief straight out perpendicular to 
body ) While you're holding your arm out, I want you to twirl cro the room to where I am 
standing, like this (Demonstrator twirls across a distance of 12 ft toward the child, keeping 
the llrDl with the scarf out from her side.) Remember to keep your arm up- don't let the scarf 
touch the ground. While you are twirUng, whenever you face me, make ure you look into 
my eyes. That way you won't get dizzy (Demonstrator now stand 12 ft away from the 
child ) Hold your arm with the scarf straight out from your side Now twirl on over to where 
I'm standing (During the twirling, aero s, if the child lowers his/her arm, remind hun/her to 
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keep his/her arm up Also, remind the child to look into your eyes whenever possible.) Draw 
a diagonal line of 12 ft long across the floor space 
Objective criteria 
6pt Does not drop arm and twirls in a moderately straight line (doesn't wander out of 4 ft 
wide area ofdrawu straight line between c~ ;1d and observer) 
4pt Drops arm once and twirls on moderately straight line 
2pt Drops arm more than once but twirls on moderately straight line 
Opt Drop arm more than once and/or can't twirl in a straight line 
Subjective criteria 
Precision of movement 
1 pt. Does not twirl m complete circles 
Opt. Failure to twirl 
Smoothnes and flow 
2 pt Not stopping between twirls 
I pt. Stopping between twirls 
0 pt Walking between twirls 
Flexibility 
2 pt While twirling, child shows very graceful movements, not stiff and rigid 
1 pt Child exhibits some tense and straintd movements while twirling 




The Beery Developmental Test of Visual Motor Integration 
The following are recommended step for group creening 
I. The children should each have a number 2 pencil without an eraser. 
2. Distribute the test booklets As you d1 tribute them, s y please wait to begin until 
you are a ked to do so Do not open your te. t bo klets until I ask you to open them 
After the test booklets are distributed, say. The form. are to be copied m order Only 
one tcy on each form is llllowed 
4 As you demonstrate, say. Now open your booklet by turning from the top, like this 
5 [t 1s important that the test booklets and each child' body be centred and squared 
with the desks throughout testing As you demonstrate, say Doe everyone have ht 
or her booklet open correctly? This is the way the booklets must stay on your de ks 
until you are finished This i the way you should sit 
6. Give a demonstration of form copying at the chalkboard In your demonstration, use 
one or more forms of your own design, say You are to copy what you see at the top 
of the page Make your drawing of each hape in the pace below it. 
7. Say Some of the forms may be hard for you to copy, but plea e try to copy each one 
of them lu t do the best you can without erasing 
8. Say Are there any que tion? Always do your own work. You may begin 
9. The name of each subject has been pre~written on the te booklet by the 
p ychometrist 
For :-<>,ch form of the VMI assessment battery. there i page of coring inform tion entitled 
Sconn Criteria in the · est manual Each of these page give the age nonn and th 
requirements for pas ing a form. To determine the VM1 age equivalent for a child, add the 
number of form passed up to three consecutive failure This total is the child's raw score. 
For instance, ifa child passed the first ten forms, failed the ne t three forms, and then passed 
the next one, his or her raw score would be only I 0, Refer to the table on page 93 of the 
manu I to find the age equivalent th t corresponds with the child's raw score. Percentile and 
standard score equivalents of raw scores for various ages are available in the manual. 
The recommended procedure in using Lhe Scoring Criteria is to evaluate a child's 
reproduction of a form according to each of the criteria named, using the passing nd falling 
illustrations as aids in doubtful ca es, Nurnbers in parenthe e accompanying the failing 
illustrations refer to the criteria listed at the top of the page All passing and failtng e>.amples 
are actual reproductions that children have made rfthere 1s any doubt whether a form hould 
be marked "passed" or "failed'' af\er the criteria have been studied, mart.. it as "par- ed" 
Some children who are unable to copy the form respond to many of them with 
indiscriminate circular marks. If such a mark is made for Form 3 (circle), this should not be 





The Primary and Pre-school Self-concept Scale 
I want you to tell me what you are like most oftbe time. 
After successfully completing the training exercise. the subject completed the self-concept 
measure, rating the concept ME using tne seven adjective scales of the PPSC. 
The following training exercise precedes the administration of the self concept rating. This 
requires subjects to rate the concepts MILK and SOUP along the bipolar continuum hot-cold 
using the two step questioning procedure i e .. 
l. "Most of the time is MILK hot or cold?" 
The subjects response is followed with a second question: 
2. "Most of the time is Mll..K very cold (hot) or a J.ill!tli! cold (bot)? 
Repeat with SOUP. Make sure child understands these concepts 
SCALE ITEMS 
I. GOOD/BAD 
(a) "Most oftht: time are you GOOD or most of the time are you BAD?" 
(b) "Most of the time are you ~ GOOD (BAD) or just a little bit GOOD 
(BAD)?'' 
2. HAPPY/SAD 
(a) "Most of the time are you HAPPY or most of the time are you SAD?" 
(b) "Most of th: time are you ~ HAPPY (SAD) or just a little bit HAPPY 
(SAD)?'' 
3. STRONG/WEAK 
(a) ''Most of the timic are you STRONG or most of the time are you WEAK?" 
{bl "Most of the time are you Ym STRONG (WEAK) or just a lin!~ STRONG 
(WEAK)?" 
4. BIG/SMALL 
(a) ''Most of the time are you BIG or most of the time are you SMALL?" 
(b) "Most of the time are you vea BlG (SMALL) or just a little bit BIG 
(SMALL)?" 
5. ACCEPTED/REJECTED 
(a) "Most of the time are you LIKED BY OTHER PEOPLE or most of the time 
are you NOT LlKrD BY OTHER PEOPLE?'' 
(b) "Most of the time are 1ou LIKED BY OTHER PEOPLE (NOT LIKED BY 
OTHER PEOPLE) Y,ID'._much or just a little bit 
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6 ACTl\ t/PASSrVE 
(a) "Most of the tune are you BUSY DOU~G SOMETIUNG or most of the time 
are you DOLNG NOTHING?" 
(b) "Most of the time are you ~t • BUSY DOING SOMETHING (DOI G 
NOTHl G) or just a l.iUk ' 1 , 
7 FAST/SLOW 
(a) "Most of the Lime are you FAST or most of the time are you SLOW?" 
(b) ''Most of the time are you ~ FAST (SLOW) or most of the time ju t ~ 
hit FAST (SLOW)? 
All of the above-mentioned scale item questions are accompanied by a semantic differential 
bipolar picture from which the participant selects the most appropnate one 
PPSC CORING METHODS 
I. ST AGER AND YOUNG SCORING METHOD FOR THE PPSC ( 1982) 
The PPSC Score i., computed by summing the participants score on each of the seven 
scales, wheTe the most positive rating equalled 4 points, the least positive, I point 
This scale does not accommodate participants who are uncertain of the intensity of the 
direction ofa selected adjective. 
2. VAN ZUL SCORING METHOD FOR THE PPSC (1985) 
The PPSC Sore is computed by summing the participant 's score on each of the seven 
calcs, where the most posibve rating equalled I point, the least posiuve, 5 points 
participants who were uncertain of indicating the 10tens1ty of the direction of a 
selected adjective. equalled a core of3 
J . PROPOSED METHOD OF SCORING FOR THE PPSC 
A diagram reflecting the scoring method for the PPSC as proposed by this 
investigation to ensure difterentiation between participant who were uncertain of the 
inten ity of the direction (positive/negative) of a selected adjective, is represented in 
the following table: 
POSITIVE ADJECTIVE NEGA TJVE ADJECTlVE 
VERY UNSURE A LITTLE A LITTLE UNSURE VERY 
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